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An Eye For A Tooth
CHAPTER I
SOME PERSON OR PERSONS UNKNOWN
tale is one which could have been told before now: in other words, the events which I shall relate took place before some others which I have already set down.
T HIS
For this I am sorry, for order means much to me: but, as this book will show, I could not have told the truth while someone whom I shall mention was yet alive.
The first I knew of the business was when I was a guest at White Ladies—that was Jonathan Mansel’s beautiful Hampshire home. George Hanbury and I were
resting after our labours, by which I mean doing little but put up our feet: but Mansel took next to no rest, although God knows he had laboured as hard as we, and had,
as well, directed our enterprise. Indeed he divided his time between White Ladies and Town, taking the road to London before we were out of bed and only returning in
time to dress for dinner and, as he used to put it, to save his face as a host. And then at table one evening, after the cloth had been drawn, he bade us fill up our glasses
and listen to what he said.
So far as I can, I will set down his very words.
“Ten days ago we three were in Austria.” He glanced at his watch. “Very nearly ten days ago we were driving from Villach to Salzburg as hard as ever we could.
Take your minds back to that drive. You two were in the back of the Rolls, and Carson was driving, and I was in front with him. Rowley and Bell were behind, in the
second car. So much you know, but no more: for you were asleep. That’s why you don’t know what happened . . . some fifteen miles from Villach . . . very nearly ten
days ago.
“I must have been dozing, myself, for the first thing I remember was that Carson was slowing right down. That woke me up all right, for, as you know, we hadn’t an
instant to lose. At once I saw what he’d seen—a man’s body, lying in the midst of the way. He stopped ten paces away, and I left the car.
“Well, the man was dead. The body was cold, but not stiff: he might have been dead for three hours. A nice-looking, fair-haired man, with a slight moustache; age,
about thirty-five. He looked—and his clothes looked—English.
“Before I did anything else, I looked for the cause of death. Up to then I’d assumed that he had been killed by a car. I found a heavy fracture at the base of his skull:
so far as I saw, that was all, and neither his face nor his hands were so much as grazed. This showed me that my assumption was almost certainly wrong, and it was, I
think, at that moment that I realized that I had assumed what I had been meant to assume. In short, the man had been murdered, and a clumsy attempt had been made to
cover this up. I say ‘clumsy,’ because it was clumsy. The road, as you know, was not tarred, and, as soon as I looked for them, I found the marks left by the body which
had been dragged from a wood.
“The next thing to do was to find out who the man was. The pockets seemed to be empty, but I opened the coat to make sure. The first thing I saw was the tailor’s
tab or label, protruding and half-unstitched. Well, that told me quite a lot. It told me the tailor’s name and the name of the murdered man. But it told me more than that.
Savile Row has its faults, but bad stitching is not among them; in all my life I’ve never had a button come off. And when they stitch their label into the inside of an inside
breast-pocket, they stitch it with all their might. And so I knew at once that some stitches of that label had been cut and the label itself displaced. Why was this done?
Because the murderer wished to ensure that the body would be identified. Unfamiliar with English ways, the Austrian police might have missed the tailor’s label, stitched
into place. And so he had cut some stitches and pulled it out. In fact, he lost his labour, for I cut the rest of the stitches and took the label away. . . .
“Looking again, I found his note-case still there. This was empty except for a photograph—a small snap-shot of an English country house. I took the case and I took
the photograph, too.
“Well, as you know, we were very hard pressed for time, and, since the poor fellow was dead, we couldn’t help him by stepping into the ring. So Carson and I,
between us, lifted his body and laid it down in the ditch. This was narrow and deep and lined very thick with ferns, and it would have made a beautiful grave; but of
course we had no time to cover him up. Then we re-entered the Rolls and put her along. You two never woke up; but Bell and Rowley were out and were standing by.”
Out of his note-case he took a rectangular slip. “There’s the tab or label I took from the dead man’s coat. When you’ve had a look at that, I’ll go on to Scene II.”
Printed upon the tab were the tailor’s name and address—Tendon & Co., Savile Row: and written in ink upon it was their customer’s name—Major J. D. Bowshot.
There was also the date on which the coat had been made, as well as some reference number, clearly of no account.
When I had looked at the label, I passed it across to George: he gave it back to Mansel, who put it away in his case. Then he continued quietly.
“When we arrived in England, the position was this—that a Major J. D. Bowshot had been murdered by some person or persons unknown: that whoever committed
the crime had attempted to disguise it as an accident: that whoever committed the crime had also attempted to ensure that the body would be identified. It is this second
attempt which is so enlightening. You see, it shows—to my mind beyond all doubt—that, unless Bowshot’s death can be proved, whoever committed the crime will be no
better off.
“Well, I couldn’t let things slide. I had made it my affair by taking that label away—to say nothing of my failure to inform the Austrian police. And blood, shed like
that, cries out. . . . But it was obvious that I must go very carefully, if for no other reason, because I had no desire to play into the murderer’s hands.
“Once for all, let me make that point clear. If I had not interfered, the body would have been found and in due course Bowshot’s people would have been informed
of his death. That is what his murderer wanted and what he is waiting for. As the days go by, but no obituary notice appears in The Times, the murderer will grow
suspicious. By now he probably realizes that someone has interfered. And if, as I believe, the proof that Bowshot is dead means much to him, he will institute furtive
inquiries, in the hope of relighting the fuse which I put out. So that, if I start in too, there will be two people both making furtive inquiries about the same man. Well, that’s
the way to get a common denominator—which would be fatal, for common denominators talk. To conclude my digression, let me say this—when I talk of the murderer, I
do not necessarily mean the fellow who struck the blow: I mean the person or persons who arranged for the blow to be struck.
“Well, now as to the action I’ve taken. . . .
“In a sense, I’d a flying start, for Tendon’s my own tailor: I’ve been there for twenty years. So I looked in to choose some clothes and to pass the time of day. To cut
a long story short, in the course of conversation poor Bowshot’s name cropped up, and before I left Savile Row, I knew quite a bit about him and where he lived. He
was, a bachelor, lived at the Manor House, Beehive—that’s in the Mendip Hills: very quiet bloke, cared for nothing but hunting and shooting, often summered
abroad. . . .
“Well, then I went down to Mendip.
“I found a fine, old house and a charming place: not too much ground—just right. Seventeenth-century building, in perfect state, five minutes’ walk from the village,
under the lee of a hill. It was, of course, the house of the photograph. I drove to the door and asked if Bowshot was in. An old-fashioned butler told me that he was
away. I liked the look of the man. And his demeanour was cheerful, which showed that he had no reason to think that all was not well. I said the usual things—that it was
of no consequence, that finding myself in the neighbourhood, I’d remembered I’d promised Bowshot to look him up, that I hadn’t a card, but that, if he said ‘Major
Wilson,’ Bowshot would know who it was. Now the time was half-past four and the weather was very hot, and so it was natural enough that, representing his master, the
butler should beg me to enter and take some refreshment before I went on my way. After some decent hesitation, I said I would. I asked for a glass of cold water and
said that I’d very much like to put through a telephone-call. I didn’t want to, really. But I wanted to have a look at poor Bowshot’s telephone-book—the list of numbers
that he most frequently used. It was, of course, a bow at a venture, for he might not have kept such a list. But most people do. Well, he was no exception. He’d a list of
London numbers—names of subscribers and all. I copied it down whilst I was speaking to Harrods—in Wilson’s name, of course—about a second-hand car. I only
hope they enjoyed the call more than I did: but that is beside the point. Against the butler’s will, I paid for the call; then I bade him good-bye and made my way home.
“There were nineteen names and numbers. All but seven were those of tradesmen or clubs. Of the seven I washed out four: they were those of a bank, a well-known

dentist, a doctor of Harley Street and a firm of bookmakers. The three that were left were these—Orion, Worsted and Co., and Shade.
“Of Worsted and Co. I knew something. They are a firm of solicitors and used to be very sound. But they are not what they were—or what they appear to be. In
fact the firm consists of Messrs. Biretta and Cain. And they are extremely hot. They’ve still a lot of good clients whom Worsteds’ forbears won. I quite expect that
Bowshot was one of these. People are funny like that. They’ll look damned hard at their rice, if their grocer sells his business to somebody else; but they take their
solicitors for granted—I never know why. So much for Worsted and Co.
“Of Orion, I’ve found this out. He runs an East End hostel in Bedlam Row. And he moves about a bit, in his efforts to raise the money to carry the hostel on.
“Shade was a private inquiry agent. I say ‘was,’ because he is dead. He used to be at the Yard and I just remember his name. He died three weeks ago, by falling in
front of a train on the Underground.
“That is all we have to go on.
“Now if I was to change my tactics and set inquiries afoot, I’m very sure they’d bear fruit. But my instinct advises me not to. Put yourself in the murderer’s place. He
desired and arranged that his victim’s corpse should be found. That has not come to pass. He is, therefore, on the alert, because he knows that someone has put a spoke
in his wheel. That is a danger signal. And so his eyes are skinned and his ears are pricked, to catch any sign of movement by anyone else. But that condition won’t last.
When he finds that no one is moving, he’ll move himself. And my instinct says ‘Wait upon him.’
“What, then, have we actually got?
“First, that Bowshot was known to Biretta and Cain, who are—disreputable. Secondly, that he was in touch with a private detective—lately, in touch. Shade’s
number was the last on his list. Thirdly, that three weeks ago that detective happened to die a violent death. Fourthly, that ten days ago Bowshot himself was killed, and
his body so left that it must be identified. Little enough, I admit: but here is one thing more. I turned up the inquest on Shade. The principal witness was a man who was
standing on the platform beside him and saw the whole thing. He said that he tried to save Shade, but hadn’t a chance. He also swore that Shade was a stranger to him.
But the name of that witness was Orion—James Belper Orion, of Bedlam Row.”
Now from what Mansel said it was clear that he meant, if he could, to find out the men who killed Bowshot and bring them to book. I cannot remember declaring
that I would come in with him nor that George Hanbury did so. Maybe we did. But in fact it went without saying, for we were ripe for action of any kind. Having lately
concluded a matter of life and death, we had not yet settled down and were finding the days empty, and normal, peaceful pursuits of slight account. But I very well
remember that there and then we made such plans as we could and we had the servants in and told them what was afoot. (I have mentioned the three by name a page or
two back. Carson was Mansel’s servant—a very good man. Bell was my servant, and Rowley was Hanbury’s. All three had been with us throughout our late adventure
from first to last, and I think that they felt, as we did, that running into danger was better than sitting still.) And then we went to bed, proposing to move the next day, for,
thanks to our recent exploit, we were already equipped for any rough and tumble with desperate men. We were fit. We could work together, we could drive a car without
lights and could stand up to any strain. We had arms and knew how to use them, and Mansel himself had taught us the virtue of discipline. And so, as luck would have it,
we were all ready to move. And that was just as well, “for,” said Mansel, “if we are to do any good, we must move at once. Poor Bowshot’s servants knew nothing three
days ago, but any moment now the news of his disappearance will be announced. And that will open the door to the sheep and the goats.”
It was less than four days later, to be precise, on the fifteenth day of July, that George and Bell and I drove up to a village inn. Perhaps I should have said ‘down,’ for
the hamlet was sunk in a valley between two very high hills, some twenty-two miles from Villach and well off the beaten track. It was a pretty place, which progress had
left alone. Fine, upstanding timber lapped it about, and a swift, clear stream of water sang through its midst. Its name was Latchet—less Austrian than English, it seemed
to me; and it boasted a score of dwellings, not counting its inn. These were pleasant to see, for they were plainly ancient, yet spick and span as pride or affection could
make them, and, indeed, the whole place was as clean as any English village that I ever saw. It being the dinner-hour, there was not a soul to be seen, but without the
forge, I remember, two magnificent bullocks were waiting, no doubt to be shod; they were neither yoked nor tethered, but stood there very quietly, swishing their tails and
blinking their patient eyes. Across the stream hung two bridges of fine, gray stone, and, by the side of one, a cobbled ramp had been made, so that beasts could go down
and drink. The inn was a good-looking house, standing back from the road; on either side of its door were a bench and a massive table of gray, old oak, and I know I
was glad to accept this invitation, throw out my clutch and bring the Lowland to rest. (This car we had bought for our journey—or rather, Mansel had bought it on our
behalf. It was not new, but had been carefully used for two or three months, and it did much more than its duty for many a day. And since Mansel, of course, had his
Rolls, we were very well served.)
Now, unless the murdered man had been carried away by car from the district to which he belonged, it was clear that he must have been staying not far from where
he had lain on the Salzburg Road; and Mansel had asked George and me to go on ahead of him and do our best to discover the inn or, maybe, the farm-house at which
he had lodged. We were to ask no questions, but only to use our eyes and to play the rôle of tourists, fishing and enjoying the country and caring not where we went.
In the last three hours we had visited several villages all within a few miles of where, as near as we could make it, Mansel had found the body a fortnight ago; but
Latchet was the first one which showed any promise at all, for the inns of most of the others were very rough, and few, I think, could have offered a decent bed. But
Latchet’s inn stood far above any of these, and, indeed, as soon as we saw it, we made up our minds we were home.
As we left the car—
“Not a shadow of doubt,” said George, with his eyes on the house. “And very nice, too. You order the beer; I want to think out our approach. Why the hell can’t we
talk German?”
There he did himself less than justice, for he could, what is called, ‘get along.’ And I knew odd words and phrases, but that was all. Still, to converse in German was
wholly beyond our power. Which was embarrassing; for, if there was to be nothing for us to see, only by idle conversation could we find out whether Bowshot had
stayed at some house.
George took his seat on a table, and I walked into the inn. Bell had stayed with the car and was wiping the windscreen clean of the endless dust.
I was half-way down the flagged hall, when I heard a voice speaking English—and stood very still.
“I don’t see what more we can do. He disappeared on the first and to-day’s the fifteenth. Hopeless of course. When did they first report it?”
Another voice spoke in German, and a woman’s voice made reply.
Then—
“She says on the eighth—a week ago to-day.”
“Ask her again why she didn’t report it before.”
The question was put and answered.
“She says she didn’t want to make trouble—that if Bowshot had come back, he would have been very angry to find they had made a fuss.”
There was a pause. Then—
“She says that he carried a note-case. Can she say whether there was anything in that note-case besides money? Visiting-cards, for instance. She must have seen him
use it time and again.”
When the interpretation was done—
“She says he had a photograph in it, but she doesn’t think anything else.”
“How does she know that?”
“One day he took out the photograph and showed it to her. He said it was a picture of his home. And she said how lovely it was, and he laughed and said he’d give
her the photograph to keep, when he went away.”
There was another silence, broken by the sobs of the woman—no doubt, the hostess.
“Tell her not to cry. It may only be a case of loss of memory.”
The translation was made, and the sobbing began to subside.
“How much does she consider that he owes her?”

“Seven pounds fifteen.”
“Well, tell her this. If she wants to see her money, she’d better do as I say.”
The interpreter spoke again, and the woman replied.
“She will obey implicitly.”
“We’re going to pack his things and to leave his bags here. I shall take his passport and cheque-book. If he should come back or communicate with her in any way,
she is to wire us immediately. Better write down the address—just British Consulate, Salzburg. Oh, and if any letters should come, she must send them to me at once.”
The translation was being made, when I heard the scrape of a chair.
At once I slipped out of the house, made a sign to George and ran for the car. Bell, on the watch, saw us coming and opened the doors.
As I took my seat—
“I want to know if we’re seen. Keep your eyes on the inn.”
Forty seconds later we had left Latchet behind. And had seen no one.
“Anyone see us, Bell?”
“I don’t think so, sir. If they did, they never showed up.”
“Inform me,” said George. “And I want a damned good reason for being done out of my beer.”
“Here it is,” said I, and told him my tale.
When I had done—
“Good enough,” said George. He sighed. “It’s always the way. I sit still and flog my wits, and you walk into the grocer’s and pick up the figs. And now what?”
“Salzburg and Mansel,” said I, “as quick as ever we can. He may be there to-night. If he is . . .”
“Go on,” said George. “Go on. I’m beginning to see.”
“Well, the special idea is for us to prevent an announcement that Bowshot has disappeared. The very best way to do that is to give people reason to think that he is
alive and well. Supposing to-morrow morning the hostess at Latchet goes into Bowshot’s room—to find his luggage gone and, left on the table, seven pounds fifteen
and the photograph of his house?”
“I hand it to you,” said George. “I think I should make it ten pounds, but the photograph is the thing. That will be proof positive. For only Bowshot knew that he had
said she should have it before he went away. Oh, very good indeed. An’ then she wires to the Consul, an’ he marks his file ‘No action’ and that is that.” He slewed
himself round in his seat. “You’re growing quite cunning, Bill. It must be being so much with Mansel and me.”
How burglars feel, I cannot pretend to say, but I know that I felt ashamed of the work that we did—not that, but the following night. The thing was too easy. Latchet
slept like the dead, and the door of the inn was not locked. The whole business took six minutes from first to last. Mansel and I went in, while Bell stood on guard by the
doorway and George remained with the car. The dead man’s luggage was piled in a first-floor room—a trunk, two suitcases, a rug and a fishing-rod. I set the trunk on
my shoulder and picked up a case, and Mansel brought down the rest. On the table we left an envelope, containing the photograph and ten pounds in Austrian notes.
And then we were all four gone, like the thieves we were.
And about the time, I suppose, at which the British Consul received his telegram, the cloak-room at Salzburg station accepted the stolen goods. But Mansel lodged
the receipt at a Salzburg Bank—under sealed cover and marked ‘For Safe Custody.’
Here I should say that not until then did I learn that, while George and I were waiting for him at Salzburg, Mansel, Carson and Rowley were doing a dreadful duty
some hundred odd miles away.
“It was always clear,” said Mansel, “that it had to be done. In the first place, the dead deserve burial. In the second place, so long as it lay unburied, the body might
well have been found, and, rightly or wrongly, it is our present aim to deny to those who killed Bowshot all evidence of his death. As things stand, we’ve done more than
that, for we have convinced the Consul that Bowshot is still alive. And so his disappearance will not be announced. That will perplex the murderers: they will not know
what to think: but they will be forced to the conclusion that for some reason or other the body has not been found. What action they’ll take, I don’t know. But if, as I
think, they are anxious that Bowshot should be known to be dead, they may pursue the matter. Putting myself in their place, if there was a lot at stake, I should have a
stab. I may be entirely wrong, but I think I’m right. I can’t get over that label’s being pulled out. Why pull it out, if they only wanted Bowshot out of the way? They didn’t
only want that. They wanted more. They wanted proof that Major John Bowshot was dead. And it must be provoking for them, when they know he is dead, to think that
they’re losing their labour because the Austrian police don’t know their job. So very provoking that they may feel compelled to come back. I mean, that’s what I should
do. . . .”
It was two days after our raid that we took up our quarters at Goschen—a decent farm, some fourteen miles from Latchet and twelve from the fatal spot on the
Salzburg-Villach road. This was very much better than any inn, for the house was agreeably placed and as private as we could wish. Though few would have guessed it, it
was in fact served by two drives, the lesser of which ran out of the stable-yard: from there it passed through woods for a quarter of a mile, before slipping into a by-road
which led to a hamlet called Talc. And here were cross roads. But the principal drive ran out of the Villach road. We, therefore, had a ‘back door,’ the approach to which
was well masked; so that, if we took ordinary care, to keep a watch on our movements would be very hard. Then, again, there was a very fair trout-stream, five minutes’
stroll from the house. But, best of all, the people were used to the English and had received them as guests before the Great War. It is, I think, common knowledge that
during those four lean years their country was ranged against us largely against its will, and these poor peasants were not only plainly thankful to see some English again,
but clearly most anxious to prove the goodwill which they felt. This was, of course, of great value; for our goings out and our comings in were pretty sure to be most
irregular.
Still, fortunate as we were, it was no good sitting still and wondering what was toward. If things were going to happen, they were going to happen at Latchet or close
to the Salzburg road. So within six hours of our settling down at the farm, Mansel took George and myself to show us as much as he knew. And Bell went with us.
Before leaving, we studied the map. This showed that, as the crow flies, Latchet lay less than three miles from where Mansel had found the body in the midst of the
way.
“There may be a path,” said Mansel, “but that is for us to find out. By road, as you see, it’s nearly eleven miles; and it is not clear that Bowshot had the use of a car.
You heard no mention of one. Now I said, if you remember, that his body had been dragged from the woods. That was going too far. I can only swear it was dragged
from the side of the road. So he may have been brought there by car. But I don’t think he was. If I am to speculate, I think he was on his way to or from Latchet, when
he was done in. A path would bear out that suggestion. Assume that he was in the habit of taking this walk. The murderer finds that out and lies in wait close to the road.
The rest is too easy.
“Now we’re going to leave the car about a mile and a quarter from the spot where the body lay. This, for two reasons. First, we are out to observe—not to be
observed; secondly, at that distance, there’s a very convenient place in which to bestow the car.
“To-night I shall show you round. Then we shall make for Latchet, of course on foot; and if there is a path, we should strike it at once. But, path or no, we must find
the way there and back—and find it so well that we shall know it again. All this we must do in silence and without any light. Don’t think I’m being foolish, because I’m
not. I just don’t want to be murdered, as Bowshot was. And in a show like this, you can shove your shirt on the man who sees, or even hears, the other man first.”
That night there was no moon, but the sky was clear and the stars were luminous. Mansel drove slowly, so that we could study the way, and half an hour went by
before he stole off the road and up a track into the woods. After about a furlong a second track crossed the first, and here it was very easy to turn the Rolls. This Mansel
did forthwith, so that, when she stopped, she was facing the way we had come.
Mansel turned in his seat and spoke very low.
“I told you this place was convenient, and so it is. You saw that second track. Well, that leads back to the road; and it actually meets the road a short two hundred

yards beyond where the body lay. So that is the way we’ll go.” Here he left the car and we followed him out. “Single file, if you please, and watch your step.”
After about six minutes we came to the end of the track and the Salzburg road. All was very still, and, there being no wind at all, the silence of the woods all about us
was that of death. The trees met over the track, which was therefore as dark as pitch; but the Salzburg road was lit by the stars above.
Mansel stood listening a moment. Then he made a gesture for us to come up with him.
“Before we go any further, I want us to wait for a car. I want you to see for yourselves, first, how its headlights show up the sides of the road, and, secondly, how
very short is the warning of its approach. From either direction. This particular reach of road is about six hundred yards long. But at either end of this reach, there’s a hell
of a bend. The woods being very thick, unless your ears are pricked, you cannot hear a car coming until it rounds one of those bends; and, if it’s moving, you’ve got to be
quick and careful if you don’t want to be seen. I don’t mean, seen by the occupants of the car; I mean, seen by someone who might be glad of the sight.”
As the words left his mouth, I heard a sudden snarl, and Mansel dropped. Instinctively, we all did the same. An instant later, the road upon which we had been
looking was bright as day. . . . And then some car swept by, and the darkness came back.
As we got to our feet—
“You see,” breathed Mansel. “These woods don’t give you a chance. Still, it’s not quite as bad as that, if you use your ears. I mean, you’d have heard it before, if you
hadn’t been listening to me. And now we’ll cross the road—one at a time, of course. Over the ditch and into the bracken beyond. Then turn right and go on till you see a
culvert ahead. If another car comes, there’s the bracken. But keep your eyes on its beam: it might reveal something that you hadn’t known was there.”
We had all four crossed the road, before another car passed. This time, crouched in the bracken, I marked how its lights illumined the sides of the way. Had a man
been standing there, I must have seen him. I saw the stone parapets of the culvert, one hundred and fifty yards off. There we came up with Mansel, who once again
spoke very low.
“Thirty yards on from this culvert is where the body lay. If a path to Latchet exists, it won’t be far from here. I’m going to see if there is one: I shan’t be long.”
As he moved away—
“Let us pray,” said George. “Let us pray very hard indeed. Mansel’s in the mood to move mountains—an exercise denied to weaker vessels like me. I’ve already
fouled three roots and walked into two trees. And that in two hundred yards. And Latchet is three miles off. At this rate, therefore, if we don’t discover a path, my face
will want lifting before the night is out. So let us pray all we know that a path exists.”
Be sure I agreed with him.
Whilst we were waiting, another two cars fled by. And then a lorry came pounding, defiling the sweet of the night with its sound and its smell. As the last of its rumble
faded, Mansel appeared.
“Yes, there’s a path,” he said. I heard George sigh with relief. “And if you’re as thankful as I am, that’s saying a lot. I can’t swear it goes to Latchet; but if it doesn’t, I
shall be much surprised. Any way, come along. It’s not very far.”
Mansel did well, I think, to find that path by night, without any torch. Even by day one could have missed it, for, where it met the ditch, there was no break in the
bracken and what depression there was was of no account. But once you were on it, to keep to it was easy enough; and the four of us made good progress for more
than a mile.
Then we met with a check, for the forest came to an end and we entered a sloping meadow, in which not even Mansel could find the track of men’s feet. For a
moment, he stood very still. Then I saw him lift his head, as a man who is straining his ears. And then I heard the whisper of water. . . .
At the foot of the sloping meadow was flowing a decent stream; and, walking along its bank, we came to the little foot-bridge which we had been sure must be there.
We climbed another meadow and entered the woods again. Here the path was as clear as it had been before, and soon more than one path joined it, to make it still more
distinct. All this time we were rising, and, when at last we had surmounted some crest, we heard at once the song of the sturdy water which George and I had looked on
three days before. That Latchet lay below us, there could be no doubt.
To make certain, we went on down; to find that the path ran into the place between walls, quite close to the inn.
It was now three hours since we had climbed out of the Rolls, and I was expecting that we should retrace our steps. But Mansel thought otherwise.
“I want,” he said, “to have a look at the coach-house which serves the inn. I want to see what it contains. So William will stay with me, and George and Bell will go
back and get the Rolls. Don’t bring her into the village.” He pointed South. “Do you remember cross roads just under a mile that way?”
“Yes,” said George.
“D’you think you can get there all right?”
“Yes.”
“Then pick us up there an hour and a half from now. And then we’ll go home and spend a morning in bed.”
“Every time,” said George.
The next moment, he and Bell were out of our sight.
“The thing is this,” said Mansel. “This inn is a magnet. It attracted the British Consul and it attracted us. I think it will attract others. Now I doubt if we can watch it by
day—at present, at any rate. And to watch it by night would be futile. But we can check up on its garage. No car to-night; but two to-morrow, for instance. I mean, that
would make us think.”
An alley on the left of the inn brought us into a stable-yard, and there, on the right, stood a coach-house of a considerable size. It had two mighty doorways, each
shut by two leaves of oak which must have been twelve feet high, and I think the place had been built to accept the berlines and coaches of bygone days. We could have
opened a door, but we did not like to do this, for fear of making a noise: for one thing, the leaves had dropped and were resting upon the cobbles of which they should
have hung clear; for another, their hinges were rusty and might well have lodged a protest which would have waked somebody up. But when we looked for a window,
there was none to be seen. Since the coach-house ran all the width of the stable-yard, we could not approach its sides; for the yard itself was walled and the coachhouse was really no more than a slice of the yard which had been fronted and roofed.
I glanced at Mansel, who was standing with a hand to his chin.
“How deep,” he said, “how deep would that coach-house be?”
After a moment’s thought—
“Say thirty-five feet.”
“Thereabouts. Say fourteen paces. Let’s measure the depth of the yard.”
This was twenty-six paces dead.
“Forty paces in all,” murmured Mansel, and led the way down the alley. As we came to the road, “And now how far from here to the mouth of the path?”
Together we paced the distance, making it forty-two paces or thereabouts.
“As I dared hope,” said Mansel. “The path runs past the back of the coach-house wall.”
“Now all we want,” said I, “is the length of the alley.”
“Twenty-two paces,” said Mansel. “I took it as we came down.”
I walked up the path behind him, looking up and straining my eyes. . . .
Its height alone assured us that here was the coach-house wall, but, though we could make out the eaves, we could see little else; for here the path was a canyon
some four feet wide, and trees which grew in some garden beyond the opposite wall, were stretching over their branches, to hide the stars.
At length—
“There’s something there,” I said; “about twelve feet up. It doesn’t look like a window. It has the look of a shadow; and yet I don’t think it is.”
“Use your torch,” said Mansel. “For one second only, of course.”
It was the edge of a shutter that I had seen. And three feet below was foothold, upon the branch of an oak.
I mounted on Mansel’s shoulders. . . .

One minute later, I had my hands on the wood.
The shutter was not even latched. As I pulled it open, I saw that it hid a window that had no glass and no frame. I leaned well over the sill. Then I stretched down my
arm and switched on my torch.
Three vehicles stood in the coach-house, which could have accepted twelve. One was a farmer’s gig, one was an old landau and one was a very old car, with a tiller
instead of a wheel and a tonneau as big as a sty.
I switched off my torch, swung the shutter to, found an easy way down and made my report.
Mansel nodded, and led the way back to the road.
Not until we were clear of Latchet did he open his mouth.
“We’ve had a good night,” he said. “Fortune favours the patient as well as the brave. But one thing bothers me, William. It seems pretty certain that Bowshot had no
car. And that seems strange to me. You don’t want a car in a city, but Latchet is right off the map.”
“We’re very car-minded,” I said, and Mansel laughed.
“That’s true enough. All the same . . .”
“You don’t think the car was pinched by the fellows who did him in?”
“Not on your life. They staged a running-down case. If he’d had a car, they’d have staged a smash, instead. No. Bowshot had no car; but I don’t know why.” I saw
him shrug his shoulders. “And that’s only a minor query. Except that some person or persons stood to gain by his death, when published, I don’t know anything. And yet
I feel there’s a lot behind this case. . . . Well, we shall see—before long. Of that, I’m perfectly sure: ‘for wheresoever the carcase is, there will the eagles be gathered
together.’”
So we came to the cross roads.
And not very long after that, the Rolls slid out of the shadows and picked us up.

CHAPTER II
WHERESOEVER THE CARCASE IS
that time on, every night we patrolled the path to Latchet from dusk to dawn; and every night we looked within the coach-house, to see whether any car-owner
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had come to stay at the inn. For such duty, two were enough: so Mansel and Carson did it one night, George and Rowley the second, and Bell and myself the third. In
our spare time we took our ease, fishing and visiting Salzburg and getting to know the country round and about the farm. The weather continuing fine, we did very well:
but, as the days went by, yet nothing took place, I sometimes wondered if Mansel’s judgment was wrong.
Perhaps because I was doubting, I was the first to have something to report.
When Bell and I went out, our procedure was this. First, we inspected the road and the side of the road, and we proved the verge of the forest from the culvert up to
the path. Then we followed the path to Latchet and, after inspecting the coach-house, made our way back. For the rest of the night, one was moving between the road
and the meadow, and one was watching the edge of the Salzburg road.
It was my third turn of duty, and I was peering into the coach-house, about to switch on my torch, when I became aware of the presence below of a car that had
been moving at speed and was not yet cold. For full three minutes I waited, straining my ears; then I lighted my torch, to see a wine-coloured saloon, all covered with
dust. I could neither read its number, nor recognize its make: but it carried a ‘G.B.’ plate and one of its off-side windows was badly starred.
I put out my torch, carefully closed the shutter and made my way down to the ground.
When I told Bell what I had seen——
“Looks like we’re off, sir,” he said.
I agreed with him.
Instead of retracing our steps, we then stole on and round, to have a look at the inn; for, had some window been lighted, we might have been able to see the people
who had come in the car. But here we were disappointed, for every window was dark. This was not surprising, for the hour was half-past eleven; and if they had come
some distance, as like as not they had been glad to retire. So, after a careful survey from every side, we turned again to the path and our not unpleasant walk to the
Salzburg road.
By the time we had reached the meadows, the moon was up, so, for what it was worth, I left Bell at the edge of the forest, to watch the open ground. He was to
follow me in a quarter of an hour; if half an hour went by, but he did not arrive, I was to go to him as fast as I could.
There is a saying ‘It never rains, but it pours.’ Be that as it may, as I came to the verge of the woods, through which the road ran, I saw a car at rest by the side of the
way.
Its lights were out, but the moon was showing it up and I saw it well. It was black or blue—a coupé, and looked American.
For a moment, I stood very still. Then, since I was still in the shadow and full thirty paces away from the edge of the road, I began to move on very slowly, keeping
my eyes on the car. . . .
And there I made two mistakes, which Mansel would never have made. In the first place, I ought at once to have left the path; in the second, I should have been
careful to keep my eyes off the road, for, looking out of the darkness into the light, they were, of course, far less fitted to pierce the darkness itself, and anyone in the
forest, with his back to the road, would have been able to see me before I saw him.
And that is just what happened.
I heard a gasp and a rustle: and, as I turned, two arms went about my neck.
“Oh, John, John! I’m so thankful. I——”
The sentence snapped off short, and the girl recoiled and stood peering, with one of her hands to her head.
“My God,” she breathed. “Who are you? I—I thought . . .”
“I’m very sorry,” I said. “It wasn’t my fault.”
“You’re English. Have you brought me a message?”
“I’m afraid I haven’t,” I said.
“Then why are you using this path at this time of night?”
“Mere chance,” said I. “I don’t sleep well and I wander a lot at night. May I know who ‘John’ is? I might be able to help.”
“You must be staying at Latchet. Is there anyone ill at the inn?”
“I’m not staying there, but I daresay I could find out. Won’t you tell me who to ask for?”
I could see her looking at me and biting her lip.
“I suppose I can trust you,” she said.
“I suppose you can.”
“I want news of Major John Bowshot. He is—a great friend of mine. I—I haven’t seen him lately, and I have a—a dreadful feeling that he may have been taken ill.”
“I’ll do my best,” said I. “When and where can I meet you again?”
“To-day is Tuesday. Can you be here on Thursday?”
“Not here,” I said, quickly. I had the sense to say that. “Do you know the cross roads beyond Latchet?”
“Of course. But why not here?”

“I shall be tired on Thursday, and this is too far.”
She looked at me very hard.
“Very well. The cross roads. Between half past ten and eleven on Thursday night.”
“I will be there, I promise.”
She hesitated. Then—
“He was staying at Latchet,” she said, “and I had to go away. He knew that, of course. But when I got back and came here, he never came. And that’s not—like
him. If you could find out what’s wrong . . .”
“I’ll do my best,” I said.
She turned and took the path, to go back to the car.
When she found me behind her—
“You needn’t trouble,” she said.
I took no notice and handed her over the ditch and into the road.
I saw a coronet painted upon the door of the car.
I opened this, and she took the driver’s seat.
“May I know your name?” she said.
“Perhaps on Thursday,” said I, and shut the door.
I felt her eyes on me.
“Why didn’t you slam it?” she said.
“Till Thursday,” said I, and stood back.
“You make me uneasy,” she said. “Will you tell me only one thing?”
“On Thursday, perhaps.”
“Do you know John Bowshot?”
“No,” said I. “But I’ll do my best for you both.”
“Thank you,” she said, and started her engine up.
As she let in her clutch, she inclined her head.
I made her a bow in return, and the car slid away.
Ten seconds later, I was once more out of sight.
Mansel was sitting upon the foot of my bed.
“I got your note,” he said. “And I couldn’t wait any longer. It’s past mid-day.”
“Sorry,” said I, and, with that, I told him my tale.
When I had done, he rose and moved to a window and stood looking out.
“Cherchez la femme,” he said. And then, “I might have known. Go and have your bath, William. You’ve given me food for thought.”
But when I came back he was gone.
After lunch we discussed the matter—Mansel and George and I.
It was my desire—and I said so—that Mansel should come on Thursday and keep my appointment with me; but this he refused to do.
“Not this time,” he said. “You are very well able to play the hand. All that you must be sure of is that the girl is straight. If she is, you can tell her whatever you please.
And see what she says.”
“I can’t tell her that Bowshot is dead.”
“I think it will be your duty. I’m very sorry, William, but, if you decide that she’s honest—and of that, from what you tell me, there can be no doubt—I think you will
have to tell her, there and then. And then you can tell her our mission—to find his murderers out.”
“It’s all damned fine,” I said.
“I know. It’s a hellish business. But we simply cannot lead her along the garden-path. Not even for twenty-four hours. If we did, she’d never forgive us—and she
would be right. Once we are sure of her, we cannot have her on. What line she will take, I don’t know. If she takes the bit in her teeth, we can but go home. But if she
was in love with Bowshot, then she has a right to know that Bowshot is dead. Whether or no she can throw any light on his death, I’ve no idea. But she may be able to.
“And now for the strangers at Latchet.
“This may be a mare’s-nest. Still, it’s an English car, and Latchet is off the map. Any way, it’s for us to make sure whether or no these are the fellows we want. So I
think that to-night we should all go out on the job. And that, in good time. If they were concerned in the murder and mean to inspect the scene, I simply cannot believe
that they will do it by day. A man’s got to have an iron nerve to dispense with the cover of darkness on such an occasion as that.
“Now if they do visit the spot which we know so well, our principal object will be to overhear what they say. We are out after proof. Once they stand convicted by
what we have heard them say, we have got to see what they look like. This may mean that we have to declare our presence. It may mean—anything. What is quite
certain is that, once they know we are there, our relations will not be cordial. And, for that reason, I think we had better go armed.”
That was as much as he said; but I know that I dreaded the appointment which I had made with the girl even more than I looked forward to the clash which might
come that night. And that is saying a great deal.
I will not set down in detail the orders which Mansel gave before we set out; but I will make one point—that if the strangers at Latchet were indeed proposing to visit
the scene of the crime, we could not possibly tell whether they meant to do so on foot or by car. It was, therefore, arranged that I should stay by the road, for I had seen
the car and should know it again. And Bell and Carson with me. But Mansel and George and Rowley would answer for the path. George’s post was to be in the
meadows, and Mansel’s by the side of the path, two hundred yards from the road. Rowley would move between them, playing connecting-file. Being, so to speak, in the
centre, Mansel would be ready and waiting to move either way.
Carson and Bell would each carry a heavy chock. If the car I had seen were to stop not far from the path, and its occupants were to alight, they were to place these
chocks beneath a front and hind wheel; so that, should the men take alarm and run for the car, although they gained it, they would not be able to leave.
The evening was overcast, and dusk came in soon after we left the farm. It was as good as dark when we came to the Salzburg road. We did not use our lights, but
though I, who was driving the Lowland, was close to the Rolls, I could only just see her leave the road for the track and, once I had left it myself, I could see nothing at
all. Carson at once alighted, to move in front of the car, taking with him one end of a cord which was tied to my arm. So long as this was drawn tight, I knew that the way
was clear and that I could proceed. Five minutes later, both of the cars had been turned where the two tracks crossed, and had been berthed as usual, facing the road.
And then on foot and in silence we moved down the second track.
Arrived at the road, as usual, we crossed it one at a time. George crossed first, for he had the farthest to go; then Rowley; and, after him, Mansel. And I was about
to follow, when I heard the sound of a car.
At once I left the track, stepping into the bracken which grew upon either side. And there I stood waiting until the car should have passed.
And then I suddenly knew that it was not going to pass.
Peering between the stems, I watched its lights approaching more and more slowly, until they stopped altogether, about a hundred yards off. Then they came on again
at a walking pace. Twice more they stopped, as though the driver were looking for something he thought should be there. Craning my neck, I tried to follow their
beam. . . . As I did so, this reached the culvert—or, rather, the twin parapets which showed where the culvert was. The car stopped again. Then again it came slowly on,
until it was almost abreast of where—by this time—I was kneeling, by the side of the track.

And then it swung to its right, and I fell on my face.
I might have guessed for what the driver was looking; I should have been ready for what he was going to do.
Be that as it may, all the forest directly about me was suddenly bright as a stage with the footlights on, and the car swung into the track, whilst I lay four feet from its
wheels, with my sleeves tight across my face.
The next few moments were among the worst I have passed.
I was not so much concerned about Carson and Bell, for they could be counted upon to do the right thing. But what made me want to cry out was the thought that
the driver might do as we had and make for where the tracks crossed, in order to turn his car. If he did that—or even if he went too far up—his headlights would
certainly show him the marks of our wheels, while, if he backed round to the right, they would show him the Rolls and the Lowland, some fifty paces away.
In this anxiety, I was, of course, not alone. Mansel, who saw the whole thing from the opposite side of the road, was on tenterhooks the whole time, and he told me
later that George, who was crouching beside him, was praying aloud.
Whether George’s prayers were heard, I cannot say: but the fact remains that, to my immense relief, the car stopped short of the cross, and, after what seemed an
age, somebody switched off her engine and turned out her lights. And then I heard her doors opened and presently shut.
I was on my feet by now and was standing well back from the track by the side of a tree. This was as well, for somebody lighted a torch and threw its beam down
the track and waved it from side to side.
“Keep that light on the ground, you fool.”
The words were spat, rather than spoken—by one of four men: and since I was soon to learn that he went by the name of Forecast, I may as well set it down now.
His order was obeyed—under protest.
“Got to see where I’m goin’,” said the man with the torch in his hand. “You ask me to——”
“See and be seen,” snapped Forecast. “And damned well put it out when we come to the road. I don’t want any cars stopping—to see what our trouble is.”
“I always said,” said a third man, “we oughter ’ave come by day. You wait till you’re over the road. No —— drives like this. Nothin’ but ferns: an’ trees with ——
great roots all over the place.”
“What of the path you spoke of?”
“Well, wot of it?” said the other. “I said a path—not a by-pass. An’ all hid up with the ferns.”
“Boney,” said Forecast, grimly, “if you don’t mind your mouth, one of these —— days I shall put you where you belong. As for coming by day, if you an’ Gulf
weren’t lying, you’ve been here by night before.”
“No, you don’t,” said Boney. “We never say that. Got ’ere by daylight, we did. On purpose to see our way.”
“That’s right,” said the man with the torch.
“Well, you had to get back,” said Forecast.
“Wot if we ’ad?” said Boney. “This is a drive, this is. But that’s a path. An’ it’s goin’ to take some findin’, torch or no torch.”
“Well, carry on. We’ve got to find more than that.”
“Sez you,” said the torch-bearer. “You wait till you see them ferns.”
“—— needle in a —— ’aystack,” said Boney, “if you ask me. An’ I’d like to meet the —— that done it. —— interferin’ body-snatcher.”
“You’ve said it,” said the other. “Took the words out of me mouth. A body-snatcher, that’s wot he is. To think after all we done——”
“Easy now,” said Boney. “This ’ere was an accident. Knock down an’ killed, he was, by a runaway car.”
“Quite so,” said Forecast, “quite so. And perhaps the driver got wind up . . . and, after you’d gone, came back . . . and dragged the body into the forest . . . Or, if
not the driver, then someone—some god-damned, meddling fool.” I heard him suck in his breath. “Any way, show me the doings. And when I’ve got my bearings, we’ll
have a look round.”
“Yes, an’ wot if there’s nothin’ there?” said the man with the torch. “Just because some body-snatcher has stuck in his —— oar, me and Boney’s to drop four
’undred quid.”
“Gulf,” said Forecast, “I’ll give you a piece of advice. When next you’re arraigned for felony, don’t go into the box. As sure as you do, you’ll put the rope round your
neck. And now lead on, you wash-out. I want to see exactly what happened and where it took place. If, after that, there is anything more to be done . . .”
“Yes?”
“You’d —— well better do it,” said Forecast.
The meaning with which he invested this blunt apodosis was unmistakable. Even I, an eavesdropper, found it most sinister: and I was not surprised when, after a little
silence, the other turned on his heel and led the way to the road.
Now all this confirmed so precisely what Mansel had always said that I felt as though some nightmare had come to life and I wished with all my heart that he had
been standing beside me to hear what had passed. And, with that, it came into my mind how very important it was that Mansel should know at once as much as I knew.
Before, however, I ventured to cross the road, I must give the servants orders concerning the car.
By now the rogues had come to the edge of the road, and, though Gulf had put out his torch, I could see the four of them peering and looking to right and to left. So
for a moment or two; then one—I think it was Boney—took the lead, and the others followed behind in a little bunch. Since they did not cross directly, but bore to the
right, in two or three seconds they had passed out of my view.
At once I turned—to find Carson standing beside me two paces away.
He put his lips to my ear.
“Shall we chock the car, sir?”
“No,” I breathed. “We’ll have to do better than that. I want you to do in her lights. Don’t cut the wires. Unscrew the dash-board connections and pocket the nuts.
Use your torch if you need it; it won’t be seen. But Bell must keep a look-out at the mouth of the track.”
“Very good, sir,” said Carson. “And then?”
“You both cross over the road and pick us up. I’m going to find Captain Mansel and put him wise.”
“Very good, sir.”
As Carson slid into the shadows, I made for the track. . . . I could not see the rogues, when I came to the road, but, in view of the line they had taken, I knew it was
safe to cross. I did so at once. Then I turned to my right and began to move through the woods towards the path.
Now though Gulf was not permitted to use his torch on the road, I had no doubt at all that he would be encouraged to use it as soon as he and his fellows entered the
woods; for to anyone not accustomed to moving in the country by night, the forest was by no means a ‘joy-ride,’ as he had foretold. But as the moments went by, yet no
torch was lit, I began to think that caution had taken charge and that Forecast had made up his mind that no more light must be shown. I therefore stood still and listened,
for I was perfectly sure that, light or no, their movements in country like this would give them away. And, as I stopped, I heard the approach of a car.
Automatically I took cover and stood by to use my eyes; and, as I looked, the head-lights made everything plain—in more senses than one.
Disliking the idea of the forest, the four had been walking along the crown of the road. So they had made good progress and had almost reached the culvert, when
the beam swung round and caught them full in the midst of the way.
For a moment they stared at the lights, as though they were hypnotized. Then, as though the spell were lifted, they sprang to life.
To the scream of a high-pitched horn, they broke and ran, and two, to my great delight, fell into the ditch. Which goes to show what a guilty conscience will do, for
they had but to stand to one side and suffer the car to go by. Still, in their defence, I must say that, on that particular reach, a car was upon you almost before you could
think. For all that, when the car was gone by, the four fairly sacrificed caution upon the altar of rage; for they roared and cursed and swore like so many lunatics, and they
very near came to blows, because Boney and Gulf had said nothing about the ditch. These two insisted with oaths that they had forgotten it was there, but the damning
fact stood out that neither of them had fallen, but both had jumped clear.

As well as affording us pleasure—I frankly admit that I laughed till I could hardly stand up—this childish exhibition stood us in excellent stead; for, before the flurry
was over, I had fetched a small compass and struck the path. And there I found Mansel and George, both of them weak with laughter, but both of them all impatience to
hear what I had to tell.
But we none of us smiled when I had made my report and I often wonder how I could have laughed as I did, for here were two filthy blackguards seeking to prove
to their master that they had done his bidding to put a poor soul to death: and here was the man who had ordered this pitiless crime, come like a ghoul in the night, if it
could, to smell out its victim and ravage the field of blood.
“And the fourth man?” breathed Mansel.
“I’ve no idea. He hasn’t opened his mouth.”
“More than one torch?”
“I don’t know. I’ve only seen one.”
“All right. Steady. They’re moving. From what you say, they’re going to make for this path. I’m going over to join them, and you go up to its mouth. George and
Rowley beside it, between there and here.”
The four were now in the bracken, moving in single file by the edge of the ditch. Their progress was very slow, for Gulf, with the aid of the torch, would move a few
feet and would then stand still and turn round and throw the beam down on the ground for the others to see their way. Even so, they tripped and stumbled and cursed
aloud; and two more cars came by, to reveal them standing like dummies, watching them pass.
As the snarl of the second faded, Forecast burst out.
“Blind leading the —— blind. Where is this blasted path? And put out that —— torch before the next car comes by.”
“I told you,” said Boney, “it was all hidden up with the ferns.”
“Either there’s a path, or there isn’t.”
“We’ve walked the ——,” cried Boney, “Gulf an’ me. It sort of goes on from the one that runs down by the inn. If we’d ’ave come that way——”
“God knows where we’d be,” said Forecast. “You can’t lead us three hundred yards, let alone four miles. You an’ Gulf go on; and China and I’ll wait here. And
when you’ve struck it, come back and light us along.”
By this time they were, of course, quite close to the path, for I could hear all they said, although I was standing upon its opposite side: with the result that Forecast
had hardly sat down before Gulf declared in triumph that there it was. To make matters worse, both he and Boney agreed that ‘that would be right’ and proceeded by
calculation to show that only a fool would have thought it lay anywhere else. And this, I suppose, was more than Forecast could bear, for he leapt to his feet and,
disdaining the use of the torch, blundered to where this was shining as fast as he could. Then he snatched the torch from Gulf and flashed its light on the ground.
“Are you sure this is it?” he said, quickly.
“This is it right enough,” said Gulf. “I always said——”
“—— what you always said. Get down to it—both of you. Show me exactly what happened from first to last.”
As may be well believed, neither Gulf nor Boney was anxious to do as he said; but Forecast was merciless. He cross-examined and bullied and lashed the two with
his tongue, until the beasts had lost what spirit they had, and at last they threw in their hands and answered directly whatever he chose to ask.
From all they said it was easy to reconstruct the whole crime, and here, leaving out the detail, I may as well set it down.
They had followed Bowshot from Latchet one Monday night and had seen him met by a car on the Salzburg road. They had waited until his return, in about two
hours, and had heard him make an appointment for just such another meeting in three nights’ time. The next day they had taken their car and had reconnoitred the place.
It was then that they had marked the track in which the car was now berthed. On Thursday they had arrived before the daylight was gone, had left their car on the track
and had made their way to the path. It was after night had fallen that Bowshot had come. They had let him go by to his meeting, and, as before, had waited for his return.
It was then that ‘the accident’ had happened—sullenly enough, the murderers showed the place.
“And then?” snapped Forecast.
“We pulled out the tab, as you said, and then we took him back an’ laid him full in the road.”
“Show me the place again.”
In silence the four proceeded as far as the ditch.
Then—
“It was just along there,” said Gulf. “Jus’ short o’ that culvert. We ’ad a job, I remember, to get ’im out o’ the ditch.”
There was a little silence.
Then—
“Have you any doubt he was dead?”
“ ’E was dead all right,” said Boney.
“That’s right,” said Gulf. “The—the car wot hit him done in his spinal cord.”
There was another silence.
“Did you meet any cars when you left?”
“Nothing,” said Gulf. “We turned at the first cross roads.”
“He was found, of course,” mused Forecast. “The body was found. But why wasn’t it reported?”
Nobody answered, and presently he went on.
“Why didn’t the inn report that he didn’t come back?” In a sudden passion, he turned on the man called ‘China,’ “And you said that you could talk German!”
“So I can,” declared China. “I learned it off of a deck-’and wot came from Bruges. But they talk a dialec’ here.”
“You filthy liar,” said Forecast. “You can’t talk a —— word. But that’s for later. Some —— shifted that body to suit himself. A gypsy, as like as not, that fancied his
purse. But he didn’ want no trouble; so, when he’d robbed him, he dragged him into the ditch. Give me that torch.”
Now between where he stood and the culvert, the ditch was resembling a trench, being fully six feet deep and not more than three feet wide. Add to this that Nature
had taken a hand and that the sides as well as the bottom were thick with ferns. It follows that, standing above, a man could by no means be sure what was lying below,
and, after some fruitless endeavours to plumb the depths with its beam, Forecast handed the torch to China and told him to hold it whilst he got into the ditch.
Mansel breathed in my ear.
“Get hold of the others, William. Everyone back to the cars and wait there for me.”
As I turned to the path, I saw China kneeling down by the edge of the ditch. Then the torch left his hand for Forecast’s, and the light which it gave disappeared.
As I made the path, I felt a touch on my shoulder and there was Bell. (He was a splendid servant. Whenever I wanted something, he always seemed to be there:
indeed, I think the truth is that in such a business as this he was always watching me with the tail of his eye and could interpret whatever movement I made.)
“Can you find the others, Bell?”
“Yes, sir. We’re all in touch.”
“Then pass the word—we’re all to go back to the cars.”
“Very good, sir.”
As he moved away, I turned to look at the ditch. In that moment a match was struck, and I saw three forms together lighting their cigarettes. Then the match went
out, and I moved again. I wondered how Forecast was faring—and whether Mansel had decided to take a hand. I reached the ditch and looked down it. Forecast was
making good progress, for, not very far from the culvert, I saw the glow of the torch. But the others had not moved with him—their cigarettes told me that. And as I
looked, they sat down. . . .
I slipped across the road, made my way through the bracken and reached the track. And there I was standing, regarding the strangers’ car, when Jonathan Mansel

came limping up to my side.
“I’m inclined to think,” he said, “they should have a flat tire. One of the back ones, William.” I stooped to unscrew the valve. “I want to have a look at their luggage,
and we don’t want to be disturbed. They may be able to get along without lights, but changing a wheel in the dark is a hell of a job.”
“They’ve got the torch,” said I.
“It’s broken,” said Mansel, and laughed. “I followed Mr. Forecast and laid him out. Then I did in his torch: then I lighted my own and went on—for the look of the
thing. When I was close to the culvert, I had a look back. As you probably know, the three were sitting down, smoking, quite close to where Forecast went in. So that
was all right. I doubt if they’ll take any action before he comes to—that’ll be in about twenty minutes. When he does, there’ll be trouble to burn; and he’ll have the deuce
of a head for twenty-four hours. And here are the others. Before we move, we’d better go through their car.”
The search revealed the car’s papers, but nothing else. And those we left. Then we re-entered the cars, and ran without our lights for a couple of miles. Then Mansel
put on his sidelights, as much to help me along as anything else, and twenty-five minutes later we stopped at the top of the hill below which Latchet lay.
Carson and Rowley stayed with the Rolls and the Lowland, with orders to turn them about, so that, if we had to leave quickly, the cars would be ready to move the
way they had come. Mansel and George and I were to enter the inn: but Bell we took as far as the forecourt and posted him there.
As before, the door was unlatched, and there was no light to be seen. We passed upstairs quietly enough.
It was easy to guess that Gulf and China and Boney were sharing poor Bowshot’s room: for a second, smaller bed was standing against a wall, and three dirty pairs
of pyjamas had been laid out by some maid. As may be imagined, they travelled extremely light, and our disagreeable search was very soon done. We found no papers at
all, but a clip of ammunition suggested that someone went armed.
On the opposite side of the landing we found a sitting-room, far too handsome and pleasant to lodge such villainous guests. That this room, too, had been Bowshot’s,
there can be no doubt; and the thought that its present tenants included the two who had actually shed his blood for some reason made me more angry than anything else.
And here perhaps I should say that I was very much disappointed that, now that we knew the truth, no violence at all had been offered to those two men. That Mansel’s
judgment was good, I knew very well: but an hour ago all four had been at our mercy, if we had cared to strike, and, knowing what Fortune is, I doubted that such a
chance would occur again.
It was in Forecast’s bedroom that we found a battered dispatch-case, right at the back of a wardrobe, behind some clothes. The thing was locked, but we very soon
had it open—to find what Mansel had hoped for, and more than that.
Mansel was after their passports: “for,” said he, “without their passports, they cannot leave Austria. They dare not go to a Consul, men like this. And so they will stay
—at our convenience. And before they go—if they go—I’ll have the truth of this murder from bottom to top.” And now their passports were there—the four of them
tied together—and George slid them into a pocket and said, “What next?”
‘Next’ was a quarto envelope, such as some lawyers use. It was neither addressed nor sealed, and when Mansel drew out its contents, I saw him open his eyes.
There were some typewritten sheets, and pinned to these was a map, very roughly done. There was also an envelope, addressed to Duke Saul of Varvic, which was
unsealed.
Mansel flicked this open and drew out the sheet it held, and I looked over his shoulder, to see what it said.
I saw the heading, and that was enough for us both.
Solicitors head their letters with the name of their firm. And this particular letter was headed WORSTED & CO.
An ample supper was laid, awaiting our coming in, and the servants heated and served some excellent soup.
As we took our seats—
“And very nice too,” said George. “Better than the picnic in progress by the side of the Salzburg road. But I shall always be sorry we didn’t hear Forecast wake up.”
I laughed.
“He’d better save something for Latchet. He’ll feel the need of expression when he finds his papers have gone.”
Mansel nodded.
“Till then, he won’t be quite sure. Almost, but not quite. But then all doubt will vanish. More. The theft of the papers and passports will hit him over the heart. Of
course he’s played into our hands; but we’ve had a good night out.”
“It’s a rotten position,” said George. “I’d hate to be in it myself. Up against someone who knows and who’s out for blood: line of retreat gone; and three bloodyminded wash-outs round your neck. If I were Forecast, I’m damned if I wouldn’t clear out.”
“And leave them to it?” said Mansel. “He daren’t. Those men are fools. Supposing they went to the Consul, to try and get home. No tale they could tell would wash.
They’d find themselves in deep water almost at once: and then they’d let Forecast in. At least, that’s how I see it. I think he’s stuck good and proper, and I think he’ll call
for help. And that was why I let the brutes go to-night. I was more than tempted to blot out Gulf and Boney as soon as they’d said their piece. It would have been
perfectly safe. But Forecast and China would have panicked. They wouldn’t have called for help: they’d have faded away. But I want to know who’s behind this. I think
the papers will give us a good idea. But we’ve earned our supper to-night, and we’ll eat that first.”
George looked very hard at Mansel.
“You know who’s behind this,” he said. “You always have. But you want to get them out here—under your hand.”
Mansel smiled.
“One of the truest things ever said is a jingle. This is how it runs. ‘Oh, what a tangled web we weave, When first we practise to deceive.’ In other words, criminals get
involved. Say Gulf struck the fatal blow. But Forecast daren’t let him down, because he is involved. And someone bigger than Forecast won’t dare to let Forecast down,
because he is involved. If we were to force the pace, all concerned would sit tight and do nothing but watch and pray. But so long as we leave a fair loop-hole—well, it’s
human nature to try and save the game. Oh, and by the way, did either of you see the swine? I had a good look at Forecast, but I couldn’t swear to anyone else.”
“I saw Boney,” said I. “Gulf put the torch on his face. Clean-shaven and thin, with a nose a bit to one side.”
“Forecast is ruddy and has a jovial face. You wouldn’t think that, would you? But so it is. Bland to order, I’d say. Thick hair, and a hell of a jaw. A little bit underhung. Quite decently dressed. Clean-shaven. Mouth turns up a little at either end. China, I imagine, has cheek-bones—hence his name. Oh, and what about his gift of
tongues? I’d love to have heard him trying his Flemish on the hostess of Latchet’s inn. Which shows that Forecast is a man of no education. And yet he looks one. You
find astonishing fish in the waters of crime.”
It was when we had finished our meal that we returned to the papers which we had found.
First we read through the letter from Worsted and Co.
H.H. Duke Saul of Varvic,
Schloss Varvic,
by Villach,
Austria.
YOUR HIGHNESS,
This letter is to introduce Mr. Forecast, who has all our confidence.
We are anxious to trace the whereabouts of our client, Major J. D. Bowshot, who was lately in your neighbourhood, and the delivery of this letter
will mean that Mr. Forecast, who has the matter in hand, is in need of your Highness’ assistance.
Upon such assistance we feel that we may count, because of the interest in Major Bowshot’s welfare which your Highness has more than once
expressed. If, however, your Highness should feel that it would be more convenient for us to raise the matter with our Foreign Office, your Highness
has only to say so. In that case Mr. Forecast will place himself at the disposal of the British Consul at Salzburg, who will, no doubt, communicate

with your Highness direct.
We are,
Your Highness’ obedient servants,
WORSTED AND CO.
“How’s that for blackmail?” said Mansel. “I told you Biretta and Cain were devilish hot.”
“But I don’t understand,” said I. “How can the Duke find the body—any better than anyone else?”
“Only we,” said Mansel, “know that he can’t. But that’s by the way. The last sentence of that letter is a definite threat. And now let’s look at the notes; for that’s what
I think they are.”
The sheets were not signed, but they contained Forecast’s instructions, as they shall show. The typewriting was the same as that of the letter which I have already set
out. Here and there they were altered in ink, and it was easy to see that the hand that had altered them was that of the man who had signed for Worsted and Co.
To Mr. Forecast.
1. I see no reason why you should not stay at Latchet. It might become expedient for you to visit the inn; and action by a visitor is always more
open to suspicion than action by a resident. But in no circumstances will you try and pump the landlord or anyone else. If your interpreter is any
good, he should be able to pick up information—by letting the people talk. But he must show no interest in what they may say about B.
2. First, you will satisfy yourself that the accident in fact took place, and that it was fatal. Eye-witnesses can report a thing like that easily
enough; but take them to the place where it happened, and tell them to reconstruct it, and you will see at once if they’re lying or not. This must be
done after dark; and, except after dark, the spot must not be visited.
3. If you are not satisfied that a fatal accident took place, you will return at once alone, bringing the others’ passports with you.
4. If you are so satisfied, you will consider the possibility of:
(a) the body’s having been carried into the wood,
(b) and actually buried near by.
This may be the explanation. A passing motorist, reluctant to be held for enquiries, may have carried it into the wood. A gypsy may have found
it, robbed it and then buried it to avoid the consequences of his crime.
Bearing these things in mind, you will make a careful search of the vicinity.
5. If and when you find the body:
(a) you will immediately wire us saying—BUY FUNDING LOAN,
(b) you will send the others home,
(c) yourself, you will return to the spot by daylight, officially discover the body, and then report this fact to the local police,
(d) as soon as the police allow you, you will follow the others home.
6. In the unlikely event of your being unable to discover the body, you will proceed to Schloss Varvic, present the accompanying letter and obtain
an interview with the Duke.
7. The Duke will be difficult because he will be afraid of being involved. You will make it quite clear to him that only by helping you can he avoid
being involved. He will try to avoid seeing that but he will see it in the end.
8. In all your dealings with him, never lose sight of the fact that what we must have is proof of B.’s death. That is all you are after. But he must
not realize this, for, if he were to, he would wash his hands of the matter. He must be made to believe that we are acting solely in his interests. In fact,
we are using him.
9. The line you must take is this.
Insist that B. was put out at his instance. Stick to that, no matter how much he protests. Emphasize that failure to find a body will have
disastrous results—that any day now B.’s servants may grow uneasy because he does not return. If they do, they will approach us, as B.’s solicitors,
when we shall be forced to take action. This action can only take the form of approaching the Foreign Office and telling them all we know. In which
case, as B.’s solicitors, we should be compelled to involve him.
Point out that it is not a question of money; that, once a body is found, we should naturally expect him to fulfil his obligations, but that it is for
his own security that the find must be made.
Insist that the matter is urgent, as it is. Any moment now the servants or someone may move. And if they should approach the authorities direct,
the matter will pass beyond our control.
Put the wind right up him.
10. You will not wire to us (except, of course, as directed by paragraph 5), but in reporting you will use the ordinary post.
11. If we should have occasion to write or wire to you, we shall address you as WENSLEY, at 1645 Konigstrasse, Salzburg, which is an
accommodation address. You had better call there once a week.
12. When you find the body, make sure that the tab is still there and is clearly legible. If it is not, put the attached envelope into one of the
pockets of the coat. Any body which is to be found, must have this envelope in one of its pockets.
13. Also attached is a rough map, which will show you how to get from Latchet to Schloss Varvic.
14. You are to memorize the above instructions with great care. When you are satisfied that you have them by heart, you will place them in the
enclosed, addressed envelope and return them to us, before leaving England, by registered post. The attached envelope and the map, you will of
course retain.
When we came to the end of these instructions, each one of us drew a deep breath.
Then—
“Seeing’s believing,” said Mansel. “That’s all I can say. And someone dictated those words, and someone else typed them out. Takes all sorts to make a world,
doesn’t it?”
“But fancy,” said I, “trusting Forecast to send them back.”
“Criminal folly,” smiled Mansel. “They should have taken them off him, before he left. The probable truth of it is that Forecast has never read them—or never read
them right through. Criminals are incurably lazy: that’s why they so often fall down.”
There were three more documents.
One was the map referred to. This was a pencil sketch, which showed that Schloss Varvic stood twenty-two miles from Latchet and some twenty-nine from our
farm. It was not more than fourteen from the spot on the Salzburg road.
One was a crumpled envelope, bearing a stamp which had been post-marked and addressed to Major Bowshot, The Manor House, Beehive, Somerset.
And one was the foolscap envelope, which Forecast ought to have used. This was addressed to Miss Bauchen, of Gallface Mansions in Maida Vale.
“Who would she be?” said I.
“I rather imagine,” said Mansel, “that she is a confidential clerk to Messrs. Biretta and Cain. That of course is her private address. A hundred to one it was she who

typed this stuff. And the letter to the Duke.”
“We’re learning quite a lot, aren’t we?” said George. “And what’s the betting that Forecast can’t remember his accommodation address? The one in Salzburg, I
mean.”
“I should say,” said Mansel, “about five thousand to one. Which means we can have his letters without any fuss. There’s probably a wire there now, ordering him to
return those instructions at once. And now let us think very hard. We’ve picked up a glorious hand, but I don’t want to play it wrong.”
“In other words,” said George, “we’ve got to try and decide what Forecast will do.”
“Exactly.”
“Well, I know what I should do. I should murder Gulf and Boney and China without delay. Then I should wire to Worsteds, telling them where to find the bodies and
asking for another two envelopes. Then I should repair to the nearest monastery and take the veil under another name. After all, when it was safe, one could always pinch
the abbot and get the sack.”
We all three laughed.
“That,” said Mansel, “is exactly what he’ll feel like doing; but I don’t think it’s what he will do. I think he’ll go to Schloss Varvic—as soon as his head will permit.
Anyone will tell him the way, and it’s inconceivable that he has forgotten that name. He’ll miss those instructions, of course; but he knows that the Duke’s involved and
roughly the line to take. And now he does want assistance. He’s in a hell of a jam—with his passport gone.”
“Will he write or wire to Worsteds?”
“I wish I knew. At a guess, I’d say that he wouldn’t, unless he draws blank at Varvic. Without his letter, the Duke may have him chucked out. In his position, I’d try
and save the game. And only when I had failed, would I break the unpleasant tidings to Biretta and Cain. I mean to say, he’ll get no sympathy there. He has lost a paper
which he should not have had to lose—a paper which lets them right in. Well, it isn’t much fun reporting progress like that. Oh, no. I’m sure he won’t do it, except in the
last resort.”
“If you want my opinion,” said George, “he won’t do anything for thirty-six hours. What with his head and the darkness and having to sit in the car till the dawn
comes up; what with Gulf and Boney and China all swearing blue that he must have had a bad dream—why, he’ll want about ten hours’ sleep, before he has control of
his brain. And even then he may not search his dispatch-case. And not until he does that will he know that the murder is out.”
“I agree,” said Mansel. “I think we have plenty of time. But that we must use. Don’t forget what we’re trying to do. To get the big fellow out here. We know who he
is—now. It’s either Biretta or Cain. And now let’s look at those passports, and then we’ll retire.”
Passport photographs are seldom pleasing, but those of Gulf and Boney were damning documents. They looked what they were—I cannot say better than that.
China’s, too, was shocking; and if I had been a frontier official, I would have had them shadowed or, better still, turned them back. Forecast’s was harmless enough, for
the man was smiling broadly and might have been full of goodwill.
It was whilst I was studying his face that Mansel gave a cry and suddenly plucked the passport out of my hand.
“Oh, I’m a fool,” he cried. “And the thing stood out a mile. Damn it, we’d better retire. If we find out very much more, we shan’t be able to sleep.”
I followed his pointing finger.
This was underlining Forecast’s full name.
James Belper Orion Forecast.
“Like men, like master,” said Mansel. “He shoved Shade under a train six weeks ago.”

CHAPTER III
THE TRAIL OF OIL
night was fine and clear, and all the winds were still. Quiet-running though it was, I heard the coupé coming for half a mile.
T HE next
As it stole up to the cross roads, I stepped down out of the shadows and up to its door.
“Good evening,” I said at once. “If we are to talk, I’d rather we moved from here. If you would drive on——”
“You named this place,” said the girl.
“I know. Things have changed since then.” I pointed ahead. “Three miles on, you’ll see a lane on your right. Please take that, drive a hundred yards up it and wait for
me.”
“But you’ll be ages, walking.”
“I shall be close behind you. I have a car.”
“Very well. But you lead the way.”
I hesitated. Then—
“All right. I’ve a servant with me. I shall drop him at the mouth of the lane: and he will stay there out of earshot, to see that we are not disturbed.”
“You didn’t mean me to know that you weren’t alone.”
“That’s quite true,” I said. “I thought it might make you uneasy to know we were two. And now will you please drive on? I’ll overtake and pass you before you come
to the lane.”
Without waiting for her to reply, I made my way to the Lowland, a hundred yards off. Half way there, I turned to look back. The coupé was gone. A few minutes
later I passed it, as I had said I would do. At the mouth of the lane I dropped Bell, and then I drove slowly up it for a hundred and fifty yards. As I got out of the
Lowland, the coupé came to rest six paces away.
I stepped to the near side door.
“If I open this door,” said I, “you can stay where you are, and I’ll sit on the bank.”
“I’d rather get out,” she said. “We can sit on the step.”
“As you please,” said I; and, with that, I opened the door and handed her out.
She did not sit down at once, but stood peering at me.
“May I see what you look like?” she said.
I drew my torch and put it into her hand.
“Put the light on my face,” I said.
She switched on the light and did so.
Then she put out the light and gave me the torch.
“Thank you,” she said quietly: “and now let’s sit down.”
In silence we took our seats.
Then—
“From the look on your face,” she said, “I think you bring me bad news.”
“I’m afraid I do,” I said.
She began to tremble.
“Very bad news?”
“Major Bowshot has disappeared.”

“What d’you mean, ‘disappeared’?”
“He went for a walk one evening, and he—didn’t come back.”
I heard her catch her breath.
“When was this? How long ago?”
“It was on the first of July.”
“But that was the last time I saw him. D’you mean to say that since then . . .” Her hands went up to her temples. “Oh, my God! And to-day is the twenty-ninth. But
has no one tried to find him? What has been done?”
“Have you reason to think,” said I, “that he had an enemy?”
She looked at me sharply, and a hand came down to her mouth.
“He—he might have had,” she whispered. “There is a man who—who has no cause to love him. But I . . . could have sworn that he didn’t know John was here.”
“Who knew he was here?” said I.
“Only his Bank, I think. He—he wanted to be very quiet.”
I braced myself.
“He . . . is . . . quiet . . . now,” I said slowly. “He’s gone to his long home. . . . That is why I am here—to lay by the heels the blackguards that took his life.”
I dared not look at her, but I thought she would never move. With the tail of my eye, I could see that she was still sitting exactly as when I had seen her last—her
head turned to me, and one hand up to her temples and one at her lips.
Then at last she turned away, and her head went down.
“I knew it,” she breathed. “I knew when I saw your face.”
Then her arm went across her eyes, and she burst into tears. . . .
Her grief was terrible, and since I was shaken enough, I left her sitting there and passed to the back of the car. And there I paced to and fro, with the sweat running
down my face. I felt that I should do something, but I did not know what to do. Indeed, as never before, I was out of my depth; for to make no move seemed inhuman,
when there was a fellow-creature in such distress; yet no move which I could make could help such agony.
How long I walked up and down, I do not know, but at last I turned to see her standing before me, like any ghost.
“Will you please come back and sit down? I’ve some questions to ask.”
In silence I did as she said.
“First, may I know your name?”
“My name is Richard Chandos.”
“You told me you didn’t know—him.”
“I’m sorry to say I didn’t.”
“Then why are you interested?”
“We were the first on the scene. And it looked as if those who had killed him were going to get away with the crime. That seemed all wrong to us: and so we decided
to—to put a spoke in their wheel.”
“Who is we?”
“There are three of us in this show. And we’ve got a long way. I’ll tell you all in a minute, but first I must ask you this. Are you content that we should do what we
can?”
“To bring the crime home?”
“Yes.”
She looked away for a moment.
Then—
“Are you sure he was—murdered?” she said.
“By two hired bullies,” I said. “They watched him enter your car, and they knew he’d come back. So they hid themselves in the bracken on either side of the path.
Sure enough, you brought him back. He said good-bye to you, and when your car moved off, he took the path through the woods. And as he went by, they struck him
down from behind.”
I heard her draw in her breath.
Then—
“I’m more than content,” she said. “I don’t know how you know this, but if the half is true, I’ll pray for you all every night that you may be given the power to bring
the crime home.”
“Very well,” said I. “Now, as I see it, you have a right to hear the tale I am going to tell. But we have a right to ask that you do not repeat one word of what I shall
say. Had we known about you, we should not have done as we have, without consulting you first. But we did not know of you, and now we are very deep in. I mean—
it’s really serious. But the law would have done no good, so we’ve taken it into our hands.”
I heard her sigh.
“You needn’t worry,” she said. “I’ve no one to talk to—now.”
“I’m terribly sorry,” I said.
After a little silence, I told her my tale.
I left very little out, but she never once interrupted and scarcely moved.
When at last it was done, she glanced at her watch.
“There seem,” she said, “to be two who desired his death. Duke—Duke Saul of Varvic and Worsteds. Each on his own account.”
“That’s right.”
“But the Duke doesn’t know that Worsteds desired his death, and they will declare that they did what they did for him.”
“Yes.”
“But they couldn’t have done it without him.”
“Why d’you say that?” said I.
“How could they have known he was at Latchet? He was so terribly careful to cover his tracks. He wouldn’t bring his car, lest that should give him away. And he
never passed through Salzburg. He came by Trieste. But Varvic’s not twenty-five miles from where we are sitting now. Oh, yes. The Duke must have known he was
there. And he sent word to Worsteds—no doubt about that.” Again she glanced at her watch. “Time I was going,” she said, and got to her feet. As I rose too, “I’d like to
thank you,” she said. “You’ve been very good. I’m sorry I went to bits; but my life—isn’t very happy, and John . . . was everything.” Her voice broke there, but I saw
her clench her teeth and take hold of herself. “One thing I must say, and that’s this. I am so very thankful that you came into this for his sake, and not for mine. It just
makes all the difference. It means I can cheer you on; it means I can wish you God-speed with all my heart. For every reason. You see, Mr. Chandos, it’s just what he
would have done. I wish you’d known him. You would have got on together. If he had found you in the road, though he might not have known you from Adam, he’d
never have rested until he had done his utmost to bring your assailants to book.”
“I wish I had known him,” said I. “And I’m sure we should have got on. But you have got to thank Mansel for all we’ve done. I don’t count beside him. I’ve only
followed along. I think you ought to meet him. He’s twice my brain.”
I think she smiled at that, but I cannot be sure.
“Perhaps you’re right,” she said. “But simplicity has its points. Never mind. I’d like to meet him. From what you say, I think you’re staying at Goschen.”

“That’s right,” said I.
“I can’t come there by day. Sunday night, perhaps: but I won’t drive up.”
“Come here,” said I. “You can leave the coupé here and I’ll be here to meet you and drive you in. No one will know. You see, there’s a second approach.”
She seemed to reflect for a moment.
Then—
“That’s understood,” she said. “On Sunday at half-past ten. And thank you once again—for everything. You’d a rotten job to-night: and I only know one man who
could have done it so well. And he . . . is . . . quiet . . . now. He’s gone to his long home.”
She opened the near side door and slid into the driver’s seat.
As I closed the door—
“Will Forecast go to the Schloss?”
“I think he may,” said I.
“I see. In that case beware of Varvic. From—from all I’ve heard, he can be a dangerous man.”
“I’ll bear that in mind.”
A hand came over the door, and I bent my head and put it up to my lips.
“Till Sunday, then.”
“Till Sunday. Don’t put on your lights just yet. I’ll guide you back to the road.”
She put the car into reverse, and I walked with my hand on the door and guided her back. Bell saw us coming, stepped into the midst of the road and beckoned me
on.
“Shall I go another way home?”
“I wish you would,” said I.
“Very well.”
She backed round into the road the way we had come. Then she slipped into first . . . into second . . . and then she was gone.
I turned to Bell.
“I’ll get the Lowland,” I said, “while you stay here.”
“Very good, sir.”
I was not very far from the Lowland, when I slipped and very near fell. At once I lighted my torch, for I was perfectly sure that I had stepped into some oil. And so I
had. A small pool of very black oil was lying where the coupé had stood.
I regarded it, frowning.
Then I turned and began to walk back down the lane.
Two very fine trails of oil were easy to see—sometimes joined together, and sometimes separate.
It looked as though the coupé’s crank-case was leaking; in which case, before she got home, her engine might seize. That was bad enough; but what I liked still less
was the fact that to and from the lane she had left a definite trail.
An idea came into my head and I called to Bell. . . .
Together we returned to the pool into which I had stepped.
“What d’you make of that oil, Bell? It looks very black to me.”
Bell rubbed a little between his finger and thumb.
Then—
“It’s not pure oil, sir,” he said. “And it must have something mixed with it. If it had been pure oil, it would have soaked into the ground.”
“Ah,” said I. “And now let’s decide where it came from.”
Thanks to the print of the treads of the coupé’s tires, we were able to say exactly where she had stood; and that at once showed that the oil had not come from her
crank-case, but from the rear of the car.
Bell was shaking his head.
“That’s not gear oil, sir. It’s much too fine.”
I fingered my chin.
“What about a drum in the boot—with a feed-pipe run through the floor-boards?”
“Fixed up on purpose, sir? To see where she went?”
“It looks damned like it, Bell. The boot looked very capacious; and one never opens a boot, if one’s only running about.”
“But who would do that, sir, to her?”
“God knows,” said I. “But she was a friend of Major Bowshot’s. And someone may think she’s worth watching. In fact, it’s quite clear they do. And we must do
something about it. For one thing only, she’s coming to meet me here on Sunday night. More. We’d better be quick. If somebody’s trailing the coupé, they’re sure to be
here before long. Get that clothes-brush out of the Lowland. The first thing to do is to clean up the mouth of the lane.”
Now it stood to reason that, when the man or men who were using the trail of oil came to a place where this seemed to come to an end, they would at once alight
and examine the ground: it was, therefore, essential that we should do nothing to show that the trail had been covered up. Rough obliteration would be useless; the thing
must be carefully done. Bell, therefore, collected dust and laid it by handfuls along the side of the trail, and I brushed this dust over the oil, as fast as I could. Still it was a
slow business; and a quarter of an hour had gone by before we had hidden the fact that the coupé had entered and later emerged from the lane. And this was not nearly
enough, for now the trail ended just short of the mouth of the lane and then began again on the other side. This, to a man who meant business, would be a significant fact;
and if such a man entered the lane, though we had covered the oil, he would see the print of the tires.
I could not think what to do, for I felt that at any moment the following car might arrive. And Bell had no suggestion to make.
I remember standing there, frowning and biting my lip.
And then at last I did what Mansel was always doing to such effect. I tried to put myself in the other man’s place.
At once I saw that, if I were driving with my eyes on the trail of oil and it came to an end, I should not immediately stop, but should drive on very slowly in the hope
of picking it up. And when I did pick it up, I should account for the gap by supposing that for two or three moments the feed-pipe had become choked. So far as it went,
I think that reasoning was sound, but I could not dismiss the fact that, when at last I came to the end of the trail, I should find it strange that only once, for ten yards, had
the feed-pipe been choked. And if once I returned to the gap, I should never leave it until I had examined the lane.
And then I saw what we must do.
We must make some more gaps between the cross roads and the lane.
If we could make two or three, by the time the car which was following came to the lane its driver would be convinced that the feed-pipe had taken to working by fits
and starts, and when, after passing the lane, he found the trail once more intact, he would assume that the pipe had now passed some obstruction and cleared itself.
At once I sent Bell for the Lowland and ran down the road myself for fifty or sixty yards. There I collected some dust and set to work again to cover the trail.
Bell was back with the Lowland before I had finished my gap, but I would not let him help me, but bade him stay at the wheel. For then, if we heard a car coming
and I was quick, we should not be caught standing still by the side of the road.
But no car came. And when I had made three gaps in the trail of oil—and each of these between twelve and twenty feet long, I felt that Mansel himself would have
said that was good enough. So I entered the Lowland and took the seat beside Bell—filthy with dust and sweating, because I had worked so fast. Indeed, so vile was my
state that when Bell said “Back to the farm, sir?” I was immensely tempted to, as they say, call it a day. But—and here is the force of example—I could not do that. Had

I gone home there and then, Mansel would have said nothing: indeed, he would have commended all I had done. But both he and I would have known that, had he been
in my place, he would have done his best to get a view of the men who were trailing my lady’s car.
And so—
“Not yet, Bell,” I said. “Before we go, I’d like to pick up the wallahs whose game we’ve been trying to spoil. Of course, I’d like to see them without being seen;
that’s rather a lot to hope for; but at least we may be able to have a look at their car. What I do not understand is why they haven’t rolled up. It’s suited our book very
well, but I find it strange.”
“They might have been waiting, sir, till the lady got back. Say they’re in the same garage. Well if they start before she gets back, when she comes in, she’d see that
their car had gone out. And that might make her think.”
“Good for you,” said I. “That’s the explanation, as like as not. Oh, of course it is. They must belong to her garage. That’s how they had the chance of fixing her car.”
“That’s right, sir.”
“I’m afraid it is. And I don’t like the look of it, Bell. She’s no one to count on—she told me as much to-night.”
“You can’t get word to her, sir?”
“I don’t know where she comes from or who she is.”
There was a little silence.
Then—
“You can find where she comes from, sir. You’ve only to follow the oil.”
“Well done, indeed,” said I. “Round we go, Bell. And we’ll have a look at the others as they come in.”
In a flash he had turned the Lowland, and then we were whipping along the way we had come.
Our lights were good; but only when they were dipped, could we see the trail—a black thread, shining a little, laid upon the white of the road. Still, as long as there
was no turning, we knew that it must be there; so we drove with our headlights up, watching the road for a turning and taking the trail for granted, so long as no side road
appeared.
Three times we slowed down, on seeing a turning ahead; but always the trail led straight on, until we came to a place where three roads met. Here it swung to the left;
and another nine miles went by before we came to cross roads where again it turned to the left.
It was when we had covered in all some twenty-eight miles, that we saw we were approaching a by-road which seemed to climb up to a wood; and when Bell had
checked the Lowland and dipped her lights, we saw at once that the coupé had gone that way.
Round to the left we went and up—a sharp climb—to the wood, and there, to an oak, was fastened a notice-board. Only two words it bore, and these were
‘PRIVATE ROAD.’
Automatically, Bell slowed down.
“On you go,” said I. “But dip your lights. Once we’re out of the wood, we’ll turn them out.”
But the wood did not give way; and though we tried to drive without any lights, the leaves above were too thick. There was, therefore, nothing for it but to go on as
before—but, of course, with our headlights dipped.
And then after more than two miles, in which we must have risen a hundred and fifty feet, I saw the moonlight flooding the meadows ahead.
And something more than the meadows.
No cathedral that ever I saw so dignified its precincts as did that splendid castle its simple curtilage. The forests walled it about, and the meadows made it a carpet on
which to stand. With the silver light and the shadows, it made a picture fit for a poet’s dream; and though thereafter I saw it more than once, I shall never forget my
exquisite, first impression, for it had the fairy-tales beaten—and that is the honest truth.
Only one light was burning in all the pile, and that was showing low down by the castle gate. Presumably this was the light of the porter’s lodge; for a place of such
importance would certainly have a night-porter, to keep the gate.
Bell stopped at the meadow’s edge and put out his lights, and I sat for a moment or two, regarding the lovely scene. Then I took hold of myself and began to
consider the facts.
We had presumably run my lady to earth: but unless I could see her and tell her what was afoot, I should have done no more than obtain some information which she
had not meant me to have. The castle was not very big, but, if indeed this was her home, to investigate such a building was more than I dared. As it was, we were badly
placed, for we could not turn and go back down the private road, for fear of meeting the car which we knew must be following us; yet so far as I could see, the road we
were using ran up to the castle’s gate; and though, of course, there must be a second drive—for only one trail of oil had been laid upon this—I could see no sign of one
and could only suppose that it, like ours, ran up to the castle itself. That meant that, if we were to reach it, we must drive for two hundred yards under the eyes of the
watchman or anyone else who was up, right up to the castle, as though we desired to go in; and this was not at all to my taste; for, if our passage was reported, my lady,
already suspect, might well be taken to task. Besides, to advertise our presence was the last thing I wanted to do.
After a little reflection, I told Bell to drive on a few paces until we were clear of the trees and then to back the Lowland on to the grass, keeping as close to the trees
as ever he could. This he did very deftly; and we presently came to rest some thirty yards from the drive and so close to the wood that no one who had not been
watching would have known that the car was there.
We were now all ready to leave by the way we had come and had only to wait for the following car to go by; but since we had now secured a fair line of retreat, I felt
we should leave the Lowland and go on on foot; for if we could locate the garage before the others came in, we should stand a very good chance of seeing what they
looked like; for we should be in the shadows, but they would be in the light. And they would be off their guard.
Since the moon was westering, the castle was throwing its shadow towards the east; as we were now north of the castle, the shadow lay on our left; we therefore left
the Lowland and moved round the edge of the woods, until we were opposite the shadow the great pile threw. We now had about one hundred and thirty yards of
moonlit meadow to cross, but on this side no light was showing, and I felt that here was a risk we could fairly take. Still, to walk upright, would have been the act of a
fool; so we covered the ground on our bellies, until we had reached the shelter the shadow gave. Then we stole right up to the castle, and, turning left, began to move
round its wall.
After some twenty paces we came to a postern-door. This was shut, but was clearly in use by day, for the dirt on the steps was fresh and someone had left a light
crow-bar leaning against the wall. By now we were out of sight of the drive by which we had come, so we went on as fast as we could, sure that we should come upon
some garage before very long and not at all anxious to find that, whilst we had been rounding the castle, the following car had arrived.
But luck was with us.
Before we had gone much farther, I saw the glow of some light, and after a few more paces, I knew we had won our race.
Some light within the castle was shining out of an archway on to a cobbled apron which must have been fifty feet square. From this apron a drive ran off, to curl with
the castle’s wall. That the archway led into the garage there could be no doubt, and the light had been left burning to help some car to enter on its return.
We had now passed out of the shadow and into the moonlight again, but no one above could see us because we were hugging the wall. And since it seemed unlikely
that those who were now abroad would have left a man in the garage to witness their coming in, I ventured up to the archway and looked within.
The archway was really a tunnel which had been driven through the outer wall of the castle into the bailey beyond. And in the bailey a very fine garage had been
made. All this I could see very well, for the light was not burning in the archway, but in the garage itself. I could not see any cars, for these were out of my view, but a
mighty turn-table stood in the midst of the concrete floor, so that, once a car was on this, it could be headed exactly towards where it had to go. The depth of the garage
was clearly that of the bailey, for its back wall curved and was built of the same coursed rubble as was the outer wall upon which I was resting my hand.
I then examined the door with which the archway could be closed. This was in two great leaves, each swung back against the wall. They were made in the ancient
fashion and studded with iron, but they were but copies of leaves much older than they. They could be barred, but not locked, which meant, of course, that, while
someone within the garage could let himself out, he could not put back the bars which he had displaced; but in one of the leaves was a wicket, and when I examined this,

I saw that it had a Yale lock, which meant that it could be closed by someone outside.
At once I made up my mind to conceal myself in the garage and wait for the car to come in, whilst Bell stayed without the castle in case of accidents. If, after the car
had returned, more than an hour went by, but I did not appear, he was to take the Lowland and drive to the farm, there to report to Mansel and tell him what had
occurred.
“I’d rather come with you, sir. I mean, you don’t never know with people like this.”
“I’ll be all right,” said I. “I’ve no intention of——”
And that was as far as I got, for in that instant some headlights’ beam fell on to the cobbled apron, to make it as bright as day.
By the mercy of God, we were both within the archway and so out of view, and that, I suppose, was why we had not been able to hear the approach of the car. Be
that as it may, we both of us ran for the garage as hard as ever we could, and, whipping out of the tunnel, darted to right and left, to make ourselves scarce. Where Bell
went I did not see, but finding myself beside a huge limousine, I opened one of its doors and stumbled inside. As I shut the door behind me, the drawl of the incoming
engine increased to a roar, and I knew it had entered the tunnel, which was magnifying its sound.
At first I crouched on the floor-boards, afraid to move, for there were windows all round me and the garage was brilliantly lit. Then the driver switched off his engine,
and I ventured to raise my head.
The car had been stopped on the turn-table, as no doubt was the custom in such a place. It was a powerful two-seater and must have been very fast. A liveried
chauffeur was sitting still at the wheel, and a giant of a man was climbing out of the dickey, presenting his back to my eyes. Beside the chauffeur was sitting a slighter man,
with a muffler about his throat and a flying-cap on his head.
When the giant was out of the dickey, he opened the off-side door and took off his hat. And the chauffeur, too, uncovered, as the other man left his seat.
I saw the latter well, and, though he was very handsome, there was that about him that made me clench my fists. His eyebrows were slightly lifted, and a faint,
disdainful smile hung about his lips; but, most unpleasant of all, his eyelids drooped so low that his eyes were almost shut. His face was very pale and he wore a small
moustache which was turning gray; and the whole effect was that of a cold and merciless pride—a cruel and pitiless type, accustomed to have its way. Indeed, I
remember thinking that of such must have been that Pharaoh that ‘hardened his heart and would not let Israel go.’
As he left the car, his coat parted and I saw that, beneath, he was wearing evening dress. The giant fell in behind him, until his master had come to a door in the wall;
this he made haste to open; and then he stood aside to let the other pass through. He did not go through himself, but put on his hat and walked along the wall until he
came to a wheel, like that of a ship. When he put his weight on its spokes, the turn-table began to move, and, after a moment or two, the car was perfectly placed to
move to between two others upon the opposite side. At that instant the chauffeur cried out and the other stopped turning the wheel. Whilst the chauffeur was berthing the
car, the other stood looking on, with his back to the wall. I, therefore, could see him well, and a grim-looking fellow he was. I put him down for a confidential valet, and
that I later learned was the place he filled. That the chauffeur feared him was plain, for his manner was deferential, and the other gave him orders, though I do not know
what they were. And he gave them offensively, as only a servant can. Then he turned on his heel and went out by the door in the wall. The chauffeur watched his going;
then he turned and passed down into the tunnel to shut the doors. I heard the bars fall into place. Then he, too, made his way to the door in the wall. I saw him pass
through and shut it. A moment later the light in the garage went out.
Before we left we had a look at the coupé.
No pool of oil was lying beneath the boot and indeed she had left no trail in the garage itself. But beneath the boot ran a feed-pipe, as we had thought. And then at
the head of the feed-pipe, I felt the tap. . . . That made everything clear. My lady had driven in and had left her car on the turn-table for another to put away. That other,
no doubt, was the chauffeur whom we had seen. The moment that she had gone, he had turned off the tap; and, after berthing the coupé, had washed away with petrol
such mess as the oil had made.
Examine the boot, we could not; for this was locked; and, since we could do no more, we let ourselves out by the wicket, to make our way home.
Before we left, we went on round the castle, until we could see the place where the drives came in.
There were in all three drives or private roads. And they all ran into a sweep in front of the castle’s gate. And out of that sweep, or rond point, ran the drive which
served the garage and skirted the castle’s wall.
Since the moon was still up, though low, we retreated as we had come, past the garage and postern and into the lengthened shadow the castle threw. And so we
came back to the Lowland; and forty minutes later we reached the farm.
Mansel was sitting up against my return, and Carson had soup all ready to serve to Bell and to me. And whilst I was eating my supper I told my tale.
When at last I had come to the end—
“You really have,” said Mansel, “done awfully well. I suppose you realize that you have been into Schloss Varvic and had a good look at Duke Saul.”
“My God,” said I. “And it never entered my head.”
“And I’ve no doubt at all that your lady friend is the Duchess. She was a Boston girl—Caroline Herring, by name. She was very lovely and charming, I’ve always
heard. And she married Duke Saul of Varvic four years ago.” He sighed. “And that is so often the way. The bigger the blackguard, the straighter the woman he gets.”

CHAPTER IV
FORECAST GOES VISITING
hands were now pretty full, for we were watching Latchet as best we could. This, of course, by day only; for, now that they knew that some stranger had
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entered the ring, Forecast and Co. were not likely to work any more by night. Although, under cover of darkness, we could have approached the inn, that would
have been of no use, unless we could hear what they said. But that would have meant going into the inn and upstairs, and “that,” said Mansel, “would be to ask for
trouble of a very unpleasant kind. The horse has been stolen, of course; but it’s only human nature to watch the stable-yard for a week to come.”
Of two things we wished to be sure—whether Forecast went to Schloss Varvic and whether, and if so when, he would send a telegram. And so, as I say, we
watched Latchet as best we could.
Our method was this.
Three of us would drive to the cross roads which I have mentioned before. Two would then leave the car, and the third would drive to the lane, for this showed no
sign of use and was the nearest place at which we could hide the car. The two would pass through the woods until they saw Latchet below them, sunk in its dell. From
more than one point here, a man could see the Post Office as well as the inn, and from one particular spot he could look right into the coach-house, if only its doors were
wide. With the help of binoculars, therefore, a pretty strict watch could be kept, and if anyone left the inn, we could see where he went without being seen ourselves.
Every two hours one watcher would return to the cross roads, to meet the car and report; and if there was any news, the car could immediately carry it back to the farm.
On Friday this duty was done by George Hanbury, Rowley and Carson, while Mansel and Bell and I took the morning off. To be perfectly honest, Bell was washing
the Lowland and Mansel was sitting beside me, busy with pencil and pad, and I was half asleep in the sunshine, listening to the murmur of the trout-stream and dreaming
of Varvic in the moonlight and what a picture it made.
“I feel,” said Mansel, “that we must send Worsteds a wire—in Forecast’s name. If we don’t send one, he will; and ours will be much more likely to bring someone
out. He’ll wire in the end, of course; but either he’ll put it too low, in which case they’ll send him instructions he can’t fulfil, or else he’ll put it too high, in which case he’ll
frighten them off. To bring the big fellow out, he’s got to be made to believe, first, that there’s something wrong, secondly, that the game can be saved, and, thirdly, that
only he can manage to pull it off.” He put the pad into my hand. “Bearing those facts in mind, d’you think that would do? Worsteds of course will believe it’s been sent by
Boney or Gulf.”
I read the draft telegram through.

Forecast still in hospital carried on but found nothing so went to see his nibs waited two hours then told to come back next week please send
money say twenty quid
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I covered my eyes and began to shake with laughter. “I confess,” said Mansel, smiling, “that it has its humorous side. But business and pleasure do sometimes go
hand in hand. Seriously, d’you think it’s too hot? I’ll never forgive myself if I frighten them off. The idea of Boney or Gulf’s visiting Varvic and trying to bluff the Duke will
send them half out of their minds, but they may feel that, since he’s not seen them, they may be able, by coming, to keep the appointment instead.”
“I think it’s brilliant,” I said. “And the ‘still’ is a masterly touch. I wouldn’t alter a word. But I’d love to be there when they get it.”
“So would I,” said Mansel. “That’s the worst of these shows. One takes certain action, unknown to the other side. And you’d give a month of your life to be there
when it takes effect. And to hear what they say. But you never are. It’s probably just as well; you’d laugh so much that you wouldn’t be able to stand. Never mind. We’ll
send this wire this evening—from Salzburg, of course. The answer ought to be there by to-morrow mid-day. So we’d better spend the night there. I say ‘we,’ because I
must go—I know how to deal with an accommodation address. But you and George must toss up as to who holds the fort.”
“George goes with you,” said I. “He’s had no show at all, and a night in Salzburg will suit him down to the socks.”
Mansel looked at me very hard.
“Right you are,” he said. “But no funny business, William. You’re not to go near Varvic. I mean what I say.”
I wrinkled my nose.
“We don’t want the Duchess followed on Sunday night.”
“She won’t be,” said Mansel. “On Sunday night we shall picket all three of the private roads. She’s bound to use one of them, and we stop her as she goes out. Then
we turn off the tap on the feed-pipe and show her the way to the farm. And when she returns, we go with her, and we open the tap again when she reaches a private
road. And then we come home.”
“That’s good enough,” said I. “But we can’t do it more than once.”
Mansel shrugged his shoulders.
“Sufficient unto the day,” was all he said.
And there I saw George Hanbury, strolling towards us with a comfortable smile on his face.
“All’s well,” he said. “They haven’t been near the Post Office. But China and Gulf have been splitting themselves on the car. Talk about spit and polish. They might
have been hoping to win her some beauty prize. And good old Belper Orion cheering them on. All dressed up, he was—a study in brown. With a glass in his eye—I saw
it—and a very rude hat on his head. And when China answered him back, he socked him one on the jaw. And China lay down and rolled. And Belper went and kicked
him up to his feet. He’s a little caution, our Belper. He knows what he wants when he wants it, and that’s a fact. Then Boney comes out, all dressed up as a chauffeur, in
navy blue. And dear Belper rehearses him in the stable-yard. I tell you I laughed fit to burst. But he made him open a door and hold a hand to his hat. And China giggled
and got knocked down again. It’s a pantomime, I tell you. If you saw it shoved on the stage, you’d swear it was overdone. And I saw it with these two orbs. Finally, off
they go—Boney driving and Belper sitting behind. And Gulf and China laughing to beat the band. That they’re bound for Varvic, there can be no possible doubt.”
“Good,” said Mansel, laughing, and got to his feet. “And now let’s think about lunch. You’re spending the night in Salzburg, with me for chaperon.”
“Well don’t be too strict,” said George. “I haven’t walked into a night-club for more than three months.”
I was at the cross roads at two—with the Lowland this time, for Mansel and George were going to take the Rolls. As I slowed to a standstill, Rowley stepped out of
the woods, to say that all was quiet and that neither Gulf nor China had left the inn. I bade him take my place and drive to the farm, break his fast there and be back by
four o’clock. And then I went off to join Carson. All Latchet was very quiet, and, since it was very hot, the two of us took it in turns to doze and watch. At twenty
minutes to four I sent Carson off to the cross roads, to send Rowley back to me and do as Rowley had done.
By now I was something surprised that Forecast had not returned, for from Latchet to Varvic was less than twenty-five miles, and Boney and he had left at eleven
o’clock. From what I had seen of Duke Saul, I should have said that, without his letter of introduction, a man like Forecast would not have been admitted, much less
received. But in such a case he would have been back by two. And when five o’clock had gone by, yet he had not come back, it seemed pretty clear not only that he had
been received, but that he had convinced Duke Saul that, unless he took action of some sort, he himself was certain to be involved.
Thinking things over, I saw that, if Forecast told him the truth—that some person or persons unknown had now stepped into the ring and had actually in their
possession the letter addressed to Duke Saul, the latter would be very angry, but greatly concerned. Such a letter was dangerous. And wild as he would be with Forecast
and Worsted and Co., if he was to save himself, he would have to come in with them and to do his best to help them to bring the intruders down.
(Here perhaps I should say that Mansel had carefully copied both the letter of introduction and the very damning instructions which Forecast should have sent back.
But he had taken the originals to Salzburg, as well as the four rogues’ passports and everything else. All this he was to lodge with the Bank in whose custody he had left
the cloak-room receipt.)
And then another notion came into my head—a sinister notion that made me feel sick at heart. And all at once I knew that Mansel had had it, but, perhaps to spare
my feelings, had not conveyed it to me. That was why he had looked at me so straightly and then had forbidden me to visit Varvic again.
Let me put it like this.
Mansel had heard my account of how I had met the Duchess and how we had hidden the fact that the coupé had entered the lane; of how we had driven to Varvic
and had a look at the Duke. And he had asked very few questions; but one he had asked was this. “How long was the coupé in the lane?” And I had told him, “A little
over an hour.” Which shows that he saw at once that, though we had hidden the place where the Duchess had stopped, we could not conceal the fact, that she had spent
more than two hours on a run which, though you drove slowly, took less than one.
The Duke would therefore know not only that she had stopped, but that someone whom she had met had observed the trail and had erased the portion which would,
if left alone, have betrayed their meeting-place: and if he did receive Forecast and hear what he had to say, he would at once perceive that the Duchess herself was in
touch with the people who now held the letter which Worsteds had written to him.
It seemed to me very likely that any moment now some storm or other would break; but I did not want it to break about the Duchess’ head.
At twenty minutes to six I sent Rowley off, with orders to send back Carson, take the car to the lane and wait there until we came.
Carson then watched with me for over an hour; but when dusk began to come in, yet Forecast had not returned, I told him to follow me and go down to the inn:
“for,” said I, “I should like to see them arrive; and if we stay here, we shall only see the lights of a car.”
But I hoped in my heart that we should do more than that. In a word, I wanted to learn how Forecast had fared, and, if he related what had happened, to overhear
what he said.
It was a fine, warm night, but the sky was overcast; and as we approached the inn, we heard two men talking English, and they were without the house. In fact, it was
China and Gulf, sitting, smoking and drinking, and waiting for Forecast to return.
They were sitting at one of the tables, to the left of the door of the inn, for though we could not see them, the glow of their cigarettes declared where they were. Since
no one in Latchet could talk English—or so, no doubt, they supposed—they did not lower their voices or seem to care what they said, and as we stole into earshot, I
heard Gulf mention ‘the hostel’ and then ‘Biretta and Cain.’
Except for these two, we could hear or see no one at all, but Latchet was never busy, and after dark it was dead. And I think the truth is that, except for the people
of the inn, the inhabitants rose with the dawn and were glad to retire with the dusk.
Now, glorious chance as this was, I could not forget that Forecast was overdue; and that if, when he did return, Boney drove the car up to the door, as he very well
might, its lights would illumine the forecourt and make this as bright as day. Yet, if we were to hear what was said, we should have to enter the forecourt: for from where
we now were standing—that is to say, in the road—we could only catch words here and there, and the conversation itself was out of our reach.

It was then that I remembered the benches, on one of which Gulf and China were sitting now. I had noticed these benches, when first I had seen the inn, and had
marked that they were ‘coffered’—that is to say, their fronts and their sides had been boarded from seat to ground. They were low, of course, but some seven or eight
feet long, and, since they stood away from the wall, a man could lie down behind one and not be seen. As I have said before, one of these benches had been set on either
side of the door. Between them, the steps ran down, so that the two were only some twelve feet apart. If, then, I could reach the bench to the right of the door, I should
be able to hear what China and Gulf were saying, yet, if the car came in, I should not be seen.
The door of the inn was wide open, and a lamp, which we could not see, was burning within the hall; but this was not very bright, and the light which it shed only
reached the head of the steps.
I breathed in Carson’s ear.
“I’m going into the forecourt. There’s cover enough for one, but not for two. So you go along to the path and get up to the coach-house hatch. They may drive
straight into the coach-house. And wait there for me.”
“Have you got your pistol, sir?”
“I have.”
“Then take the safety-catch off. You don’t want to take any risks, sir, with men like this.”
“I’ll be all right, Carson.”
“I know, sir. But don’t you wait. If you’re seen, you throw your lead as quick as you can.”
My shoes, being soled with rubber, made no sound, and ninety seconds later I was standing at the end of the table to the right of the door of the inn.
China was speaking.
“I know, I know,” he said. “I’ve heard talk of things before that was goin’ to come out in the wash. But I don’t want my washin’ done in no Austrian jug. I want my
—— passport—that’s wot I want. This ain’t my line o’ country, an’ never was. He says he can fix the Dook. Well, Dooks ain’t fixed, my lad. At least, not by trash like
Forecast. Don’t you make no mistake. I saw Forecast’s face when he saw that them papers was stole. White as a —— sheet. He knew wot he done all right. An’ if only
he’d got his passport, you wouldn’t have seen him for dust. But now —— he’s well stuck. An’ so are we.”
“That,” said Gulf, “is where the Dook comes in. He don’t want us goin’ to Consuls to try an’ get home. So he’ll use his influence to get us tempory papers to take us
away.”
“Sez you,” said China. “If he’s the big pot you say, I can see him vouchin’ for us. More likely to send some butcher to take us out for a ride. God knows it’s easy
enough in country like this. An’ why didn’ he do in Bowshot?”
I suppose it was natural to stay where I was to hear the argument out. But it was very foolish. And I might have paid dear for such folly, for in that instant I heard the
sound of a car.
Now I had expected that, since the night was so still, I should hear the car coming some time before it arrived: but the sound of Latchet’s water had smothered the
sound it made, and, as my head went round, I saw the beam of its headlights illuminating the road.
“Here they are,” said Gulf, and got to his feet.
I felt for the bench and found it, and dropped like a stone. As the car swept into the forecourt, I dragged myself out of sight.
The car drew up to the steps, and somebody opened a door.
“You ain’t so early,” said Gulf. “We’d —— near given you up.”
“The —— was shooting,” said Forecast. “He never got in till six. But I saw him all right. Not for very long, but just long enough.”
The man’s voice was triumphant. I dared not think what he knew.
“Go on,” said Gulf: “go on.”
“He knows who stole those papers and laid me out. He didn’t mention names, but he gave me a map. We’re to meet him on Sunday evening—he showed me where.
‘An’ then,’ he says, ‘I’ll deliver him into your hands.’”
There was a pregnant silence.
Then——
“Yes, but wot about our passports?” said China.
Boney laughed.
“Well, he mayn’t have them on ’im,” he said: “but, before we’re through with him, I guess he’ll be ready an’ willin’ to cough them up. Oh, an’ tell ’em about the farm.”
“Upstairs,” said Forecast, setting a foot on the steps. “Besides, that may be a wash-out. But he must be staying somewhere, and they used to have people to lodge
there before the war.”
With that, he passed into the house, and China followed him in. But Gulf got in beside Boney, who let in his clutch and moved off.
As the car turned out of the forecourt, I got to my feet. . . .
Carson had little to add to what I had heard, for, whilst they were in the coach-house, Boney had talked of the castle and nothing else.
But, as we walked back to the car, I kept thinking of Mansel in Salzburg and wondering at what time to-morrow he and George would get back.
We stayed at the farm the next day, for to watch the inn any longer would have been waste of time. Besides, I was not at all sure that the rogues would not visit
Goschen: and if they were to do that, I felt it was better that we should be found at home. What line to take, if they came, I could not think; but I told the servants to be
on the tips of their toes and that, though, if Forecast appeared, I would play the hand, they had better be within earshot, but out of sight.
I confess that I hoped against hope that Mansel would be back before any visit was paid, for, though I should have been very happy to offer the utmost violence to
any that came, I was sure that Mansel would deal with them better than that. And so would George. Indeed, of us three, I was by far the least fitted for such an interview.
Still, there was nothing to be done; so I spent my time at the trout-stream, cleaning a jolly sluice, and doing my best to divine the plans which the Duke was making for
Sunday night.
This was an unsatisfactory exercise.
‘He knows who stole those papers and laid me out. . . . We’re to meet him on Sunday evening—he showed me where. An’ then, he says, I’ll deliver him into your
hands.’
This was a positive statement, strongly suggesting that the man was sure of his ground. And yet I could not see how he could be sure of his ground. . . .
He might have reason to know that the Duchess meant to drive out upon Sunday night. He could not know where she was going, and he could no longer rely on the
trail of oil. True, he could follow her closely; but, if he did that, how could he communicate with Forecast? He could, of course, place the latter at the mouth of one of the
drives; but how could he tell which drive my lady would take? And of one thing I was quite sure—Duke Saul had no intention of being involved. He would set Forecast
on, but he would not appear himself.
To and fro my mind went, discussing these facts and fancies as best it could, but I never got very far, although I toyed with the thought of putting Forecast’s car out of
action on Sunday afternoon.
And then at half-past two that blackguard, with Gulf and Boney, drove up to the farm’s front door.
Since he could speak no German, he had no change at all of the farmer’s wife; but after some hesitation, he strolled across the meadows to where I stood in the
stream.
“Good afternoon,” he said. “I don’t think I know your name.”
I looked him up and down.
“That may be,” said I, and went on with my work.
He threw back his head and laughed.

“It looks as though I’m unwelcome.”
“Well, I am rather busy,” I said, “and this is private ground.”
“So’s my room at Latchet,” he said.
I straightened my back.
“Then I should go back there,” I said. “I don’t know where Latchet is and I care rather less. But at least you’d be chez vous, if you understand French.”
I saw his eyes narrow at that.
“You don’t seem to understand that I’ve come to call.”
“If you understood German, you’d know that I wasn’t receiving this afternoon.”
“Cut it out,” he said, biting his lip.
I frowned.
“Look here,” I said. “I’ve come all the way from England to get away from people and be by myself. Does that make you think at all?”
“It makes me wonder why you should keep late hours.”
“I retire at ten,” I said, “if that’s any good.”
“And you don’t know Latchet?”
I stared.
“I’ve never heard of the place.”
He screwed a glass into his eye.
“I can’t quite believe that,” he said.
I stepped out of the trout-stream, turned my trousers down and stepped into my shoes.
As I bent to fasten my laces—
“Is my action suggestive?” I said.
“You’d better not try any rough stuff.”
“What do you do,” said I, “when a stranger first forces his company upon you and then calls you a liar, because you don’t agree with the statements he chooses to
make?”
Forecast’s eyes burned in his head.
“I bide my time,” he said.
“That’s the difference between us,” I said. “I deal with the matter at once.” I raised my voice. “Bell.”
“Sir?” said Bell, stepping out from behind an oak, seven paces away.
“Stand perfectly still,” snapped Forecast, pistol in hand.
Carson was directly behind him, but not within reach.
“As you please,” said I, with my eyes on his feet. “But I think if I were you I’d look out for that snake.”
As the fellow started backward, Carson flung himself forward and caught his wrist; and, as he fired into the ground, Bell hit him on the point of the jaw and laid him
out.
“Quick,” said I. “His pockets—before he comes to.”
Out of his inside breast-pocket, Bell plucked a map.
This was of a very large scale, and since it had been folded inside out, all ready for use, I saw in an instant the markings which no doubt the Duke had made. These
were done in blue pencil, and showed the way from Latchet to a point between five and six miles from the castle itself. The point itself was a building, which stood in a
wood, and was in fact approached from the road which Bell and I had taken when we were driving to Varvic on Thursday night.
I noted it carefully. Then I gave the map to Bell and he thrust it back into the pocket from which he had taken it out.
As he stood up and away——
“Nothing else, Bell?”
“No, sir. Nothing at all.”
“Have you got his pistol?” I asked.
“In my pocket, sir,” said Carson.
“All right. You two go and comfort Rowley. I’ll watch him wake up.”
(As I afterwards learned, they found Rowley holding the others on the edge of the drive. When the shot had been fired, they had turned to make for the meadows,
only to find him facing them, pistol in hand. And there the three had stood, till Carson and Bell arrived and ordered Gulf and Boney into the car. But first they searched
them for arms and took a pistol from Gulf.)
Forecast came to slowly, and then sat up with a start.
First his hands flew to his pockets. Then he looked hard at me: and then he looked over his shoulder and round about.
A hand went up to his chin.
“Three to one,” he said. “No wonder you got me down. Never mind. I’ll know you again.” He began to search the grass just about him. “You don’t see my eyeglass, do you?”
I shook my head.
“Well, if you should see it, keep it. I’m sure to be back.”
I raised my eyebrows.
“Well, you’ll have to be quick,” said I. “I’ll give you till mid-day Monday. If you’re not out of Latchet by then, I go to the police. I think we come under Villach.”
His eyes still searching the grass—
“I don’t think you will,” said Forecast. “If you weren’t shy of the police, you’d go to them now.”
“If I wasn’t a fool, I should. But I came to this place to be quiet—not to get involved in proceedings which might keep me here for two months.”
Forecast stood up and looked me full in the eye.
“You’ll stay longer than that, my son. A whole heap longer than that. Unless, of course, they take you back to England—to bury you there.”
“That’ll do,” said I. “You’d better be going now. Back the way you came. I’ll see you into the car.”
Forecast glared. Then he turned on his heel and made his way back to the drive.
In the car were Gulf and Boney, sitting with folded arms. The expression upon their faces was good to see. Gulf was sweating profusely, and Boney’s lips were
moving as though in prayer. They were sitting side by side in the front of the car, and Carson was standing by the window, also with folded arms. But, whereas their hands
were empty, in Carson’s right hand was the pistol which Forecast had used.
Without another word, their leader let himself into the back of the car.
As he slammed the door behind him, Carson glanced at me, and I nodded my head.
“Start her up and drive off,” he snapped.
Boney’s hands sprang to life. . . .
Forecast leaned to his window.
“Don’t forget that eye-glass,” he said.
Then the clutch went in with a bang and pitched him back on his seat.

Two and a half hours later the Rolls, bringing Mansel and Hanbury, entered the stable-yard.
They had with them two telegrams.
Both were addressed to WENSLEY, and one was four days old.
Instructions not received as arranged stop if you have not already done so you will post these to me immediately
BAUCHEN
The other was eight hours old.
Arriving Latchet myself Monday stop do nothing till then stop on no account go to castle
And this was signed CAIN.
When Mansel had heard my tale, he called for the map.
“Show me exactly,” he said, “the spot at which Forecast proposes to meet Duke Saul.”
I showed him.
“And now the way there from Latchet, as it was marked in blue.”
I showed him that.
After a moment’s calculation—
“I make the distance from Latchet just about eighteen miles. That means half an hour by car. The meeting is to be ‘in the evening’; and that means ‘not before six.’ So
they’ll turn out the car about five. We must try and put their car out of action about four o’clock. You see my point. If we do in their car too soon—and they find it out,
they will have time to keep their appointment without the use of their car. And I do not want them to do that, because it is so much better that we should keep it instead.
“This may precipitate matters, but not very much. When Forecast rolled up here, you were quite right to put up a bluff. But he is dead certain to call it. He can have
no doubt at all that the seat of opposition is here at this farm. When Rowley produced his pistol, that settled that—for tourists don’t carry pistols and hold callers up. But
Rowley could have done nothing else, for he couldn’t take risks with blokes like Boney and Gulf.
“What worries me is the Duchess. She’s safe at the moment, because the Duke means to use her to-morrow night. But, after that . . . I mean, he can have no doubt
that she knows a great deal too much. However, we’ll see what she says to-morrow night.”
“Will he let her come?” said I.
“I’m sure he will. He means her to be their guide.”
“But if we meet him at six?”
“If we meet him at six,” said Mansel, “Duke Saul will stay where he is, till the Duchess has left the castle en route for the lane.” He rose to his feet and started to pace
the room. “It’s on the drastic side, but I don’t see another way out; for if Forecast keeps his appointment, he will also keep the appointment the Duchess has made with
you. Of course, you know, if Forecast was worth his salt, he would drive to Varvic to-night—or, at latest, to-morrow morning. But he isn’t worth his salt, so I don’t think
he will.”
“Why to-night or to-morrow morning?”
“To put the Duke wise,” said Mansel. “To tell him exactly what happened this afternoon—that he had visited Goschen, bearing upon him the map which the Duke had
marked; and that, since he had lain unconscious for three or four minutes of time, for all he knows, you may have studied that map. If Forecast did that, as it is his clear
duty to do, the Duke would immediately alter the rendezvous. But Forecast won’t do that. Confessions of failure are never pleasant to make: and so he’ll keep his
counsel and hope for the best.”
“He wouldn’t do that,” said George, “if he saw the breakers ahead. Talk about confessions of failure! What ever is going to happen when Cain drives up to that inn?
I’d give a month of my life to be in on that scene. Confusion confounded won’t be in it. They’ll shout one another down for the first half-hour.”
“I agree,” said Mansel, laughing. “From the moment Cain arrives, there’ll be the devil to pay. Cain, of course, will spread Forecast all over the floor. Then he’ll go off
to Varvic, there to be spread all over the floor himself. And then they’ll take hold of themselves and get down to things.” He hesitated, biting his lip. “We’ve had all the
luck to date, but now we’re going to come up against heavier stuff. Cain is no damned fool and Duke Saul is a powerful man. And both will be very frightened. ‘Such
men are dangerous.’ We shall have to be very careful from Tuesday on.”
“To be perfectly honest,” said George, “I’m all for coming to grips. The party will be complete on Monday night. The big five—three wilful murderers and the two
unpleasant beings who set them on. When do we begin the process of elimination?”
“As soon as they try to,” said Mansel. “They’re bound to try to get us, and that is our chance.”
“You don’t think that Cain will leg it?”
“I don’t think so,” said Mansel. “If he had known what had happened, I don’t believe he’d have come. But once he’s here, I don’t think he’ll run away. After all, the
matter is grave. That letter and those instructions would make very awkward exhibits, if any inquiry was held upon Bowshot’s death. Then again Forecast will watch him
—and so will the other three. They may even pinch his passport. After all, he sent them here; and they will contend that he’s got to get them out. And so, by God, he has.
He daren’t leave them here to go to the British Consul and spill the beans.”
“You’re right,” said George. “He’s in a jam and a half. And his only chance of escape is to wipe the three of us out.”
“That’s how I see it,” said Mansel. He turned to me. “Was there anything else, William?”
I told him of my concern as to which of the private drives the Duchess would use, when she set out for the lane on Sunday night.
“But,” I added, “that doesn’t matter now. If the Duke isn’t there when she leaves, he can’t sit on her tail. Still, I’m sure that he knows which drive she is going to take,
and I cannot see how he can know.”
“Nor can I,” said Mansel. “And yet I’m sure you’re right. For how can he post Forecast, if he doesn’t know where she’ll emerge? And I don’t agree that it doesn’t
matter now. It will simplify matters for us, if we know which drive she will take; for it’s better to stop her by Varvic than to let her leave a trail which leads to the lane. But
perhaps we shall be wiser before we go to bed. I’m sorry to be such a bore, but I want you to take us to Varvic as soon as we’ve dined. I want to see the lay-out and
get a good idea of the lie of the land.” He set a hand on my shoulder. “Don’t think I don’t trust your reports—they’ve been terribly good. But nothing’s the same as
seeing things for yourself.”
My second visit to Varvic, I paid at ten that night.
Myself I drove the Lowland as far as the mouth of the northern private road, that is to say, the drive which Bell and I had taken on Thursday night. Mansel sat by my
side, with George and Carson behind. Mansel and George and I alighted at the mouth of the drive, and Carson took my seat, with orders to berth the car in some
convenient place and then return to the drive and wait for us. For we were to go on foot; for then, if some car came by, we should not be seen.
Nearly an hour went by before we saw the moonlight upon the meadows ahead, for most of the time we were climbing, and, though the road was dark, we showed
no light.
Since again the moon was shining out of a cloudless sky, the castle and its surroundings showed up as well as before, and Mansel and George were both immensely
impressed. When they had looked their fill, we turned to the right and began to compass the castle, walking in the meadows, but keeping to the edge of the woods.
After, perhaps, three hundred and fifty yards, we came upon the second or western drive, and at once we saw, looking down it, that this was under repair. From
where we were standing, its surface looked very good; but nearer the castle loads of chips had been shot and drums of, no doubt, cold tar, were lying upon the roadway,
ready for use.
“And there’s the answer,” said Mansel. “This drive is blocked. And when we come to the next one, you’ll find that that’s under repair. And there’s the advantage of

being an autocrat. On Friday Saul calls for his bailiff and says, ‘Repair these two drives—the material to be in place on Saturday night.’ And it is so.”
He was, of course, perfectly right. When we came to the southern drive, we found that that, too, was obstructed, so that no car could pass. And yet, like that of the
other, its surface was perfectly good.
We made the circuit of the meadows, but, since the garage was shut, we did not approach the walls of the castle itself. We then returned to where Carson had
berthed the car, and drove from there to the mouths of the other two private roads. These we studied with care. And then we drove to the spot which the Duke had
marked on the map, where he proposed to meet Forecast upon the following day.
It took me a little time to be sure of my way, for the map which Forecast had had was of a much larger scale than any that we could procure, and it had shown many
details which did not appear upon ours. After a little, however, I stopped where a road on the left ran into a wood.
“It’s down there,” I said. “It must be. And not very far. What’s more, we’d better walk, for I think it’s a farm and that this is the road of approach. I know it’s a
building of sorts, for the map showed that.”
So again we took to our feet, to walk for a long half-mile through very thick woods: the road of approach was more of a track than a road and had not seen regular
use for a very long time. And then the woods gave way, and there stood a hunting-lodge.
A glance was enough to show us that it was desolate.
I have seen deserted habitations that still retained some charm; but this was sinister. It gave forth a smell of corruption—and worse than that: and the woods were
advancing upon it as though they would swallow it up. Rank grass was sprouting between the cobble-stones, and a rabble of fungus was thrusting beside the door. From
this the paint was peeling, as it was from the shutters by which the windows were hid, and stains on the walls swore to gutters which had been choked. At the back of the
place, which was only two storeys high, was a lot of stabling which had not been used for years, where some of the woodwork was rotting and giving way. But, as I have
said, it was not that the place was neglected and had been let go: there was about it a cold and dreadful air, as though it had harboured evil, and things which must not be
talked of had happened within its walls.
“Ugh,” said George, with a shudder. “I wouldn’t come here alone for fifty quid. I’ll lay a ducat it’s haunted. It fairly reeks of murder and sudden death.”
“I quite agree,” said Mansel. “And it isn’t imagination. There’s something very shocking about this place. Any way, let’s be going. We’ve done what we came to do,
and we’ve had a full day.”
Forty minutes later we were back at the farm.

CHAPTER V
A LADY FAILS TO RETURN
breakfast the following morning we held a council of war. At this we reviewed our plans, “for yesterday evening,” said Mansel, “I spoke in haste. And I’m not
A FTER
so sure as I was of the line that we ought to take.”
The first conclusion we came to was that we must advance the time of our dealing with Forecast’s car. Mansel had said four o’clock; but that was a dangerous hour,
for Latchet would be at its quietest between twelve and two, and somewhere between those hours the rogues would be eating their lunch: but by three the village would
be stirring, and, unless they took a siesta, the rogues might well be about.
The thing was this. We must enter the coach-house by the window which we had so often used; but this meant using a rope, made fast to the branch upon which we
had always stood. All would be well, when once we were up in the tree, for the leaves were thick, and passersby seldom look up in the ordinary way. But we had to
reach the tree by using the path, which not only offered no cover, when once it emerged from the woods, but actually ran between walls for the last fifty yards. So, come
what might, we must choose the quietest hour.
Once the car had been dealt with, it seemed pretty certain that Forecast would throw in his hand. He could not telephone to Varvic, because on Sundays the Post
Office was shut: and though he discovered at two that the car would not start, and so would have time, by using a horse and cart, to reach the hunting-lodge, he could
only inform the Duke that he could not strike that night, for you cannot follow a car in a farmer’s gig.
So far, so good. The car would be out of action by half-past one. And that would put Forecast out of the running that night. Then arose the question of bearding
Duke Saul.
“Supposing,” said Mansel, “the meeting has been appointed for half-past six. Well, that will mean that we have to hold him there until after ten. That doesn’t matter to
us; but, Saul being who he is, when he doesn’t turn up for dinner, Varvic will be concerned. And that doesn’t matter to us; but, if Varvic is in a state, the Duchess may feel
unable to keep her appointment with us. And that would be the devil and all; for it is of the highest importance that we should see her to-night.”
“That’s a good point,” said George. “And I’ll tell you another thing. There was doom about that place—that hunting-lodge. I may be entirely wrong, but I’m not at all
sure that Forecast has not been invited to a party from which it is intended that he should never return. I mean, he knows quite a lot; and they always say that dead men
tell no tales.”
“I frankly admit,” said Mansel, “that that had occurred to me. But, upon consideration, I’ve turned it down. We are far more important than Forecast is. When we
have been settled, then Forecast should watch his step. But we come first.”
“That’s right,” said I. “Saul intends to use Forecast to wipe us out. And then he will wipe out Forecast—but not till then. But I do see Mansel’s point. We simply must
not prejudice the Duchess’ visit to-night.”
“Look at it this way,” said Mansel. “Saul keeps the appointment, but Forecast doesn’t turn up. Saul will be fed to the teeth, but I don’t see what he can do but let the
Duchess go out and follow her as before. There’s no object in cramping her style, but a very considerable object in seeing where she goes. For then he can set Forecast
on. In other and simpler words, Saul will make the best of a bad job. And so I propose that we should keep the appointment, but not be seen. At six o’clock we’ll be at
the hunting lodge. And keeping well out of sight, we’ll see what takes place. But we won’t declare ourselves.”
“I regretfully agree,” said George. “I’d like to have pulled Saul’s nose. But don’t lose sight of this—that, now that Saul is aware that someone is wise to the oil, he’ll
follow extremely close on the Duchess’ heels. If he dims his lights, she’ll never know that he’s there. He’ll fairly hound her to-night: in fact, as like as not, he’ll keep her in
view.”
“That’s very true,” said Mansel. “And we must provide against that. The simplest thing to do is to place an obstruction of sorts in the private road. After she has gone
by, of course, and before he arrives. That’ll give William time to stop her at the mouth of the drive, and, if the oil is running, to turn off the tap. And then he can get in with
her and drive all out for the lane. Not for the farm. The coupé must not go to the farm, for the farm is the place to which Saul thinks she may go.”
“Good,” said George. “Bill shall deal with the Duchess, and I will deal with the Duke. Leave the obstruction to me. I’ve seen that drive and I know the very place—
where the road falls sharply and curls, and then there’s a sudden rise.”
“I know the spot,” said I. “But then I’ve driven the road and I used my lights.”
George smiled.
“The idea was in my mind when we walked that road last night. And it wasn’t pitch dark you know. And I felt it was a promising spot, and I wished I could see. And
then some tree-top waved, and the moon came through.”
Then we settled times and movements and who should do this and that, and then we had in the servants and told them their several duties and all that we had
arranged.
At eleven-thirty that morning, Mansel and Bell and I were once more using the path which led from the Salzburg road, on which, five weeks ago, poor Bowshot had
met his death: and in rather less than an hour we were looking down upon Latchet, asleep in the mid-day sun.

Some cottage doors were open, and a man was leaving the village with a sack on his back; but that was all.
Moving rapidly, one by one, we left the woods and made for the spot where the path became an alley, that is to say, began to run between walls. There we waited a
moment—not on the path itself, but on either hand, in case another should enter from the opposite end.
Then Mansel entered the alley and began to walk leisurely down, limping a little, as usual, because of the wound which he had had of the war.
With our eyes on his back, we waited—Bell and I. . . .
We saw him come to the mouth that gave to the road, and we saw him glance to and fro. Then he put a hand into his pocket. . . .
At once we entered the alley and ran as hard as we could.
Arrived at the back of the coach-house, Bell mounted upon my shoulders and swung himself on to our branch, and I leaped up and caught this and pulled myself up.
Then we made room for Mansel, and two or three moments later, he joined us up in the tree.
By now Bell was out of his jacket, which he had handed to me, and was standing against the wall with a hand on the window-sill. He opened the shutter a little,
looked down into the coach-house, and then set the shutter wide. So we knew that the car was below and the doors of the coach-house were shut.
Bell put out a hand for his jacket, which I meantime had folded into a pad. This he laid on the sill. Then he stood with his arms uplifted against the wall, whilst I
unwound the rope which was coiled about his body from arm-pit to hip.
Directly I had this free, Mansel made one end fast to the branch upon which we stood, and Bell passed the other over the window-sill. Whilst they were so engaged,
I put on some wash-leather gloves, the palms of which had been well rubbed with resin an hour before.
When the rope had been all paid out, Bell swung himself out of the way, and I took his place. And then I was over the sill and was letting myself down the rope. As I
reached the coach-house floor, I raised my eyes to see Mansel framed in the window’s mouth.
Pulling off my gloves, I stepped to the car: then I opened her bonnet as quietly as ever I could. I could not know on which side the distributor lay; but luck was with
me, for there was the thing before me, all ready to hand. In a flash I had its cap off. Then I took the rotor away, slipped this into my pocket and clipped the cap back into
place.
The distributor was dusty, which meant that my fingermarks showed; so I took my handkerchief and wiped the whole of it clean. Then I closed the bonnet, pulled on
my gloves again and turned to the wall.
My gloves helped me very much, but the rope was none too thick, and I must confess I was glad to get a hand on the sill.
And then I was up and out and was standing once more on the branch.
Mansel had the rope loose before Bell had pulled it up, then he gave it to me to coil and, after a glance at the alley, let himself down to the ground.
Bell slipped into his jacket and pulled the shutter to. By then I had coiled the rope, and he took some twine from his pocket and tied it about the coil in case this
should slip.
With the coil about my neck, I peered through the leaves, to see Mansel, leaning against the wall at the mouth of the path, with a hand in his jacket’s pocket, to tell us
the coast was clear.
I glanced at Bell, who was looking the other way. As I did so, his hand came out. . . .
As soon as the leafage would let me, I followed his gaze. And then I saw China coming, full in the midst of the alley some twenty-five paces away.
I knew the man at once, from his photograph, for his cheek-bones were very high, and he had the lowest forehead I ever saw. But the puzzled frown he was wearing
was not at all to my taste—for I knew that he was staring at Mansel . . . who had his back towards him and was leaning against the wall.
I shot a glance at Mansel, for, if he did not look back before China had reached our tree, I knew I must fall on the man as he passed underneath. And, as I looked at
Mansel, he turned. . . .
With the utmost nonchalance, he regarded his watch. Then he shrugged his shoulders, stepped out into the road and turned to the left. That is to say, of course, away
from the inn.
China broke into a run. . . .
As China swung out of the alley and round to the left, Bell and I reached the ground, to run as hard as we could the way we had come. As we reached the end of the
walls, I threw a look back, and there was Mansel behind us, but thirty paces away.
He signed to me to go on, and we ran for the woods. . . .
I flung myself down in the bracken and waited for him to come up.
“Anyone behind me?” he panted.
“Not a soul in sight, sir,” said Bell.
“But how did you do it?” said I. “Did you lay him out?”
“No,” said Mansel. “The moment I’d turned the corner, I went over the garden-wall. And China and I passed each other—with the garden-wall in between. When
you looked round and saw me I’d just climbed the wall again and got into the lane.. Mercifully I was ready—I had it all cut and dried. Bad luck, of course; but it might
have been very much worse. He must have been having a sleep in one of those meadows down there—quite close to this end of the alley. Under one of those hedges,
perhaps. That’s why we never saw him, when he went by. And if he had seen us, it wouldn’t have been so good. He’d have probably messed things up, but there might
have been a bit of a fuss.”
“I rather suspect,” said I, “that there is a bit of a fuss going on at the inn.”
“Which is why,” said Mansel, rising, “we’d better be gone. But I don’t think they’ll look at the car. They may have a look at the padlock which keeps the coachhouse doors: but when they see that’s all right, they’ll write me down as a spy and leave it at that.”
“And when they find the car won’t work?”
“They’ll get it then,” said Mansel. “But it doesn’t matter much. It never would have been safe to use that way again. Have you got the rotor safe?” I produced it
cheerfully. “Well, that’ll make them sweat. They may find another in Salzburg: but I shouldn’t be surprised if they have to go farther afield.”
(Here perhaps I should say that it is of design that I have set down in such detail how we three went about the disabling of Forecast’s car. That all went so smoothly
was due to Mansel alone, for he had thought everything out, and before we set out from Goschen, we had rehearsed twice over the action which we were to take when
we were up in the tree. Indeed, he always maintained that rogues, as a whole, were a very lazy lot, so that, if, when you stood against them, yourself you took infinite
trouble and infinite care, the odds would be in your favour time and again.)
As though by contrast, the rendezvous which we kept at the hunting-lodge was unearthly dull. It was Mansel and I who kept it, standing in the shadows beneath the
trees. Carson, somewhere without, had charge of the Rolls. George had gone off with the Lowland, as he put it, ‘to do his stuff.’ And Bell and Rowley with him. . . .
We were at the lodge before six, but nearly an hour went by before the Duke’s two-seater slid out of the ill-kept drive. Again, Saul was sitting in front and the valet
behind.
It was at once perfectly clear that the Duke was late, for he seemed surprised to see the forecourt empty, and, when the two-seater had stopped, the valet alighted
and hastened to the back of the house. When he returned, to say that no one was there, his master looked very black and curtly ordered the chauffeur to turn the twoseater about: then he told him to switch off his engine, and the valet climbed into the dickey and took his seat. The three men sat in dead silence for twenty minutes or so,
and Saul smoked cigarettes which the chauffeur lit.
When seven o’clock had gone by, the fellow gave tongue.
Then he spoke to the point.
“I’ll wait no longer,” he said. “Take me back to the castle: I’m getting cold.”
The two-seater sprang to life. . . .
As it passed down the drive—

“And that is that,” said Mansel. “And I don’t mind admitting to you that I’m sorry we came. Still, one never knows. And at least it’s clear that the man meant
Forecast no ill. If he had, he would not have been late. I’d very much like to have met him, I must confess: but it would have been injudicious. Another time, I hope. But
the Duchess must be permitted to keep her appointment to-night. That comes first every time. And now I think she will be, although dear Brother Forecast is off the
map.”
I glanced at my wrist.
“We’ve time to go back to the farm.”
“And have dinner,” said Mansel. “Why not? She’ll never leave the castle before a quarter to ten. And George has desired to be left entirely alone. He has something
up his sleeve; but, so long as he stops that car, I don’t care what it is. In fact if the Duke was smashed up, it might be as well.”
As Carson stepped out of the shadows at the mouth of the drive—
“Are you going home, sir?” he said.
“We are.”
“Could you drop me, sir, at the mouth of the private road? Mr. Hanbury said, if you could spare me——”
“Good God,” said Mansel, laughing. “How many more does he want?”
“I’m sure I don’t know, sir,” said Carson. “I don’t know what he wants me to do. All he said was, ‘It’s rather a lot for three.’”
“All right,” said Mansel. “But mind—you must be where I drop you at half-past nine.”
“That’s understood, sir.”
We made our way back to the Rolls, and, after setting down Carson, for the second time that day we drove back to the farm.
It was very still that night, and the sky was overcast.
Since five and twenty to ten I had been standing still in the mouth of the private road, with my eyes on the spot where this ran into the woods, straining my ears for the
sound of the Duchess’ car. Mansel was watching me—or rather the place where I stood; for he was some fifty yards off, and a hundred yards beyond him Carson was
holding the Rolls in a gateway that gave to a field. For so she could move either way, without having to turn.
At precisely five minutes to ten I heard—not the sound of a car, but what I can only describe as a hollow crunch. It came from the woods, and, faint though it was,
for I was some way from the dip, I knew at once that George Hanbury had had his way. And almost at that same moment I saw the lights of the coupé stealing out of the
woods.
When this was but sixty yards off, I flashed my torch and then stood with its light on my face.
At once the coupé slowed down, and I ran to the near side door.
“What does this mean?” said the Duchess. “How did you know where to come?”
I moistened my lips.
“I’ve nothing to hide,” I said, “and I’ll tell you everything as soon as ever I can. But it will spare us both, if you will get out for one moment and watch what I’m going
to do to the back of your car.”
“Very well,” she said, “but be quick.”
With the light of my torch, I showed her the oil on the road.
“You’re laying that trail,” I said. “There’s a tank in your boot; and a feed-pipe runs through the floor-boards. But the feed-pipe has got a tap: and if you’ll get back in
the car, I’ll turn it off.”
“My God,” she said. And then again, “My God.”
I lay down on my back and hauled myself under the boot. But when I looked for the tap, the tap was gone.
For a moment I stared at the pipe. Then I saw that the pipe had been changed . . . that another pipe had been fixed . . . with the tap inside the boot. . . . And the boot
was locked.
It was clear that the Duke had meant business. But it was also clear that he had not allowed for a man with strength like mine.
I took that pipe and bent it into a hoop. Then I twisted the end of it round—not once but thrice. And then I crawled out.
“Into the car,” I said. “She won’t leave a trail now. And please will you take me with you? I’ll tell you all as we go.”
“To the lane?” said the Duchess.
“Yes. Mansel will follow behind and pick us up there.”
We entered the car there and then, and the Duchess drove for the lane.
After a moment or two—
“I feel rather dazed,” she said. “Will you tell me how and what?”
I told her all that had happened, since I had seen her last.
When I had done—
“Well, you’ve cleared the air,” she said. “You can’t get away from that. And we’re coming up to a show-down. What line do you want me to take?”
“That I don’t know,” said I. “But Mansel will. And I hope very much you’ll listen to what he says.”
“You seem to think he’s a god—a deus ex machina.”
“He’s not far off one,” said I. “He’s the quickest and clearest brain that ever I knew.”
“You’ve yet to meet my husband. His brain’s on ice. He’s a very indolent man, but, when he cares to get going, he’s—more than dangerous.”
Here she slowed down for the lane in which we had sat and talked three nights before.
“Drive well up it,” I said, “as you did before.”
As she turned in—
“It’s all right to leave her here?”
“Surely,” said I. “And I think it would be a mistake for you to take her to the farm.”
“I quite agree. If anything were to happen, she’d give my presence away.”
“That’s what we felt.”
She stopped, put out her lights, turned her engine off and took the key from the switch.
“And the Rolls?” she said.
“Is waiting at the mouth of the lane.”
Then we left the car and I drew my torch and threw its light on the ground. And there I kept it, until we were close to the road. This time the coupé had left no trail of
oil.
The Rolls was there in the shadows, but all her lights were out.
I saw Mansel, standing bare-headed, two paces away.
“Captain Mansel—The Duchess of Varvic.”
Mansel bowed and put her hand to his lips.
Then—
“Please sit beside me,” he said. “I’m going to drive. You don’t mind coming to Goschen?”
“I’d like to.”
He handed her to her seat. . . .

So for the third time that day we drove back to the farm.
I cannot forget the first time that I saw the Duchess of Varvic as she was meant to be seen. She was tall and superbly made, and she had that classical beauty which is
to-day so rare. And yet it was not the purity of her features—the short upper lip, the straight nose, the glorious temples, the delicate droop of her lips . . . it was not that
perfection that struck you; it was the level gaze of her truly magnificent eyes, the infinite grace of her movements, the leisurely dignity of bearing that made you think of
Old Masters and of famous, romantic figures of days gone by. There was nothing studied about her, and nothing stiff; her manner was very easy, and she seemed to be
quite unconscious of the stately picture she made. But an ineffable sadness sat in her great, brown eyes, and her hair, which had been chestnut, was now iron-gray. She
was simply dressed in tweeds, and a coat with a fine, fur collar fell to her knees; and her feet looked very small in a pair of gray, court slippers, as simply made as could
be. Except for her wedding-ring, she wore no jewellery.
When she entered our sitting-room, she took her seat on a sofa before the fire, and Mansel stood by the hearth, with an arm on the mantelpiece.
“May I make this plain?” he said. “First that, as Chandos has told you, had we had any idea that you were concerned, we should have found some way to consult
you before we moved. Secondly, that though we have got some way, we are ready to pack up now, if that is your wish.”
“It isn’t my wish,” said the Duchess. “I’m very, very grateful for all you’ve done.”
Mansel inclined his head.
“We haven’t done much to date. The rough stuff’s to come. Cain is on his way out; and when he and the Duke get together, I think they’ll put up a good show. Well,
we’re ready to take them on. But I must be sure of two things. The first is your—goodwill.”
“You have that in all you may do.”
“All?”
“All.” She looked him full in the face. “Yes, I know what I’m saying. In all you may do.”
“I quite understand,” said Mansel. “Well, that’s the first. The second is—your safety.”
The Duchess’ eyes widened.
“They can’t touch me.”
Mansel wrinkled his nose.
“They damned near ‘touched you’ to-night. But for Chandos here, to-night you would have been in the firing-line. And what of that trail of oil? Besides, you know a
great deal that they would give much to know. And Cain will see that in a flash. And he will tell the Duke that, unless he puts pressure upon you, he, Cain, will throw in his
hand.”
“What pressure can he put upon me?”
Mansel shrugged his shoulders.
“That I can’t say,” he said. “Any way, I’ve made my two points; and I rather think that Chandos has told you what we have done and, indeed, as much as we know.
If there’s anything you’d like to say, you know that we’d love to hear it. I don’t want to press you at all; but it is sometimes a relief to talk to people you know will
understand.”
The Duchess took a deep breath.
“You’re very easy,” she said. “And so is Richard Chandos. I expect you know what I mean. . . .
“You probably know that I married four years ago. My father and mother were dead, I was immensely rich, and my husband, when he pleases, can be an attractive
man. I was just what he needed. I brought him two million sterling, and, what was to him as important, I looked the part. Well, we were married. . . . He was worldly
wise, and I was an ingenue.
“Never marry a German—for that’s what he really is. His mother is German, and he is his mother’s son. And a grandmother was Italian. On the face of it, I am the
Duchess; and if anyone failed to show me the respect which is due to his wife, the Duke would break him at once. You see, it would be an invasion of his prerogative. I
found that out very soon. To the world, I’m the Duchess of Varvic; to him I mean no more than one of his cars. One.
“This spring, when we were in England, I met John Bowshot at luncheon. . . .
“Well, you know how these things go. If I’d met him before I was married, I should have been—his wife.”
She said no more for a moment, but sat looking into the fire, with a hand to her mouth. Then, as though to banish dead dreams, she gave a little shake of her head.
“Well, we couldn’t do anything about it; but John knew how unhappy I was, and he couldn’t bear that. So we saw each other sometimes. . . . It wasn’t too hard, for I
often drive out at night. I’ve never slept very well, and even before I was married, I used to take the car and drive for an hour or more before going to bed. And so it
became a habit. I used to do it in London—drive all about the City, when all the traffic was gone. Your policemen knew me quite well. . . . Saul couldn’t stop that, for I
had the doctors behind me—I’d done it too long.
“To cut a long story short, John knew I was due for Varvic and made up his mind to come, too. I felt it was dangerous, and yet he meant so much that to be with him
twice a week was a prospect I couldn’t forgo. You see, except for him, I’d no one at all. And he was terribly careful. But Saul must have known. He’d probably had him
watched. And that was enough for Saul—that he should follow me out. No breath of scandal must ever touch his house. . . .
“The rest I gather you know—a good deal better than I. So far as I understand, Worsteds were glad of a chance to put John down. Of that, I know nothing. And I
don’t suppose Saul does, either. But of one thing I am quite sure—that Worsteds would never have found him, if Saul hadn’t set them on.”
“I quite agree,” said Mansel. “In fact, to be quite honest, I think that for quite a long time the car you drive has been laying a trail of oil. And that is how the Duke
found that you were meeting John by the side of the Salzburg road.”
The Duchess regarded him steadily, finger to lip.
“Of course,” she breathed. “Of course. That’s how it was done.”
Mansel stood up there and folded his arms.
“It was,” he said, “a cruel and barbarous crime. Wilful murder is usually wicked; but when men hire others to do it, and so contrive that they shall not be suspect,
much less involved, it takes on a monstrous shape. But, by your leave, they shan’t get away with it here. And now will you tell me this? Did John Bowshot ever mention
Orion?”
“Not by name,” said the Duchess. “But from what Mr. Chandos has told me, he’d been in touch with him. As I daresay you know, John used to live at Beehive, in
the house in which he was born. He was very fond of the village, and when the blacksmith died, there was no one to take his place. And he simply couldn’t see Beehive
without its forge. He tried to find a smith, but without success. So he advertised for one; and Orion rang him up, to say that he had in his hostel ‘the very man.’ How far
matters went, I don’t know; but I know that he met Orion—at least, I assume it was he—and took a dislike to the man. I remember his saying, ‘I’m perfectly sure he’s a
wrong ’un; but I’m having inquiries made, and when I get back, I shall know.’”
Mansel nodded.
“That all fits in,” he said. “John mentioned the matter to Worsteds, who put his advertisement in—and privately told Orion that he was to pick it up. So Orion gets to
know John; and so, unknown to John, do Boney and Gulf. But John finds Orion suspicious, and so he turns on Shade, to find out what he can. And Shade does rather
too well, so Orion puts him to death. And there, of course, we have another motive. The report of the inquest on Shade would have made John think very hard. So
Forecast, too, had good reason to wish him dead.” He hesitated there for a moment, as though absorbed in his thoughts. “And now let’s return to you. I’m going to be
very frank. The idea of your staying at Varvic is not at all to my taste.”
The Duchess knitted her brows.
“Will you tell me exactly why?”
“Yes,” said Mansel, “I will. Cain will arrive to-morrow, and we may be sure that on Tuesday he’ll see the Duke. And they will review the position.
“Now their position is ugly. They are up against some people—that is, of course, us—who can make things more than awkward if they care to open their mouths.

That is quite bad enough; but what is a thousand times worse, we have in our hands certain papers which can be used to substantiate all we say.
“Well, Cain will know that we are not like Forecast—in other words, that those very important papers are certainly lodged in some Bank. How then is he to get
them?
“The only way to get them is by putting pressure on us. And he can put pressure on us by using you as a hostage . . . by proving to us that, unless we return the
papers, he will be unable to answer for, let us say, the state of your health.”
The Duchess shook her head.
“Saul would never dare to agree to that.”
Mansel shrugged his shoulders.
“Duke Saul is right up against it. Those papers prove that he was concerned in the murder. And if that fact comes out, our Foreign Office will insist that he should be
brought to trial. I don’t say that he’d be sent down; but I think he would dare a good deal not to stand in the dock.”
“He’d kill himself first—twice over.”
Mansel leaned forward.
“Exactly. And so I think we may take it that Cain will have his way. And if—say, on Thursday next—we are informed that, unless we return those papers, things will
go hard with you . . . we shall have to return them. That wouldn’t mean that we should have to throw in our hand; but our strongest suit would be gone. So far we’ve
been twisting their tails, to make them show fight. Once they do that, then we can really go in. The papers, of course, were a godsend. I’d never dreamed of such luck.
And if we were to hand them back—well, Cain would be out of the country before we could think and Forecast and Co. would scatter like so many frightened curs.
What the Duke would do, I don’t know; but he would not show fight. In fact, it boils down to this—that we might put Gulf and Boney where they belong, and possibly
Forecast, too. But the two who deserve to suffer would probably go unscathed.”
There was another silence.
Then the Duchess spoke again.
“I feel outside all this, though I’m really in. I’ve lost my darling, but that is beside the point. What life might have held for us, I cannot tell. We were both beginning to
see that we couldn’t go on as we were. John was all I had, and they—they put him to death. And I don’t think I should be human, if I didn’t want them punished for what
they had done. But that, as I said just now, is beside the point. Why did you come into this? Not because of me; but because your sense of justice had to be served. A
decent, fellow man had been done to death; and his blood cried out to you. And because of that you’re determined to bring his murderers down. And there I’d stand
beside you, if I’d never set eyes on his face. One month of his life was worth all theirs put together, and if their death-warrants were before me, I’d sign the lot. Saul’s,
too. I should have no compunction.” With a sudden, eloquent gesture, she pushed back her hair. “That sounds unnatural—smacks of Messalina, and women like that: but,
except in the eyes of the law, I’m no more his wife than yours. . . .
“On the evening of the day we were married, his mother came to my room and spoke these words. ‘Saul has made you his wife. He is your lord and master from this
time on. He can do no wrong in your eyes, and you will do none in his.’ I thought she was out of her mind, and I went to Saul and told him what she had said. I shall
never forget his reply. ‘That is the first of the lessons you have to learn. When you have got it by heart, she will teach you some more. But, in view of this episode, you
had better know this at once—that, except in public, it is not for you to address me, unless I have first addressed you.’”
There was a pregnant silence. I know that I was trembling and Mansel was white to the lips.
The Duchess continued quietly.
“Twice I tried to run away. Each time I was caught and brought back. On the first occasion, all my pets were destroyed—my three hunters, both my dogs, even a
canary I had, that used to sit on my hand and take seed from my lips. The second time, when I got back, every servant that I had found friendly had been dismissed. An
old man and woman, for instance, had been given a lodge to keep. They had been in the service of Varvic for nearly sixty years. They used to pick me flowers from their
garden, whenever I stopped to talk. These two were put in the street before I came back. That there might be no mistake, on my return, on my table, I found a
typewritten list. All it said was:
During your Highness’ absence the following changes have been made in the staff:
Hans and Freda Gottlieb, lodge-keepers, dismissed.
“And so on. In all, there were seventeen names. . . .”
She threw back her lovely head and covered her eyes.
“I despair of conveying to you what my life has been. It’s only by telling such tales that I stand any chance of making you understand. But I don’t want to seem
unnatural. . . . And yet, in another way, I daresay I am. I sometimes feel as though I were one of those things you leave under dripping water for them to be petrified.
And, after four years, the process is nearing completion. . . .”
After a little, I saw Mansel moisten his lips.
“I think,” he said quietly, “it’s time to arrest the process.”
“But how can I leave the castle? You’ve no idea——”
“You have left it,” said Mansel. “I suggest that you shouldn’t return.”
The Duchess started up to her feet.
“Not go back to-night? That’s hopeless.”
“Madam,” said Mansel, “if you go back to-night, you won’t set a foot outside Varvic, until those papers have passed. You’ll leave it then, of course, for your safe
delivery here will be one of my terms.”
The Duchess put a hand to her head.
“Is that your belief?” she said. “That I shall be used as a hostage?”
“It stands to reason,” said Mansel. “I’m an honest man, but it hits me between the eyes. Is it likely that Cain will miss it? Cain who, if rumour is true, is a very high
priest of blackmail?”
“But how can I not go back?” She glanced at her wrist. “I ought to be going now.”
“Please understand this,” said Mansel. “No one in this house is going to force your hand. I’m going to make a suggestion. But if you turn it down, I’ll drive you back
to your car, myself escort you to Varvic and see you inside.”
“May I hear your suggestion?”
“My suggestion is simply this—that the Duchess of Varvic should enter a nursing-home.”
“But not to-night?”
“To-night.”
“But——”
“Please hear me out. There’s a nursing-home in Salzburg of high repute. The Englishwoman who runs it is a friend of a cousin of mine. I called upon her on Friday,
and found her as nice as ever—and, I may say, just as much of a martinet. Visitors, for instance, who desire to see patients who are not fit to be seen, go empty away.
“Now, if, on your way home to-night, the coupé’s steering broke and you ran into a tree . . . and a passing motorist found you—unconscious, of course . . . I think he
would drive you to Salzburg as fast as he could. I mean, that would be natural. Salzburg’s the nearest big town, and he wouldn’t know who you were or where you lived.
Those things, of course, they’d find out at the nursing-home.
“The Press would very soon have it; but the Duke would have it at once. And he would have something else, for two can play at blackmail. He would have it in black
and white that, if you were to leave that home, certain papers would immediately be laid before the British Consul.”
The Duchess took her seat upon the arm of a chair.

“That’s more than clever,” she said. “I should be suffering from shock.”
“That’s right,” said Mansel. “And you have to be careful of shocks. They lead to break-downs. Say ‘detained for ten days.’ And I think you’d like Mrs. Lane.”
“But Saul——”
Here the door was opened, and George came into the room.
Mansel introduced him.
“The obstructionist?” said the Duchess, as George bowed over her hand.
“No,” said George. “The wrecker. It’ll take a break-down gang to clear your northern drive. You’ve no idea of the work which a drum of cold tar will do. I hope to
God I never hit one. Nobody’s seriously hurt. Walking wounded, you know. Walking back to the castle in single file. In a silence that could be felt. But the Duke gave it
up at last, and sent the big fellow on to turn out another car. You see, on leaving the voiture, they all stepped into the tar.” Mansel’s shoulders were shaking, and the
Duchess began to laugh. “And tar is so—er—attractive. To put it shortly, they gathered where they had not strawed. After a quarter of a mile, each of their feet must
have weighed about seven pounds.”
Mansel looked at the Duchess.
“You must admit,” he said, “that I’m very well served. I ask for a car to be delayed. I didn’t say for how long; but six minutes would have done. Hanbury puts it out
for six weeks. And now what about my suggestion? If we are not to adopt it, I think we should be taking you back.”
“Give me five minutes, please. It’s a big decision to make.”
“Of course,” said Mansel, and stepped to the writing-desk. . . .
No one of us spoke or moved for four or five minutes of time, but I saw that Mansel was writing—first with pencil and then with pen and ink. The Duchess sat still as
death, with an elbow cupped in a palm and a hand to her mouth.
At length she rose, and Mansel got to his feet.
For a moment they faced each other.
Then—
“I have faith in your judgment,” she said. “Do you sincerely believe that, if I go back to-night, I shall be held as a hostage, until you return the papers which you have
won?”
“I do.”
“And if they demand those papers, you mean to give them up?”
“In return for your delivery, safe and sound.”
“In that case, to go back seems madness.”
“It does. But please remember this. I haven’t got second sight, and I may be wrong.”
“I don’t think you are, somehow. All right. I’ll play. Stage your smash and take me off to the home.”
Mansel inclined his head.
Then—
“Tell me,” he said, “d’you set much store by the coupé?”
The Duchess shook her head.
“But oughtn’t I to be shaken? And bear some mark?”
Mansel smiled.
“I’ll see to that,” he said. “The last thing that you will remember is driving your car.”
We chose the Salzburg road.
Mansel preceded the coupé, driving the Rolls. And I followed on with the Lowland, with George by my side.
About thirty-five miles from Villach we stopped by the side of the way.
George and I alighted and walked to the coupé’s doors.
As the Duchess leaned forward—
“Good-bye for the moment,” I said. “I’m so very thankful you’ve taken Mansel’s advice.”
“Good-bye, Richard Chandos,” she said, and gave me her hand to kiss. Her fingers closed about mine. “You’ve been sweetness itself to me, and I’ll never forget.
And now I’ll tell you a secret. I think I’m just about ripe for a nursing-home.”
“You don’t look it,” said I, “but you’re very likely right. And I hope to God it does you a world of good.”
Then she spoke very kindly to George, and he made her laugh. And then he, too, stood back. . . .
“Drive slowly forward,” said Mansel, “and pass the Rolls.”
As she let in her clutch, he mounted the near side step and I mounted the off.
When we had passed the Rolls—
“Bear to the left,” said Mansel.
I put my arm into the car and took hold of the brake.
“Now put down your foot,” said Mansel—and flicked her under the chin.
With his words, I applied the brake, and the engine stopped.
Then we opened the doors, and Mansel and I together got the unconscious Duchess into my arms. I carried her to the Rolls, laid her upon the back-seat and covered
her up. Then I got out of the car, and Mansel got in. Thirty seconds later, Carson was driving for Salzburg, and Mansel was sitting behind him, with his fingers about a
slim wrist.
When I got back to the coupé, George had just turned her about. As soon as her wheels were quite straight, he slipped her gear into second and throttled her engine
down. And then he got out and walked beside her, holding the steering-wheel.
When he had passed the Lowland—
“All clear,” said I, looking up and down the road.
George swung the wheel to the left. Then he threw open the throttle and let her go.
The coupé leapt forward. . . .
Thirty yards farther on, she scrambled over the ditch and crashed into a tree. And her engine stopped.
(For what it was worth, the place and the way she was facing combined to insist that the Duchess was returning to Varvic—but not from the lane or the farm. Had
she been on her way either to or from the lane or the farm, she would not have passed that place or been heading that way.)
As we turned away from the wreck—
“Pity,” said George: “but you ought to see the two-seater.”
“Tell me about it,” said I.
And as we drove for Varvic, he told me his tale.
“I don’t know what those drums weigh; but it cost us something to get one down to the dip. We rolled it as far as the woods—that was easy enough. But from there
it had to be carried: that’s why I wanted Carson—to make up a four. The point is, we got it there. Whilst we were waiting for the coupé, we dammed the sides of the dip,
so that any tar that emerged should stay in the road; and we cut a trough for the drum in the midst of the way. Well, at last the coupé went by, and quick as a flash we
hoisted the drum into place. We didn’t leave it upright: we laid it down on its side, in such a way that the car would meet it end on. I’d already loosened the bungs, and I

just had time to flick the two of them out. . . .
“It was just round the bend, you know, and the chauffeur was driving fast and hadn’t a chance. He applied his brakes all right, and that probably saved their lives: but
he hit it fair and square, as I meant him to. The result was catastrophic. Saul met the windscreen, the chauffeur’s face met the wheel, and the valet behind was chucked
over on to their heads. He’s no feather-weight, that wallah, and, quarters being close, the most fearful confusion reigned for some thirty seconds of time. The three
seemed to writhe together, cursing and grunting and heaving, to beat the band. Then Saul forced open his door and fairly erupted into four inches of tar. The others of
course followed suit: and the valet slipped and fell; so he was all over tar by the time he got up.
“At last they were all three clear, and the valet produced a torch. But he couldn’t make it work, because of the tar on his hands; and Saul snatched it out of his grasp
and, finding it all sticky, immediately let it fall. The chauffeur found it at last, and they had a look at themselves. It’s as well they hadn’t a mirror. . . . Saul’s nose was twice
life-size and his mouth stuck out like some Triton’s, blowing a horn. And his clothes will have to be cleaned. The chauffeur took one look and then went down on his
knees, but the big wallah kicked him up, and they all set off.
“As I’ve told you, each step they took, they collected more of the world, and presently Saul gave in and sat down by the side of the drive. By his orders the others
went on and after about half an hour another chauffeur appeared with a small motor-van.
“I watched the two out of sight. Then I went back to have a look at the car.
“You never saw such a show. The front axle had riven the drum and, in doing this, had assumed an elegant curve: but the upper half of the drum had put up a fight. It
had torn the sump away and fairly jammed the fly-wheel against the clutch. The drum was not in two pieces, but gaped like a pair of jaws. In these the axle was wedged,
and I doubt if they’ll get it free without taking it down. So far as I could see, the steering had moved with the drum, for a rod of sorts was mucking in with the crank-shaft
—and that seems wrong. You won’t be surprised to hear that the wheels were out of truth: in fact, when I saw them, they made me think of a clown: you know, with his
toes turned in—the traditional stance.
“And that’s how these things work out. I set out to inconvenience: in fact I discomfited. And I’ll lay Saul’s kicking himself for having given the order to dress those
drives. Talk about being hoist with his own petard. I warn you, those drums are a menace. Don’t you ever hit one. You won’t be the same again.”
“Three cars in one day,” said I. “It’s enough to make them go to the police. But I don’t see what else we could do.”
“It’ll make them think,” said George. “Cain’ll keep an armed guard on his, if he brings one along.”
“To tell you the truth,” said I, “I think we’d better watch ours. They may have a weakness for the Mosaic Law.”
“If you ask me,” said George, darkly, “they won’t waste their time on our cars. Fear and a lust for vengeance will make them aim higher than that. Not very much
higher, perhaps. I believe the abdominal wound is very much favoured by Gulf and Boney’s class. And to think we’re en route for Varvic, to leave a blackmailing note!”
“The night-porter won’t know that.”
“Oh, no. Nor will he know that he’s going to be fired to-morrow—for failing to take your life. He’ll bow and scrape, poor man—and apologize to you for the state of
the drives.”
Which is exactly what happened, when I walked up to the gate, to leave the letter which Mansel had addressed to the Duke.
This was much to the point.
H.H. THE DUKE OF VARVIC.
This is to inform you that H.H. the Duchess of Varvic’s car left the road some fifty-six kilometres from Villach in the direction of Salzburg. Except
that she is suffering from shock, her Highness was unhurt. A passing motorist took her direct to Salzburg, where she is now in the Gastheim nursinghome. In the opinion of her advisers, for her Highness to leave the home for two or three weeks would be . . . dangerous.

CHAPTER VI
ENTER CAIN
course, we had had things all our own way. To be honest, that did us some credit, but not very much. We had had the immense advantage of being
U Pfirstto inthisthetime,fieldofand
the almost greater advantage of the enemy’s never dreaming that he was to be opposed. Then, again, the rogues were small fry. They were
careless and out of their depth and all abroad in the country, where we were at home. And Duke Saul did not know where he was, and Cain knew nothing at all. And so,
our path had been smooth, and we had been able to do very much as we pleased. But at least we had done what we had set out to do—and that was to bring the
principals into the ring.
I say that advisedly, for Cain arrived at Latchet on Monday afternoon.
Myself, I saw his car turn out of the village street and into the forecourt of the inn. Since he came from the south, he must, I think, have travelled by train to Villach
and motored from there. I could not see him alight, for the forecourt was out of my view; but he clearly paid off his driver and let him go, proposing, no doubt, to use
Forecast’s car himself; for, after a moment or two, I saw the car leave the forecourt and turn back the way it had come.
An instant later came cries which actually reached my ears, and Boney, then Gulf and then Forecast erupted out of the forecourt, all running like so many stags the
way the car had gone, and yelling and whistling like madmen in the hope that the driver would hear. Cain, most plainly bewildered, followed them into the road and stood
looking after the three with his mouth a little way open and a hand to his head. He can have had no idea that, unless the car could be caught, neither he nor anyone else
could move from the inn; for there was no time to explain, if its driver was to be stopped.
I was certain they could not catch it, for the driver had had a fair start; but the judgment of men who are desperate is often warped, and three or four minutes went by
before the three reappeared, all of them streaming with sweat and looking ready to burst. That they were arguing fiercely goes without words, and when Gulf, who had
clearly fallen, held out a palm which was covered with dust and blood, Forecast struck it aside like a naughty child.
By the time they reached the forecourt, Cain had withdrawn from my view, but I could not help feeling that what had just occurred would not raise the tone of the
interview now to take place. Indeed, I was sorely tempted to try and approach the inn, but Mansel had made me swear that, unless Cain arrived after dark, I would do
no such thing. So, since it was not yet three, I turned on my heel and made my way back to the car.
Cain was a long, lean fellow, sallow of face. He had stood, looking after the others, for full two minutes before he turned back to the inn—this, with his hat in his hand
and little dreaming, of course, that he was being observed. So, since my binocular was powerful, I saw him extremely well. He was, I judged, about forty-five years of
age. His hair, which was very black, had gone well back from his forehead, thus seeming to lengthen a face which was over-long. He was carefully dressed in clothes
which befitted his calling more than the countryside, and a pair of spats was surmounting his highly polished shoes. The expression of his face never altered, whilst he was
standing there; and this was a curious smirk, as though he were nursing some jest, which he meant to keep to himself. Since he could have had nothing to laugh at, I
wondered then if he always looked like that: and I afterwards found that he did—that the grin upon his face was a fixture, as were the slightly raised eyebrows and parted
lips. And then, I remember, I thought of how Shakespeare had said, ‘That one may smile, and smile, and be a villain.’
Little happened during the next three days.
Cain hired a car from Villach, no doubt by telephone, and this arrived at Latchet on Tuesday afternoon. Directly the driver had reported, he was carried off by Boney
to look at the rogues’ own car; and after a short inspection, I saw him discover the trouble—namely, that the rotor was gone. Then Boney went off, to return with
Forecast and Cain. Cain tried to question the man, who kept on shrugging his shoulders and shaking his head. Then they all looked up at the window by which I had
entered the coach-house two days before, and Cain said something to Forecast which made him look very grim.
Very early the following morning Forecast was driven to Villach—at least the car went that way and was back at Latchet, without him, under the hour. I think Cain
had sent him to Salzburg, of course by train, to obtain another rotor by hook or by crook; for he had a parcel with him, which might have been the now useless

distributor. At ten Cain left for Varvic, as we had known he would. Since Carson was watching the castle, he saw him arrive. There he stayed until nearly four, and then
returned to the inn. A train from Salzburg reached Villach late that night, and I think Forecast came by that, for early on Thursday morning the chauffeur and Boney were
working on Forecast’s car. Exactly what they were doing, George, who was watching that morning, could not see, but they seemed to be fitting another distributor. Since
they had not the requisite tools, the work went very slowly and cost them a lot of sweat, and when some spanner had slipped for the fourth or fifth time, the chauffeur sat
down on the step and put his head in his hands. Indeed, Cain had to be fetched before he would move; and after some consultation he left once more for Villach, no
doubt to fetch the tools which he said he required. Still, at five o’clock that evening, the engine of Forecast’s car was running again, and the hired car returned to Villach
on Thursday night.
And here perhaps I should say that every two days we sent a letter to Salzburg, telling the Duchess exactly what had occurred. And the one which we sent on
Thursday reported that the wreck of her coupé had been retrieved and presently carried away.
It was upon Friday morning that the enemy moved.
In a word, Cain came to Goschen and sent in his card. And Forecast and Boney with him.
“What is your game, Captain Mansel?”
“To see justice done.”
“That’s very vague,” said Cain.
“I don’t agree.”
Cain fingered his chin.
“That sort of reply,” he said, “is hardly conciliatory.”
“I have neither need nor desire to conciliate people like you.”
“I see. And Varvic? If Varvic likes to move, he can have you run out of the country in twenty-four hours.”
“Then why doesn’t he do it?” said Mansel.
Cain shrugged his shoulders.
“For all I know, he prefers to deal with you here.”
“That,” said Mansel, “will suit me down to the socks.”
“He’s a powerful man,” said Cain.
“He’s a first-class swine,” said Mansel, “if that’s any good.”
Cain looked away.
“He happens,” he said, “to be a client of mine.”
“That,” said Mansel, “does not surprise me at all.”
“So is Major Bowshot.”
“Then he can’t know your reputation.”
Cain looked away again.
“I find that remark equivocal.”
“Few people would.”
There was a little silence.
Then—
“You’re not very helpful, Captain Mansel.”
“Did you expect me to be?”
Cain shrugged his shoulders.
“I had hoped you might see reason. I should hate to have to go to the Austrian police.”
“That I can well believe.”
“And you?”
“I can go to the police when I please. My hands are clean.”
“That,” said Cain, “is a matter of opinion.”
“On the contrary,” said Mansel, “it is a matter of fact. I repeat, my hands are clean.”
Cain regarded his finger-nails.
“A solicitor,” he observed, “is sometimes badly placed.”
“I’ll take your word for it.”
“A client errs: his lawyer must either desert him or—be prepared to soil his own hands.”
“I see,” said Mansel. “Which course do you usually take?”
“That depends upon the client.”
“And his means.”
There was another silence.
Cain looked at George and myself. Then he returned to Mansel.
“I should very much value,” he said, “a few words with you alone.”
“No,” said Mansel. “But you can have Forecast in.”
“I do not admit Mr. Forecast to consultations like this.”
“Is that so?” said Mansel.
Cain cleared his throat.
“I propose to speak frankly,” he said.
Mansel said nothing, and presently he went on.
“The first that I knew of this business was when a wire signed WENSLEY was brought to me on Saturday morning last. Biretta, my partner, was cruising—is cruising
now. I sent for his managing clerk and asked what it meant. Then the whole story came out. I was inexpressibly shocked—and determined to leave at once, to see what
could be done.
“It was my intention, on arrival, to send Forecast and his satellites home. But since they had—er—lost their passports, I could not do that.
“Then I drove to Varvic, to see the Duke.
“These Austrians are not like us. The man’s outlook is purely feudal. He holds the opinion that he is above the law. He regarded Biretta as an agent . . . an agent who
had bungled his orders . . . orders which should never have been taken—which never would have been taken, if I had known what they were.”
“Why did you go to see him?”
“To counteract any impression which Forecast might have made. To tell him that I would not act nor permit my partner to act one moment longer for such an
impossible man.
“But before I had been with him two minutes, I altered my mind. The man was beside himself, and I had to play for time. He gave me orders, Captain Mansel, that
you and your companions should be destroyed forthwith. When I ventured to demur, he declared that he would detain me until the deed had been done. He did in fact
detain me for nearly four hours, behind locked doors. In the end he allowed me to go, because I pointed out that, unless he did so, I could not give orders to Forecast

whom I had left at the inn. And so I received his instructions and presently left. But, before I did so, he took my passport away. . . .
“Captain Mansel, the man is dangerous.
“I know the plans he has made—plans which, with or without Forecast, he means to execute.
“Now, in self-defence, I am ready to tell you these plans. You see, I’m being perfectly frank. I say ‘in self-defence,’ for the man has taken my passport, and once his
will has been done, I shall be in great danger, because I know too much.
“You said a few minutes ago that you wished to see justice done. What exactly you meant by that, you declined to say; but I can tell you this—that, if Duke Saul were
to come to a sudden end, no one on earth could contend that justice had not been done.” The man leaned forward. “To you, once you know his plans, the Duke’s—er—
elimination will be child’s play itself.”
“Indeed,” said Mansel. “And your passport?”
“I was coming to that. I can get another, of course—by applying to the British Consul. Before I took such a step, I should like to feel assured that I was not to suffer
for what my partner had done.”
Mansel said nothing to that, and presently Cain went on.
“You have, I think, certain papers; papers given by Biretta to Forecast, before he left. I understand that they bear the name of my firm. The production of those
papers, coupled with the undeniable fact that I had been in Austria—undeniable, because of my visit to the British Consul—would identify me with action of which I
knew nothing, much less ever took.
“And so, in self-defence, I ask for those papers back. In return, I’ll tell you the plans Duke Saul has made, put Forecast at your service and lend you my utmost
assistance to bring down this dangerous man.”
“I’m sure you will,” said Mansel. “To use your own expression, ‘he knows too much.’”
Cain shrugged his shoulders.
“I told you,” he said, “I was going to be perfectly frank. Thanks to Biretta, I find myself in a jam. Well, I want to get out.”
“You don’t mind ‘deserting’ your client?”
“The man is not my client. If Biretta had been in England, d’you think that I should be here? The man is Biretta’s client, and the mess is Biretta’s mess.”
“On paper Duke Saul is a client of Worsted and Co.”
“Naturally. But Biretta has his clients, and I have mine. And only if one is away, does the other deal with his business as best he can.”
“I see. Tell me this, Mr. Cain. Why are Worsteds so anxious to be able to prove beyond doubt that Major John Bowshot is dead?”
Cain shrugged his shoulders.
“I’ve no idea. I assume that the Duke was insisting——”
“You’re wrong. The instructions given to Forecast make it quite clear that Worsteds—and not the Duke—desired most definite proof that Major Bowshot was
dead.”
“You amaze me.”
“I don’t think I do. Those instructions were type-written. Do you ask me to believe that no copy was kept?”
“If it was, I never saw it. Biretta being away——”
“Look at that,” said Mansel, and gave him a telegram.
Sunday, October 7th
Cain left Croydon at noon to-day Biretta came with him to air-port and saw him off
Cain read it carefully, nodded, and handed it back.
“One to you,” he said. “Never mind. My offer stands. In fact, I’ll go further. Give me those papers back, and Forecast shall finish the Duke.”
Such calm effrontery hit me between the eyes, but Mansel appeared to take it as a matter of course.
“I’m not playing, Mr. Cain.”
“Quite sure?”
“Quite sure.”
“No counter-proposals?”
“None.”
Cain got to his feet.
“In that case, I must be going.”
“Sit down,” said Mansel. “I haven’t done with you yet.”
Cain glanced at his wrist.
“I can give you another five minutes.”
“You will give me as long as I please.”
Cain looked very hard at Mansel. Then he sat down.
“Yes?” he said.
“First, I should like your passport.”
Cain stared.
“My passport’s at Varvic—I told you.”
“I know,” said Mansel. “I didn’t believe you then and I don’t believe you now.”
Cain leaned back on the sofa and crossed his legs.
“D’you propose to search me?” he said.
Mansel nodded.
“Unless you hand it over.”
“Then that’s that,” said Cain, rising. He lifted his arms. “I’ve never been searched before, but I have an idea that this is the traditional pose.”
“It’s good enough,” said Mansel, and stepped to his side. “Will you do the searching, William? I’ll see that he doesn’t move.”
As I took the man’s left lapel—
“Try the right breast-pocket,” snapped Cain.
I could hardly believe my ears; but, when I did as he said, I found his passport there.
I gave it to Mansel, and Cain resumed his seat.
“Your score’s mounting up, Captain Mansel.”
Mansel inspected the passport. Then he slid it into his pocket and folded his arms.
“What?” he said. “Oh, my score. Quite so. But it’s going to mount very much higher—from your point of view. But that’s by the way. Now one thing I wanted to say
was that you and Biretta are very, very anxious to be in a position to prove that Major Bowshot is dead. So anxious, in fact, that you contemplate planting a corpse, upon
which, when the police are called in, will be found his name and address.” He pulled out Cain’s passport, ran through its leaves and then held an envelope up. “Faked, of
course; like the other. But it does bear out what I say. Well, now please get this, Mr. Cain. If any such body is found, your instructions to Forecast will immediately be laid
before the appropriate authorities.”
Cain said nothing, but merely looked at his watch.

“Another thing is this. I received you to-day, but I shan’t receive you again. Or any of your crew. So make no more advances. I want to make myself plain. Come
again, and you come at your peril. I’ll ‘fire on a flag of truce,’ and any attempt at bluff will be treated as it deserves.
“I can’t say I’m sorry to have met you; for I’d heard a good deal about you, and I was glad of a chance to see for myself. But, to quote the Queen of Sheba,
‘Behold, the half was not told me.’ I’ve met a lot of blackguards; but, all things considered, I give you pride of place. That may be unfair to Biretta; but if he is less
virtuous than you are, then, if he believes in Hell, he must be afraid to die.
“Finally, let me commend you to do your worst. We shall not swerve from what we set out to do. And that, if you remember, was ‘to see justice done.’”
Cain looked again at his watch.
“Quite finished?” he said.
“Yes.”
“Good.” The man got to his feet. “You see, I’m lunching at Varvic at half-past twelve.”
“I see.”
“What’s my best way from here?”
“I’m afraid I can’t help you.”
Cain laughed and turned on his heel. . . .
With his hand on the door, he turned.
“Take care of that passport,” he said. “Sooner or later, you see, I shall ask for it back. And if, then, it isn’t forthcoming . . .”
“I’ll put it with the others,” said Mansel.
For the first time Cain showed emotion. Twice he tried to make answer, and twice he failed. Then, with a working face, he turned and flung out of the room; and
Carson, who was at the front door, let him out of the house.
We heard the slam of a door and an engine leapt into life. And then the crunch of gravel told us the car had gone.
Mansel lifted his voice.
“Bell and Rowley,” he cried.
A moment later the servants entered the room.
“Anything to report?”
Bell replied.
“Boney stuck to the car, sir, an’ never moved.”
“I don’t blame him,” said Mansel. “Go on.”
“But Forecast got out, sir, and started walking about. Then he began to stray, so I stepped out and asked him to keep to the car.”
“What did he say or do?”
“He asked if we’d found his eye-glass. And I said ‘No.’ ‘Well,’ he says, ‘that eye-glass was very precious. There’s twenty quid for the fellow that brings it back.’”
Mansel smiled.
“And what did you say?”
“I said I’d tell the farm servants.”
“Good for you,” said Mansel. “And what did he say to that?”
“Nothing, sir. But he gave me an ugly look and walked back to the car.”
“Right,” said Mansel. “Open the windows, will you? All of them—wide. By rights, the room should be cleaned. And, between you, you might keep an eye on the
lane at the back. They’re supposed to be going to Varvic; but Boney might lose his way.”
“And if he should, sir?”
“Put him right,” said Mansel, laughing. “Put all of them right.”
“Thank you, sir,” said Bell, with the ghost of a smile.
Then Mansel and George and I set out for a walk; for the day before I had come upon a man seeking truffles with the aid of a couple of swine, and Mansel, who had
heard of, but never seen such a thing, desired to talk with the fellow and watch him and his helpers at work.

CHAPTER VII
THE RACE TO THE SWIFT
had said only one thing that made us think; and that he said right at the last. Sooner or later, he had said, he should ask for his passport back. And if then it was
C AIN
not forthcoming . . . Now that was more than a threat, for it showed how his mind was working and proved how right Mansel had been to persuade the Duchess to
leave before he arrived. In a word, Cain was out for a hostage. If he could take but one of us prisoner, he meant so to use that one as to bring us all to our knees.
So Mansel gave strict orders that from this time on no one of us should ever be left alone. If watching was to be done, then it must be done by two: if only one could
be spared to stay with a car, then that car must care for itself. And so on. And never were we to go out unless we were armed.
That night Mansel and I went out on patrol, whilst George and the servants remained, not only to ‘hold the fort,’ but to keep a particular watch on the region at the
back of the farm, “for,” said Mansel, “if Saul has a map of this district and that map is of the same scale as the one you saw, they know by now that we have a second
way home. And I’m all against an ambush, unless I’ve laid it myself.”
We took the Rolls, and I drove; and Mansel sat beside me, pistol in lap.
First we drove to Latchet, of course without lights. As we stole down its only street, I shot a glance at the inn, to see that lights were burning in two of the first-floor
rooms.
Then we made for Varvic, taking such roads as would bring us to the mouth of the southern drive. This we had never used, though we had reconnoitred its mouth.
(I am anxious to make this point clear. Schloss Varvic, as I have said, was approached by three several drives or private roads. One ran in from the north, one from
the west, and one from the south. The northern drive was the one which we knew so well, on which George had wrecked the two-seater on Sunday night. The western
drive was the one I had used that same night, when I had carried the letter which Mansel sent to the Duke. But we had never taken the southern drive. And for this
reason, rightly or wrongly, we thought that, of the three drives, the southern drive stood least chance of being picketed.)
We berthed the Rolls in a meadow a mile away, and twenty minutes later we reached the mouth of the drive. Here we stood very still for five minutes or more, to give
any man who was watching a chance to move. Since we had seen and heard nothing, we were just about to proceed, when Mansel touched my arm. An instant later I
saw a flash in the woods which spoke to an oncoming car.
The car was coming from Varvic, along the drive: after perhaps one minute, we saw the beam of its headlights flicking from tree to tree. And when we saw this, we
took cover without delay.
Where the drive ran into the road, its banks were high; and Mansel mounted the right one, and I the left. Lying there in the bracken, if it had only been day, we should
have been perfectly placed, for we were some ten feet up and each was on one of the corners made by the drive and the road. But the luck we had had still held, for as it
approached the road, the car began to slow down. And then it came to a standstill—this, directly below us, in the very jaws of the drive.
I recognized the car. It was the big limousine in which I had hidden myself, when the Duke had driven into his garage just over a week ago. It had seen a good deal of

service, for I had marked at the time how its cushions were rubbed, but its engine was remarkably silent, and so was its drive.
And then—
“To the left,” said Cain.
“What d’you say, Boney?” said Forecast.
“I dunno,” said Boney. “I’ve never drove by this way.”
“Give me the map,” said Cain, and switched on the ceiling light.
This showed us at once that Forecast and Cain were sitting in the back of the car, and that Boney was driving, with China and Gulf by his side.
After the usual wrangle, Cain was proved right. So the ceiling light was put out and Boney turned to the left. . . .
I found Mansel out in the road, with a hand to his chin.
“Very interesting,” he said. “First point—the lights were left on at Latchet, to make us think they were in. Second point—why are they using a bigger and better car?”
“I know it,” I said. “It’s out of the garage at Varvic.”
“Ah,” said Mansel. “Saul lends them one of his cars—without a chauffeur to drive it. That’s more than I’d do. Third point—they’re all five present. That means that
they’re not coming back from an ordinary call, for I decline to believe that Saul desired the acquaintance of China and Gulf. Fourth point—why would you say that they
were using this drive?”
“I’ve no idea,” said I. “The northern drive is open: Cain drove that way on Wednesday—that we know. Is it possible they’re going for Goschen?”
“I think it’s for one or two reasons. Either they’re bound for Goschen, which is not so far by this way; or else the northern drive is now reserved only for us.”
“Goschen has it,” I said. “That’s why they’ve got a quiet car, and that’s why they are all of them there.”
We turned and began to hasten the way we had come.
“I agree. All the same, I’m not quite sure; for when I drive by night, I’d sooner use roads that I know than roads that I don’t. The latter may be shorter, but they
won’t get you there so soon, if you have to keep on stopping to look at the map. Any way, we’ll get back to Goschen, just in case.” We broke into a run. “Not that
George can’t hold his own, but I’m all for biting the biter whenever we get the chance. But I think we should have a look at the northern drive. Not now, and not by night.
In the early morning, perhaps, when there’s just enough light to see.”
In less than ten minutes’ time we had reached the Rolls, but the moment I let in her clutch, I knew that we had a flat tire. I had thought she was down a little, as I
came up, but had attributed this to the unevenness of the ground.
Before I had switched off the engine, Mansel was out of his coat; and, though he uttered no word, I saw the frown on his face. This was our first set-back—if you
can give it that name. But we could not have had a flat tire at a more unfortunate time.
But worse was to come.
The spare wheels, of which we had two, were locked into place. Dust or dirt had entered one of these locks, for when I had put in the key, I could only turn it half
round, and when I sought to withdraw it, it would not move. And we had no duplicate. It took us near half an hour to free that key, and five and thirty minutes had passed
before we were out of the meadow and on the road.
Mansel was driving now, and he put his headlights on and went like the wind.
Neither he nor I said a word, but I knew that he was worried, and so was I. Our luck had begun to change; and, as I have said before, there is a saying, ‘It never
rains but it pours.’
Faithful to the doctrine he preached, Mansel went by a longer way than the rogues had gone; for that way we knew very well, but were less sure of the other which
we had taken but twice—and that, without lights.
Fast as Mansel drove, it seemed, I remember, an age before we were nearing Talc—that is to say, the village which lay just short of a mile from the back of the farm.
As we approached, he slowed down and put his headlights out; and then we ran into the village, up to the cross roads where we must turn to the left.
We were, I suppose, some twenty-five yards from the cross, when a torch was flashed to and fro, and Mansel set a foot on the brake.
Then Carson was speaking—in a voice that I hardly knew.
“They’ve got Mr. Hanbury, sir.”
“Got?” cried Mansel. “Got?”
“Seized, sir. Carried him off. I don’t know which way they went.”
“How long?” said Mansel.
“Not more than eight minutes, sir.”
“Into the car,” said Mansel. “Talk as we go.”
As Carson leaped into the back, Mansel put the car at the cross roads, brought her up all standing and backed her round to the left. Then he swung her round to the
right—the way we had come. And then he switched on his headlights and let her go.
If we had come fast to Talc, the pace we were going now was that of the devil himself. In a word, Mansel called on the Rolls, and that splendid car responded as
only a thoroughbred will. He never spared her at all, but drove as a racing driver who has the road to himself, and once, on a long straight stretch, I saw the
speedometer-needle touch ninety-six.
From time to time Mansel spoke. Carson was kneeling behind us, to hear what he said.
“Did you see the car?”
“Not properly, sir. But I know it wasn’t Forecast’s. Too big and too quiet.”
“Identify anyone?”
“Cain, sir. I heard his voice.”
“Mr. Hanbury hurt?”
“That I can’t say, sir. I never heard him cry out.”
There was a little silence, while Mansel whipped through a hamlet at seventy-five and sliced two bends to an inch without lifting his foot.
He never asked what had happened, though he must have been burning to know; but gave the whole of his mind to the possible rescue of George.
“They’re bound for Varvic, of course. And with George in that castle, we’re sunk. So we’ve got to get there first. I don’t want to overtake them: that’s why I’m
going this way. To overtake would be hopeless. Our only chance is to be there when they arrive. . . .
“They’ll take the southern drive. I daren’t take the northern drive—I’ve told you why. And so we must take the western. . . . You’ve driven the western drive,
William. What is it like?”
“Quite straightforward,” I said. “There’s a right and left turn half-way, where you drop to go over a bridge.”
“Tell me before we get there.”
Here I saw a check coming, and Mansel saw it, too.
Ahead, a lorry was pounding, going our way. And ahead of the lorry was a bridge, some forty or fifty yards long. We knew it well enough and had crossed it many a
time—and been held up there before; for the bridge was very narrow, and once a car was upon it, no other car could go by. And the lorry knew we were there, but it
had come first to the bridge and so it refused to give way.
Mansel pulled out. At once our headlights showed that the bridge was clear. Mansel sounded his horn and put down his foot. . . .
I think I tried to say ‘Stop,’ for I knew that it could not be done. There are times when you can cut in, and times when you can’t. And this was one of the latter, for
the lorry had reached the abutment and was closing the neck of the bottle, if I may put it that way.
And then we were through the gap, somehow . . . and the Rolls was over the bridge. . . .
(Mansel said to me later, “You see, you did not allow for the speed of the Rolls. I dare not say what we were doing, but we were moving so fast that, compared with

us, the lorry was standing still. And so the gap was not closing. But, of course, we had to be quick.”)
Mansel was speaking again.
“The point is—which will they do? Drive straight to and into the garage, or up to the gate? Myself, I think the garage, provided it’s open, of course. Opinions,
please.”
“I agree,” said I.
“The garage, sir,” said Carson. “But if we get there in time, you can set me down at the gate. Then if they should stop there, I can hold them till you and Mr. Chandos
come up.”
“Very good—if there’s time. In any event, I shall drive right up to the castle, past the garage and put the Rolls under the wall. Is the going all right there, William?”
“Quite good enough.”
“Remember this. We’ve got to wait, if we can, till George is out of the car. In the car, we can’t get at him. He’ll be in the back—for a monkey; and Forecast will have
a pistol stuck into his ribs.”
The car tore on.
The rogues had had eight minutes start, and, if they had gone as they came, they were taking a far shorter route; for we had to go right round to the mouth of the
western drive. And, though we were moving so fast, they would not be wasting time, for fear of pursuit. I began to feel hopeless. . . .
By the mercy of God, the roads were empty that night. Two cars, as well as the lorry, were all the traffic we saw. As a rule, at such a time, there was little abroad; but
to-night we were using main roads for most of the way.
“And, if we do it,” I said: “I mean, if we get there first . . .”
“We’re going to do it,” said Mansel, quietly enough. “What happens then, I don’t know. It depends upon what they do; upon where they stop the car, and how they
get out. But they must not suspect our presence, till George is out of the car.”
And here, at last, we came to the western drive. . . .
Although he had never seen it, Mansel still maintained a tremendous speed, and this, I think, did him more credit than anything else. His driving that night was really
wonderful: of course, he took risk after risk, but he had to do that; and he never lost a second or gave two inches away. But the drive was full of bends and was not very
wide, and the woods were standing thick upon either hand; yet Mansel went up that drive, which was two miles long, at nearly a mile a minute for almost the whole of its
length, only slowing down when I told him that the right and left turns were at hand. This demanded a lightning judgment and perfect control—the eye, the brain and the
members working as one.
So for less than three minutes . . .
Then we tore round a curve, to see the meadows ahead in the light of the moon.
At once Mansel put out his lights and lifted his foot. . . .
A moment later we saw the castle itself.
Since the archway which gave to the garage was facing south-west, this was clear to be seen from the western drive. And now its great doors were shut; but the
wicket in one of the leaves was open wide, for the lights in the garage were on and were shining out of the wicket on to the apron without.
I did not know what to think. . . .
As always, a light was burning beside the castle gate.
Carson was out on the running-board, ready to drop.
Mansel drove on to the sweep in front of the castle gate. As he turned, to make for the apron, he slowed right down for a moment, and Carson stepped off. And in
that blessed instant, I saw the lights of a car in the southern drive.
“By God, you’ve done it,” I breathed. I saw Mansel glance to his right. “Over the apron, and round. We’ve just got time.”
It was the nearest thing—for we had to bestow the Rolls.
Had we left her close to the archway, quite apart from the moonlight, the lights of the incoming car must have picked her up. So we had to drive on, round the castle,
until she was hidden from view. And then we had to get back—before we ourselves were caught by the lights of the limousine.
“Say when,” said Mansel, whipping over the turf and shaving the castle wall. . . .
I think those were the worst moments of all that terrible night; for there was the limousine coming, yet we were increasing the distance we had to go. We were going
away from the wicket. Yet, unless we could reach the wicket before the limousine turned, her lights would fall full upon us and we should have lost our race.
Not until we had reached the postern could I see the apron no more.
“Good enough,” I cried.
And then we were out of the Rolls and were racing the way we had come. . . .
The limousine was out in the meadows—with seventy yards to go. As we reached the edge of the apron, I saw her enter the sweep. For an instant, she seemed
uncertain; then I heard Boney change down, and, instead of holding straight on, the beam of her headlights began to come round to the right.
In a flash we were through the wicket, to find a man in the act of drawing the bolts of the leaves of the door itself.
There was no time for nicety. As he turned, Mansel hit him once, and the fellow fell down in a heap.
Mansel picked him up and laid him along the wall, quite close to the gate.
“We must play his part,” he breathed, “and open the leaves. One to each leaf. We keep out of sight, as we do it. And as the car comes in, we close them again. Keep
your eye on my leaf and the instant you see it move, bring your leaf over to meet it with all your might.”
As the car passed on to the apron, we drew the bolts. Then we pulled open the leaves, keeping out of sight as we did so, backing towards the wall. Before my leaf
was quite open, the car, which had come to rest, began to move forward again. Its headlights were making the archway as bright as day. . . .
With a hammering heart, I waited for Mansel to move. Then I saw his leaf shudder, and that was enough for me.
With all my might I swung the massive oak forward, to the tune of such shouts and yells as I never had heard.
It was the merest chance, but, had we rehearsed the manœuvre, I cannot believe that the timing could have been better or the result improved.
Almost at the same instant the two great leaves struck the car—and that, directly in line with the steering-wheel.
Since the coachwork was all of wood, and each leaf must have weighed near a ton—for oak is heavy and they were studded with iron—the car gave way, till the
leaves came against its side members which slowed them up.
Gulf, who had tried to get out, was killed on the spot; the door, which he had opened, returned to crush his head between itself and its jamb. And Boney was
shouting like a madman, and China was trying to clamber into the back of the car.
My leaf was the left-hand leaf—that is to say, the one in which the wicket was cut. And so I found Mansel beside me, as calm as death, holding the wicket to and
looking through the crack he had left.
“Here they are,” he said, “with the prisoner. Let them come in. And then we’ve got to get out, as quick as ever we can. Any moment now, the castle will come to
life.”
I stood back against the leaf.
Then a hand pushed the wicket open, and George stumbled over the sill and fell on his face. His hands were tied behind him and he moved as a man who is drunk.
Then Forecast, pistol in hand, stepped over his body and cursed him and lifted a foot.
Now George was my faithful friend. . . .
Before the kick fell, I had the man by the wrist.
For some reason, he never fired, but I bent his arm and broke it—I heard the bone snap. As he clapped his left hand to the break, with all the strength in my body I
hit him between the eyes.

As he fell, somebody fired—and the archway magnified the explosion, so that my ears could not hear.
Mansel was looking past me, pistol in hand; his left arm was round George’s shoulders, holding him up.
I saw his lips moving, but I could not hear what he said.
“Get the Rolls,” he shouted.
As I stepped out of the wicket, I saw Cain standing beside me, with his back to the wall and his hands clasped behind his neck. Carson was dividing his attention
between the man and the car.
This was dangerous—I knew now why Mansel had fired.
“Watch the car,” I said.
Then I turned to Cain.
“Get into the car.”
“I prefer,” drawled Cain, “to——”
I took the man by the throat and shook him down to his knees. Then I seized the nape of his neck and kicked him into the car.
“Thank you, sir,” said Carson.
I turned and ran for the Rolls. . . .
As I backed her on to the apron, a bullet went by my head and Carson fired into the wreck of the limousine.
I turned the Rolls on the apron, and George clambered into the back.
Cain and China were shouting, and Mansel was backing from the wicket, which was now shut.
“Sound the horn, when you’re ready,” he cried.
I sounded the horn.
As he turned, the leaf was pulled back, to release a pack of servants who ran for the Rolls.
Carson fired at their feet and I let in my clutch.
As Mansel and he reached the Rolls, I put down my foot. . . .
“The southern drive,” said Mansel, taking the seat by my side.
Much less than one minute later, we had left the meadows behind and were into the woods.
“How d’you feel, George?” said Mansel.
“Well, I have felt better,” said George, “but I’m not dead yet. And when Bill pushed Forecast’s face, that did me a lot of good. Oh, and thank you all very much for
saving my soul. If they’d gone on as they began, I should not have survived. And now please interrogate Carson, who knows rather more than I. It’s not that I’m being
churlish, but the pain in the back of my head embarrasses thought. I think I must have been struck with what the police would call ‘a blunt instrument.’ It’s nothing to do
with my fall, though I took the deuce of a toss.”
“What happened, Carson?” said Mansel.
“They’ve a spy or spies in Talc, sir. They knew that the Rolls was out.”
“Ah,” said Mansel. “Go on.”
“It was all very quick, sir. Two shots, one after the other, were fired in front of the house—to attract us, of course; but we didn’t realize that. Then, from the other
side, we heard the horn of the Rolls.”
“What, this horn?” said Mansel.
“One just like it, sir. And of course we thought it was you.”
“Very clever,” said Mansel. “And that explains the use of the limousine. Same, very unusual horn as that of the Rolls. And how did they find that out?”
“They know quite a lot, sir,” said Carson, “if you ask me.”
“I’ll say they do,” said Mansel. “Get on with your tale.”
“Well, we all of us turned and ran. We thought you were in a jam, sir, sounding the horn. And we knew it was some way off—say the other end of the wood. In fact,
that’s just where it was. . . .
“Well, you know how Mr. Hanbury can run, sir. He was leading by thirty yards when we got to the wood. And I was next; and then came Rowley and Bell.
“I saw him take the last of the bends, and I heard him fall. A wire, sir, six feet from the bend, clean across the road, made fast to a couple of trees. And, as I came
round the bend, a searchlight comes on—they must have had one fixed on the back of the car. I was blinded, of course, and, as I dived for the trees, a bullet goes by my
ear. And then the searchlight goes out and the car slips away. And when I try to find Mr. Hanbury, he’s not to be seen.”
“Simple and neat,” said Mansel. “You can’t get away from that. But the smartest thing of all was their striking to-night.”
“How so?” said I.
“Well, don’t you think it was?”
“Well, we didn’t expect them to.”
“Why didn’t we expect them to?” said Mansel.
After, a moment’s reflection—
“Cain came with an offer this morning. We naturally thought that, when we had turned it down, it would take him a little while to think up something else.”
“Exactly,” said Mansel. “And why did I think that, William? Because I was meant to think it. Cain’s visit this morning was camouflage—dust in my eyes. He’d
already planned this attack, and he came this morning on purpose to put me off my guard. As he did. If you remember, I told you he was no fool.” He sighed. “Well, it’s
over now. But it was a very near thing—right up to the last. . . . Strange that till Forecast appeared and you took hold of his arm, they never realized that we were behind
those leaves.”
“They’d no time to think,” said I.
“Not so much that, I think. I think they assumed that the crash was accidental—as, of course, I hoped they would—that the fools who had opened the leaves had
merely closed them too soon. That that assumption was suspect, they must have perceived, but to that assumption they stuck, because, since we had not passed them,
they simply could not believe that we could have got there first.”
“I’m damned if I blame them,” I said. “I couldn’t believe it myself.”
“They assumed that we were behind them—for all they knew, close on their heels. And so, though the heavens fell, they had to get George inside before we arrived.
Never mind. All’s well that ends well. Gulf’s come to the sticky end he had fairly earned. And so has Boney. Less sticky, of course. Still, an end. He was just going to kill
you, William; when you were engaged with Forecast. But I saw him just in time, and that’s why I fired. And Forecast’s arm won’t work and he won’t see out of his eyes
for a couple of days. Did you hit anyone, Carson?”
“I don’t think so, sir. They dared not get out of the car; but I couldn’t see in.”
“Well, we’re all very lucky,” said Mansel. “Too many chances going in scraps like that. One does one’s best, of course: but when nobody knows what anyone’s going
to do and when half the stage is in darkness and the other half in the light, survival is very largely a matter of luck. Oh, and if there’s a spy in Talc, we’ll go in by the front
to-night. I’ve no doubt you’re right. And the spy must be in with the post-master. And when he saw us go out, he rang up Varvic and said so. And if I’m right, we must
be truly thankful that he didn’t ring up Varvic when we left for the second time. For if Varvic had been ready and waiting—well, I don’t think that we should now be on
our way back to the farm. As it is, we can go to our beds and sleep as sound as we please, for it’s Berkeley Square to a birth-mark they’ve had enough for one night.”
So we came back to Goschen, to the immense relief of Rowley and Bell; for though, when they found Carson gone, they guessed that the Rolls had come back and
gone off in pursuit, they found it hard to believe that she could be got to Varvic ahead of the limousine.

And here I should say that George had had in his pocket the Lowland’s keys, and since her bonnet was locked, it would have taken two hours to get her on to the
road.
Of such are the changes and chances of mortal life. From first to last, the thing had been touch and go. But from what I have said, I think I have made it clear that, if
Mansel had not taken his life and our lives in his hand and cut in front of that lorry as it came up to the bridge, George must have been within Varvic before we could
reach its gates.

CHAPTER VIII
IN WHICH I AM OBSERVED
following morning we rested and George spent the day in bed. The whole of the afternoon we gave to the cars, and particularly to the Rolls, going right over them
T HE
both from stem to stern, greasing, testing and adjusting with infinite care. This was a special overhaul, for the two were always given the very best attention that cars
could have. And here perhaps I should mention that our petrol and oil were delivered to Goschen in bulk, so that, except at Salzburg, we never entered a garage or
stopped at a pump.
Mansel had written to the Duchess the day before; but now he wrote again, and the salient part of the letter shall speak for itself.
. . . None of us can leave here just now, and, so I must write what I would rather have said. I see from last Tuesday’s Times that the lord of the
manor of Beehive is offering his property for sale. This includes his residence, known as The Hall, the living of Beehive, some five thousand acres
and, finally, the village itself. The property will be sold by auction in October, unless previously disposed of by private treaty.
Now you told us that John Bowshot was ‘very fond of the village.’ Have you any reason to think that he was aware of this impending sale? If
not, what would have been his reaction, on reading last Tuesday’s Times ? Even if you cannot answer either of these questions, please tell me
anything you can think of which might have any bearing upon the point. . . .
I was mystified, but Mansel only smiled.
“When we get her answer,” he said, “I’ll open my heart.”
The next morning, long before dawn, we again went out—Mansel and Bell and I, leaving George and Carson, and Rowley to keep the farm. George was quite
recovered and would have gone out with us, but his fall and the blow on the head had shaken him up and Mansel insisted that he should do no more than light duty for
another twenty-four hours.
Our intention was, if we could, to inspect the northern drive by the light of day, and, if we saw any movement, to observe it and follow it up. Needless to say, such a
reconnaissance had to be made on foot: but we did not like leaving the car, for a berth which will serve at night, may be worse than useless by day—and Varvic knew the
country by day; but we did not. And so it was arranged that Carson should drive us out and then return to the farm: that at eleven o’clock he should be where three roads
met, not far from the hunting-lodge; and that there we should be waiting for him to carry us home.
It was half-past three in the morning when Carson set us down, roughly a mile and a half from the mouth of the northern drive. It had been raining, but now the sky
was clear, and a fresh breeze was combing the tree-tops, to our content: for it meant that we could move without being heard, because the chorister branches would
cover our footfalls up. (By night, a man may be heard, but he cannot be seen: but by day, he can be seen, too; and if he is to outwit the ear as well as the eye, the
precautions he has to take may ruin his chances of seeing what he came out to see.)
By four we had reached the drive and had made our way along it as far as the notice-board; and there we sat down and waited till the dawn should begin to appear.
This was as Mansel had planned, for a man who has known the darkness can see better and farther when the light begins to come in. And then the light began to come
in. . . .
At once we rose and, moving like ghosts, began to go up the drive.
We had gone about half a mile—and no one, I think, could have seen us because the light was so thin—when we saw that, across the drive, was lying a pole. This
had been painted white and hung four feet from the ground, so that no car could go by until it was moved. It was slung from two posts, one of which had been planted on
either side of the drive—that is to say, in the bracken, beyond the ditches which ran by the side of the road. With our minds on an ambush, we all stood as still as death,
straining our eyes for any sign of movement of any kind. But when, after four or five minutes, we had seen nothing at all, Mansel signed to us to stay where we were and
himself walked up to the pole.
I saw him regard it carefully. Then he laid hands upon it, as though to lift it up or set it aside. But the pole would not move. I saw Mansel glance at the tree-tops, as
though he wished for more light: then he stepped to the side of the road and peered at one of the posts. Presently he looked round, whereupon I came up and joined him,
to peer at the post myself.
“What do you see, William?”
“There’s a hoop or hasp on the post, and that is holding the pole.”
“I agree. That’s why I can’t lift it. But why can’t I slide it along?”
“I think,” I said, peering, “I think, because it is wedged. Shall I go and see?”
“Not on your life,” said Mansel, catching my arm. I looked at him sharply. “You see, I’m almost certain that that’s what you’re meant to do.”
“Good God,” said I. “You mean . . .”
“I don’t know,” said Mansel. “And there’s not enough light to see. In a quarter of an hour, perhaps . . .”
In less than a quarter of an hour, both he and I could see something upon the ground, at the foot of each post. They had been laid in the bracken and very carefully
set. In fact, they were man-traps—the fiercest, most barbarous gins that ever were made.
I have seen such relics in England, but never so savage as these; for those had been made to take a man by the leg, but these had been made to kill. Their teeth were
less teeth than spikes, and their jaws were made to meet at rather more than one metre above the ground. Now a metre is three feet three, so that, if a man touched one
off, he would, if of normal stature, be pierced just above the hips, and, though some friend should release him almost at once, must certainly die of his wounds in a very
short time.
Any man approaching a post, as I had proposed to do, to see how the bar was held or to set it free, must have walked clean into a trap and have touched it off; and
when I considered these things and that, but for Mansel’s instinct that something was wrong with this drive, one of us must surely have met with a shocking end, my knees
felt loose and the palms of my hands grew wet.
“Saul’s contribution,” said Mansel. He spoke through his teeth. “Well, I’m glad to have seen one open, instead of closed. Think of hearing a scream and rushing up
with a torch . . . to find—someone you knew torn in pieces . . . so mad with pain that you would have to shoot him, to end his agony. . . . Never mind. We’ve been
spared—this time. But I expect he’s got more than two.”
He turned there, and we made our way back to the road, “for, if we went on,” said Mansel, “we could not watch the garage without moving round the meadows
within the woods. And that is an exercise which now we shall have to forgo.”
But since we had plenty of time, as soon as we reached the road, we turned to the left and set out to walk the five miles which lay between us and the mouth of the
western drive.
We could not talk as we went, for we moved in single file and kept to the edge of the road—Mansel and Bell to the right, and I to the left. So we always did, for
then, if we had to be quick, we stood a much better chance of taking effective cover against some approach or attack. But, to speak for myself, I did not feel like talking;
for Saul, by setting his man-traps, had hit us more hard than he knew. All the success we had met with had been due to reconnaissance. We knew how to move in the

forest by day as by night: we had learned to take advantage of light and shade and sound; and I do not believe that we had been seen or heard on any patrol we had
made or any watch we had kept. But now that valuable ground had been cut from under our feet; for to fall into one of those man-traps meant certain death. Visit Varvic
by night, we could not, unless we kept to the roads: and even by day, when to use the roads would be madness, our approach and withdrawal must both of them be so
cautious, and therefore so slow, that any observation which we could contrive to keep would cost more than it was worth.
We had covered, I suppose, a little more than two miles, when, still some distance ahead, we heard the sound of a car. At once we left the road and took to the ditch
—Mansel and Bell to the right, and I to the left. From there we could see well enough, without being seen, for the ditches were deep and the grass beside them was high.
The car was no car, but a van. And China was sitting in front, by the driver’s side. He was staring straight ahead, and his look of glum apprehension was that of the
low comedian who knows his job. But, although I could not help laughing, I found it in my heart to pity the rogue. After all, so far as we knew, China was not concerned
in John Bowshot’s death: yet here he was deeply involved in the consequences of that crime. He had seen his two cronies come to a violent end and now had no one at
all to whom to confide his forebodings, with whom to share his highly unpleasant lot: such stripes as three had endured, he now had to suffer alone: and yet he could not
withdraw, for his passport was gone. Be that as it may, there he was, sitting beside a man I had never seen—a small thick-set fellow, wearing the Varvic livery of Lincoln
green.
The van was a very big one, with double doors at its back: it had not stood in the garage, when I was there; and it was moving slowly—doing, perhaps, some
twenty-five miles to the hour.
As it passed out of sight, Mansel left his ditch and I stepped to his side.
“And I wonder what that means,” he said, with a hand to his chin. “Presumably bound for Latchet. But why such a van? I mean, the whole of their kit would go in the
back of a car—Cain’s and all. Then again I should have thought they would have collected it yesterday. I assume they’re staying at Varvic—that’s natural enough.” He
shook his head. “I don’t understand it, William. Any way, there’s a lead, and we’ll follow it up.” He glanced at his wrist. “A quarter to six. Perhaps we shall see them
come back.”
So we turned back the way we had come.
We had walked for some forty minutes and had in fact just passed the mouth of the northern drive, when we heard the van coming back. At once we made ourselves
scarce; and the van went by as before, with the same man driving and China still by his side.
As it disappeared—
“Forty-two minutes,” said Mansel, regarding his watch. “And that washes Latchet out. At the pace they’re going, they couldn’t have got there and back.”
“Where then?” said I.
“Well, I may be wrong, but it looks like the hunting-lodge. That’s about four miles from here; and if they spent a quarter of an hour there, it would work out about
right.”
“Of course,” said I. “But why?”
“We’ll go and see,” said Mansel. “We’ve plenty of time. And I think the environs should be safe, for they have no reason to think that we know that the lodge is
there.”
We hastened now, in case the van should return; and we made the mouth of the drive in less than an hour.
“What about it, Bell?” said Mansel, pointing to the print of a tire.
“She’s been here, sir,” said Bell. “I looked at her prints in the road. They weren’t too clear, but I saw they were Michelin treads.”
“Good for you,” said Mansel, and led the way up the drive. . . .
The lodge had been opened. There seemed to be nobody there, but the shutters hung back against the wall and the front door and windows were wide. On the
grass-grown cobbles was scattered the stuff that had lain in the van—four bedsteads and mattresses, two hooded ‘watchman’s chairs,’ as well as blankets and basins and
things like that.
“What lovely chairs,” said Mansel. “They must have come out of England. Not many left now. I’d like to have them for White Ladies—and that’s the truth.”
“Too good for China and Forecast.”
“Much too good. But that’s who they’re for—among others. We’re looking at their battle headquarters—no doubt about that.”
“They can have it for me,” said I, and spoke no more than the truth.
The place was perhaps less dreadful beneath the light of the sun; but where other dwellings would have been warmed, this seemed to stew, and all the decay and
rankness to burgeon as hotbeds will. The air was still and heavy, and there was about it an odour which I can hardly describe; but it made me think of old deaths, and
though it was stale and faded, I think it must at one time have been unspeakable. Worst of all, there was still prevailing that atmosphere of evil which we had felt so
strongly when first we had found the place. I am, I suppose, no more or less of a coward than most men are; but the spot made me afraid—and that is the very truth. I do
not know what I feared. I was just afraid.
To my great relief, Mansel did not suggest that we should enter the lodge, but, using the greatest caution, we made our way round to the back.
Since we had been there, a car had been driven that way—lately, too, for the tracks it had made were fresh. Since the yard was cobbled, the tires had left no prints,
but the weeds which had covered the cobbles had been laid low and we saw how the car had been turned and then backed to a riot of laurels, walling one side of the
yard.
There had been a path—there was still a path through the laurels, for someone who knew of its presence had opened it up. With Mansel and Bell behind me, I took
that path, marking the broken suckers and leaves that were bruised and torn.
To this day I do not know why I gave such a lead. I sometimes think that I did it by way of a gesture, as though to deny my fear. But vanity like that is expensive; and
in all this time I have not yet paid my account, for to this day I dream of the picture that met my eyes.
Beyond the laurels lay a graveyard, confined by three low, stone walls and the back of the lodge. The boughs of advancing trees hung over the walls and the laurels
through which I had passed were unusually high, so the plot, which was not very big, could receive no sun. There were no head-stones, but every mound was staked—
that is to say, a black post had been driven through the midst of the mound, and so, I suppose, through the body that lay beneath. Many of the posts were leaning
because their wood had rotted under the earth, and more than one had fallen across the graves. On the top of each post was some headgear—some hat or cap or
bonnet, the dead had worn, but most were hanging in tatters, and some, except for fragments, had disappeared. One grave was new—mound, post and hat were quite
fresh. I had seen that hat before—upon Boney’s head. A legend was painted in German across the wall of the house: the huge black letter was faded, but was still easy to
read.

THESE SUICIDES LIE HERE BY THE
GRACE OF VARVIC. CURSED BE HE
WHO DISTURBS THEIR RESTING-PLACE.
I often wonder how many of those poor souls in fact had taken their lives—and how many had had their lives taken and then, to spare their murderer, been branded
with felo de se. Of such was the Duchy of Varvic. Where the Duke’s writ ran, no questions were ever asked. And I can well believe that such as knew of the graveyard
would not have come near the spot for any money.
Without a word, we returned to the stable-yard and had hardly come again to the front of the lodge, when we heard the van leave the road and enter the drive.
At once we stepped into the woods, which stood so thick and uncared for on every side.
This time a kind of tender followed the van, to disgorge four great big fellows, all wearing the Varvic green. One of these was plainly some foreman of the estate, for
he knew how things should be done, and the others, including China, made haste to do as he said.
By his direction, four man-traps were taken out of the van, and then some coal and some firewood and boxes containing stores.
The traps were laid down well apart, and two men were set to oil them, because, I suppose, they were stiff. The other man and China were told to take up the gear

and carry it into the house, and, when they were all at work, the foreman took off his coat and joined the men who were busy upon the traps.
Of course the traps were closed, but his workmen opened one, while the foreman was cleaning the springs. One upon either side, they pulled the jaws apart, easing
them to and fro and gradually opening them wider, according to the directions the foreman gave. Such was the power of the springs that to force the jaws to their widest
was almost beyond their strength; but at last, with a mighty effort, they got them flat, when the foreman engaged the lug which locked the jaws into place. This lug
belonged to the foot-plate, the slightest pressure upon which would disengage it again. (In fact the foot-plate was less of a plate than a grid. This was for the sake of
concealment. If the trap were laid in a meadow, the grass would pass through the grid and hide it from view; but a plate would have lain on the grass and so could have
been seen.)
For two or three minutes more, the foreman worked on the springs, for now these were fully extended and so could be wiped and oiled as they could not have been
before. Then he ordered his men to stand clear, and picked up a piece of dead wood. Standing back himself, he pitched this on to the foot-plate. . . .
I never saw the jaws close, for their leap was too quick for the eye. One moment the trap was open: the next it was shut. But I heard the crash of the iron, and,
though I knew this was coming, it made me jump. It made the two men jump, too. And the foreman said something at which the three of them laughed.
And there Mansel touched my arm, and I turned and followed him deeper into the wood.
As Bell came up with us—
“It’s nine o’clock,” said Mansel, “and Carson is coming to get us in two hours’ time. He’s coming too close to this place, for when we arranged what we did, we had
no idea they were using the hunting-lodge. So he must be met and stopped. Which way he will come, I don’t know; but there are only two ways, and each of you must
take one. Whoever meets him should do so about six miles from here. He is to turn at once and take whoever meets him back to the farm. Ask Mr. Hanbury to drive at
once to Villach and purchase some luminous paint. It’s Sunday, I know; but he knows the inn-keeper there and he’ll help him out. Be here with the paint and a brush not
later than three. You must leave the car four miles off and walk the rest of the way. And no uncertainty this time—you will approach from the south. Sometime to-day,
you see, they are going to lay those traps. I shall watch where they lay them, and then we’ll mark the places with luminous paint. But, if they lay them in time, I must do
the job before dark. Whoever does not meet Carson will have to go on walking until he is met and picked up. Carson can do that job, as soon as Mr. Hanbury is under
way.”
I did not like leaving Mansel, for if anything were to go wrong, the odds against him were heavy—five to one. Besides, it seemed more than likely that at any time
now Cain or Saul would arrive, to say where the traps should be laid: and, if they came, they would not come alone. Still, there was nothing for it; for, luminous paint or
no, Carson had to be stopped from approaching the hunting-lodge.
And so we set out, Bell and I. And when we reached the road, I sent him off to the south and turned north myself. This I did on purpose, because the way I was
taking was that which the van had gone: and if I was right and others were coming from Varvic, they might come by whilst I was still on their road. The chance was very
poor, for after about three miles, I should have to leave their road and turn to the right: but it was better than nothing, and so I did as I say.
I had just passed the place at which Carson was to have met us—the place ‘where three roads met’—when, sure enough, I had to take to the ditch. I was hardly in
before a tender appeared: but, as it approached, I saw it was slowing down, and it stopped fifty paces beyond me . . . at the place ‘where three roads met.’ Here it set
down two men—presumably foresters, for one had a gun in his hand and the other wore a short axe, which hung down from his belt. As soon as they had alighted, the
driver let in his clutch and the tender moved off; but they clearly had their orders, for, after a quick look round, they climbed to the top of a bank from which they could
see all round them, and then lay down in the bracken and out of sight.
There was no doubt about it. Cross roads and turnings and switches were being picketed. Saul, with Cain behind him, was out for blood.
Two things were now clear. The first was this—that a picket had already been posted at the point for which I was making, at which I must turn to the right. And the
second was that when I had turned back Carson, I must make my way back to Mansel, to tell him what was afoot.
Now so long as I stayed in the ditch, I was out of the sight of the picket up on the bank; so I went up the ditch on all fours, till I rounded a bend in the road. And
there I sat down for a moment, to consider what I must do. So far as I could remember, there was not another turning for nearly two miles—that is to say, the point at
which I must turn to the right. I could, therefore, use the road for a mile and a half, and then I must cut across country to gain the road on the right, by which Carson
would come. The trouble was that, as I have said before, we did not know this country. Indeed, until this morning, I had hardly seen it by day: and since roads are seldom
straight, but twist and turn like serpents, I knew how easy it was for a man who had left the road to miss his way. To cut off a corner sounds simple. So it is—in open
country, where you can see your way: but the country hereabouts was very blind, and the sun would help me a little, but not very much. Still, one thing was very plain—
that I had no time to spare; for Carson was sure to be early, the time was a quarter to ten, and I had three miles to go. Three miles, more or less. And perhaps I may be
forgiven for pointing out that I had not an hour and a quarter, but rather less; for Carson was to meet us at eleven, but I had to stop him three miles from the rendezvous.
And, as I have said, he was always before his time.
Since I had walked this road not three hours before, I was able to judge pretty well when I was approaching the turning I had to avoid. Soon after ten, therefore, I
took a good look at the sun and left the road for a meadow which sloped to a stream. When I came down to this, I could see no sign of a bridge, so I took off my shoes
and socks and waded across. The ground then rose again; but, as I approached the crest, from which I was hoping perhaps to see my road, I saw the tops of trees begin
to appear, and, when I was up, there was a wood just below me, thick and high enough to obstruct my view. For fear I should lose my direction, I dared not enter this
wood, so I bore to the left in the hope that the trees would give way. And so at last they did, to leave me at the head of a valley which ran to the right. Down the valley I
went for a quarter of a mile: then I struck up its side, to find more woods and meadows, but never a sign of a road.
It was now nearly half-past ten, and in desperation I hastened across the meadows, bearing left; for so I must strike the road, though perhaps much nearer the turning
than I was to like; but, if I held straight on, I might not come across it for half an hour. So for another ten minutes. Then the woods seemed to close in, and I had no
choice but to enter the natural maze they made.
No path presenting itself, I simply thrust my way on as best I could, thigh-deep in a sea of bracken, and stumbling again and again. Fit as I was, the sweat was
pouring off me, and when a brier caught my shoulder and would not give way, I shook myself free of my jacket and left it there.
And then I saw a break in the bracken. . . .
Thirty seconds later I was sitting with my feet in the ditch, by the side of the road.
As I sat there, mopping my face, I wondered if I was in time. It was sixteen minutes to eleven, and where I was on the road, I had no idea. If I was close to the
turning, the probability was that Carson had not gone by: but, if I was not, then he probably had gone by, while I was yet in the wood; for my progress had been so noisy
that I should never have heard the sigh of the Rolls. I decided to stay where I was till five minutes to the hour. If by then he had not appeared, either I had missed him or
Bell had stopped him, coming the other way.
And then I heard the Rolls coming—the brush of a tire, no more. . . .
Carson shared with his master a very remarkable gift. For myself, I can fairly say that, once I have gone some way, I can always take it again. But Mansel and
Carson could do much better than that; for, once they had used some road, they could, I think, have mapped it from memory and made very few mistakes. So Carson
said at once that the turning which I had avoided was a short mile ahead and that round the next bend was a track in which he could turn the car.
Then I gave him the message which I was to have given to George and told him that I was returning, not only to be with Mansel but to tell him what I had seen.
“I hope Bell’s all right,” I said. “I saw a picket posted, and that put me wise. But he may walk into one.”
“I don’t think he will, sir,” said Carson. “Bell’s pretty fly. An’ when the tender goes by, that’ll make him think. But this picketing makes things awkward.”
“It’s more than awkward,” I said. “You see what it’s done to me. I got here somehow; but by the merest chance. The country’s heart-breaking. If only we had
Forecast’s map. . . . Whoever brings that paint will have to be careful to stick to the line of the roads—move parallel to them and never let them out of his sight.”
“Shall two of us bring it, sir?”
“Yes.” I knew who the two would be. “And don’t forget Bell. Mind you go after him as soon as you can.”
“Very good, sir. And what about you?”
“Oh, I’ll get back all right.”

“Don’t forget, sir, they’re certain to picket the mouth of the drive to the lodge.”
“I’d thought of that. It’s just as well Captain Mansel is going to wait for that paint.”
“I’ll say you’re right, sir,” said Carson.
“Well, you get on,” I said. “I’ll see you again at three.”
“That’s understood, sir,” said Carson, and set a hand to his hat.
The next moment he was gone.
I made my way back to where I had left my coat; and, when I had disengaged it, by wood and stream and meadow to the point at which, an hour and three-quarters
before, I had left the road. I did not take to the road, but walked along beside it, through wood and field. Since I knew that the ‘three ways’ were watched, I was able to
fetch a compass simply enough. But as I came back to the road, I heard Cain’s voice.
“Do you mind if I walk on?”
“I should prefer it,” said the Duke.
On my knees, I peered through the bushes which bordered the field.
Cain was standing, glowering, and Forecast, his arm in a splint, was standing rather behind him, with his eyes on the ground. His face was black and swollen, and
when at last he looked up, I saw that his eyes were not straight. The Duke was sitting on a shooting-stick, watching two liveried chauffeurs changing a wheel. I should
have said ‘trying to change it,’ for the bolts of the wheel in place had, what is called, rusted on and were resisting all efforts to make them move.
“I think,” said Cain, “I think you said ‘Ten minutes’ walk.’”
The Duke appeared not to hear.
“I addressed you,” said Cain, trembling.
“That,” said the Duke, “is because you know no better. A man of your race should never address me first.”
“You insult me,” said Cain.
“Naturally,” said the Duke, and lighted a cigarette.
With a manifest effort, Cain controlled his voice.
“If,” he said thickly, “I am to go through with this thing . . .”
“Are you speaking as my agent? Or is this a soliloquy? If as my agent, I have already told you that you are dismissed. If, on the other hand, it is a soliloquy, whether
you go or stay is a matter of indifference to me.”
“Indeed?” said Cain. “And when inquiries for Bowshot are set on foot . . .”
“If ever they are,” said the Duke, “that will be an unfortunate moment for you. I shouldn’t let it arrive. For if you do, you will never see it depart. And now pray go on
—with your expert. In view of his run of success, he must be chafing to—er—face the bowling again.”
With that, he turned his back and began to stroll down the road, away from the hunting-lodge.
Cain regarded his back with smouldering eyes.
Then—
“Come,” he said to Forecast, and strode the opposite way.
Now, though I was more than delighted to see such a rift in the lute, all the time the two had been speaking, my eyes had been fast on two maps. The door of the car
was open, and the maps were stuck into a pocket upon the door. And since the chauffeurs were working upon the opposite side, I wondered if I could possibly carry
them off.
If I was to take them, I had no time to spare.
With one eye on the Duke, I waited, till Cain was out of my sight. Then I crawled through the bushes and into the ditch. . . .
The car, a great coupé-de-ville, was not on my side of the road. The road was not very wide. The wheel which was being changed was the off front wheel.
Carefully I measured my distance, moving along the ditch until, if I made my attempt, the body of the car would be between me and the chauffeurs, provided they
stayed where they were.
Saul was coming back now, absorbed in thought. . . .
But though, by now, the refractory bolts were off, the jack was giving trouble, and the new wheel was not in place.
Saul strolled on round the bonnet and glanced at the wheel. Then he shrugged his shoulders and turned on his heel. . . .
I let him stroll thirty paces . . .
Then I rose out of the ditch and stepped lightly across the road. . . .
As I turned with the maps in my hand, I saw that Saul was lighting a cigarette. Before he had thrown down his match, I was back in the ditch. And there I lay like the
dead, not daring to lift my head, much less return to the field; for when Fortune has been most gracious, only a fool will ask of her something he need not have.
Still, I would have given a lot to make myself scarce; for, if Saul were to miss the maps, when he returned to the car, I had no desire, so to speak, to be in on that
scene: and, since I no longer dared to use my eyes, I listened with all my might and hoped very hard for the best.
At last I heard hasty steps and then the clink of tools as they were thrust into their box. Then the engine was started, and after two or three moments the door of the
car was shut.
As it moved off, I ventured to lift my head, and the instant it disappeared, I scrambled out of the ditch and took to the fields. . . .
I hastened for a quarter of a mile directly away from the road; then I sat down under a hedge to examine my spoil.
Both maps were of a large scale, twice that of the map which Saul had given to Forecast. In fact, they were roughly of a quarter of a mile to an inch. The first was of
Varvic. There were upon this six crosses; and these, I had little doubt, disclosed where man-traps were laid. The other showed the country immediately north-east of
Varvic—that is to say, it showed the hunting-lodge and the country for six miles about it, except on the Varvic side.
At once I saw where I was and the compass which I must fetch, to skirt the woods which surrounded the hunting-lodge; for, unless I made my approach from the
opposite side, to get to Mansel I should have to cross the drive; and that would have been to take a needless risk.
Forty minutes went by before I had made my detour.
I was now to the south of the lodge, two meadows away from the road and a hundred and fifty yards from the woods for which I was bound. I began to move
towards them under the lee of a hedge. . . .
It must have been a quarter-past one when I entered the woods and began to move to where I was to meet Mansel not later than three o’clock. He was not there, of
course, for I was before my time; and so I went carefully on towards the lodge.
It was then that I became aware of some activity.
Two cars, one after another, swept up the drive, and orders were shouted in German not far from the house. By now I was nearing the forecourt, if you can give it
that name; but as yet I could see nothing, although my ears could tell me that the five men that I had left there had been reinforced.
I still saw no sign of Mansel: but that did not surprise me, for when he was keeping observation, it was not his way to be seen: all the same, to proceed much farther
was clearly dangerous, for, though the wood was thick, it was not a wall, and, with so many pairs of eyes such a little way off, my presence might be discovered before I
knew where I was. And so I climbed into a tree, as well to look out for Mansel as to see what I could.
I found a very fair perch some fifteen feet up, but I could not see into the forecourt, although I could hear that the place was alive with men.
Then some order was given, as though by an N.C.O., and an instant later the men I had heard appeared, moving in single file out of the forecourt, directly into the
wood. They precisely followed their leader—indeed each man had his hands on the hips of the man in front—and their way was that of a serpent, passing between the
trees. There were twenty-two in all, of whom China made one, and what they were about I could not conceive. For a moment I thought they were going to beat the
woods; but beaters move in a line—not in single file. They passed quite close to my tree, but no one looked up; and soon the lot had gone by, and all I could hear was

the measured tramp of their feet.
There was still no sign of Mansel, and I was growing uneasy on his account. Since the forecourt seemed quiet, I wondered if I should come down and take a look
round; but, because the forecourt was quiet, it did not follow that there was nobody there, and, if I was seen and somebody gave the alarm, with twenty-two men in my
rear, I might very well be taken before I could make my escape. Indeed, to be perfectly honest, I did not know what to do. However, when I reflected that Mansel did
not expect me for over an hour, I saw that it would be foolish to worry about him till then: if by then he had not appeared, I must go in his quest; but till then it was clearly
my duty to take no risks. And so I stayed where I was. Still, I was far from easy, if only because to-day we had broken the rule we had made that we should hunt in
couples, but never alone. With that, I need hardly say that I found myself thinking of Bell and greatly fearing that he had walked into a picket where two roads met.
And there I heard the sound of the file of men coming back. . . .
In a moment or two they appeared, treading exactly the line they had taken before; and the leader had his eyes on the ground, as though to be sure that he did not
miss the trail.
To see grown men so behave, I found remarkable; for even children, I think, would before now have tired of such an exercise. Since they seemed to be under orders,
I could only suppose they were doing some sort of physical drill, though why they should choose such a place and such a time and how such conduct could benefit body
or mind I could not conceive.
I soon saw China coming, looking more sullen than woeful and limping a little, as though he had hurt his foot. I was looking at him and smiling, because I was
perfectly sure that the moment he reached the forecourt, he meant to fall out, when, without any warning whatever, the leader stopped. This caused collisions and
laughter, but China only sighed and favoured his foot. Indeed, his whole demeanour was as good as a play in itself, and I was just regretting that George was not there to
see, when the ruffian lifted his head and his eyes met mine.
I think the shock of that instant took a month from my life. One moment I had been laughing; the next I knew I was doomed. So abrupt a reversal of fortune hits a
man over the heart, and I hung where I was, like some waxwork, unable to move.
China stared upon me with open mouth. . . . Then his fingers flew to his mouth to give the alarm. . . . But no whistle rang out . . . and after another moment his hand
crept back to his side and he looked away.
Then the file began moving again; and off he went with the rest—and he never looked back.
To say that I was dumbfounded is putting it very low. Why China should have spared me, I could not think; indeed, I was quite unable to marshal my wits, and it was
my instinct that told me to seize the chance of escape which he had bestowed. But, of course, I dared not move till the file of men had gone by.
Now my tree stood some twenty paces from where the forecourt began, so that, as the last man passed me, the first stepped on to the cobbles and out of the wood.
Wild as I was to be gone, I was afraid to come down till the last man had disappeared, for my only way down was the way by which I had mounted, and that, as luck
would have it, was on the wrong side of the tree.
In a fever, I watched the file dwindle, until about six men were left. Then some order was barked, and to my utter dismay, the six men turned about and the file began
to come back.
I now gave myself up for lost, for, in my impatience, I had started to leave my perch; and, though more exposed than before, I could not return, for the eye will notice
movement more quickly than anything else.
I remember shutting my eyes and waiting for the sudden exclamation which would mean that I had been seen.
But none came. I heard only the regular tramp of the file of men going by. And when at last I ventured to look, it was nearly gone. . . .
As the last man passed out of my view, I began to count ten. I counted twelve, to be sure. And then I went down that trunk, as a fireman goes down his pole.
As my feet touched the ground, there was China beside me, finger to lip.
“ ’Op it,” he whispered hoarsely. “Now’s yer chance. I don’t bear you no malice. Besides, I’m coming along.”
And there the scales fell from my eyes. China had seen a chance of turning his coat.
“All right,” I said. “Follow me.”
When we were clear of the woods, I led the way over a meadow and through a gap in its hedge.
“And now,” I said, “what’s your game?”
China regarded me.
“I could,” he said, “I could ’ave gave you away: an’ you’d be mutton by now, or else tied up in a tender an’ on your way to the Slosh.”
“That’s true enough,” said I. “What I want to know is—why didn’t you do it?”
“Twenty to one,” said China, wagging his head. “You wouldn’ ’ave stood an earthly—not if I’d gave you away.”
“Why didn’t you?” I demanded.
“Wot d’yer think?” said China. “ ’Cos o’ yer ruby lips?” He closed an eye and laid a hand to his nose. “Fair does, cully. I —— well saved your life.”
“My God,” I said, “will you tell me why you did it?”
“Yes,” declared China, “I will. When I see you up in that fork, my instink was to give the —— alarm. An’ then your guardiang angel stays my ’and. ‘Don’ be a B.F.,’
he says. ‘Don’ kill the golding goose. You scratch this ——’s back, an’ ’e’ll scratch yours. He’s got your —— passport. An’ if you save ’is life—well, wot price the ole
school-tie? ’Arrer an’ Eting, they never let no one down.’ Then again I seen you sock Forecast, an’ I owed you one for that.”
I tried not to laugh.
“We must talk this over,” I said. “If we give you your passport back, you must open your mouth.”
“Treat me fair, sir,” said China, “an’ I’ll come clean. I’m smartin’, I am, for I’ve had a —— raw deal. Brought out here to interpret, an’ tied up in bloody murder
before I ’ave time to think. An’ the ——s can’t speak their own language. . . . But you won’t treat me like that.”
“I won’t ask you to interpret,” I said.
“I’ve save your life,” said China. “Are you goin’ to let me down?”
“Certainly not,” said I. “But, life or no, if you try to double-cross me, I’ll break your neck.”
“Naughty, naughty,” said China, poking his chin. He threw a glance over his shoulder. “But I’d like to move on a bit, sir. I don’ want no search-parties out.”
And there I saw Mansel running—but not from the woods. And behind him were George and Carson. . . .
I bade China stay where he was, and ran to meet them.
“A prisoner?” said Mansel, panting.
“A turn-coat,” said I. “But, by God, he saved my life.”
“You must tell me later. I’m not surprised to see him. I rather thought he’d rat if he got the chance. But I’m devilish glad to see you. When I heard you’d gone back to
the lodge I got the shock of my life.”
“Sorry,” said I. “But I had a report to make.”
“I know. You did quite right. But you might have met it badly.”
“Tell me—is Bell all right?”
“Yes. He’s safe at the farm.” He raised his voice. “China!”
China shambled forward and touched his hat.
“I’ve got you covered,” said Mansel. “Put up your hands.”
“Look here . . .”
“Do as I say,” snapped Mansel.
China did as he said.

“Go over him, Carson,” said Mansel.
Carson went over China and took his pistol away.
“And now we can talk,” said Mansel. “I understand that you saved Mr. Chandos’ life.”
“In a manner of speakin’ I did.”
“Say ‘sir’ when you speak to me.”
“I beg your parding, sir.”
“That’s better. And you want to leave the service of Mr Cain?”
“I’ll say I do—sir.”
“And you’d like your passport back—and twenty-five quid?”
“That’s good enough, sir. I’m reelly better at ’ome.”
Mansel’s lips twitched.
“You shall have them both,” he said. “And if you like to talk, you shall have a bit more. But no funny business, China, for before you can pull your stuff, I’ll have
ironed you out.”
“That’s all right, sir,” said China. “I’ve seen the way you work, an’ I know where I am with you. Give me ’Arrer an’ Eting.” He jerked a thumb at me. “They learn
’em to ’it, don’t they? Forecast’s got such a squint he’s afraid to shave.”
“That’ll do,” said Mansel. “Take him back to the car, Carson.” As the two moved off, “Come on. Let’s follow along. We may as well be out of range by the time that
China is missed.”
As we went, I told my tale and showed the maps I had taken out of the coupé-de-ville. And when George and Mansel saw them, they clapped me upon the back.
And then Mansel explained the manœuvres which I had seen in the wood.
“As you have reason to know, Cain and Forecast arrived at the lodge on foot. At once they began to discuss where the traps should go. They argued a bit and Cain
threw his weight about, but they hadn’t got very far, before Saul fetched up.
“Swine as he is, you’ve got to hand it to Saul. He’s got a brain and he doesn’t waste any words. He heard Cain out: then he called the head forester up.
“ ‘Am I right in thinking,’ he said, ‘that there are no paths through these woods?’
“ ‘Your Highness is right.’
“ ‘Then make four paths forthwith and lay one trap upon each.’
“The head forester stared.
“ ‘Make four paths, Highness?’
“ ‘Those were my words,’ said Saul. ‘Think for yourself, man. How is a path made? By a man who walks the same way two hundred times. By two men who walk
the same way one hundred times. By twenty men who walk the same way ten times. Call in your pickets and make up your twenty men. March them five times to and fro
and you have your path.’
“ ‘It shall be done, Highness.’
“So that was that. Having cut the Gordian knot in very much less than one minute, Saul declared his intention of moving on. Cain wanted to stay and have a look at
the lodge; but on learning that, if he did, he would have to walk home, he and Forecast climbed into the coupé-de-ville. Saul’s certainly twisting his tail: I’ve never seen a
man offered such studied offence.
“Now I should like to have stayed and have used the luminous paint; but I didn’t fancy sharing those woods with twenty foresters; still less did I like the idea of your
coming back with the paint, not knowing that they were there: and as I had now been told where to look for the traps, I thought I had better get out while the going was
good. And so I withdrew and moved south, proposing, of course, to meet you. George and Carson were early, for George found a painter just coming out of his shop.
And I met them at a quarter to two, two miles and a half from here. And then I learned that you had gone back to the lodge.” He sighed. “And so I—retraced my steps. I
suppose I have moved faster, but I can’t remember when.”
And not until he said that, did I begin to feel tired. Yet, when we had worked it out, we found that, since we had left the Rolls, I had covered near twenty-five miles
and he rather more than nineteen.
At seven o’clock that evening, when we were refreshed, Mansel sent for China and questioned him for two hours.
Much that he said was irrelevant; some, we were sure, was untrue; but he did make some things clear and gave us some information that we were very glad to
receive.
Even if I could remember it, to set down all he said would be waste of time; and so I shall only record such parts of his cross-examination as we found valuable.
“You came out of the hostel?” said Mansel. “The hostel that Forecast runs?”
“I ’appened to be there, sir.”
“At the time you were wanted?”
“Yes, sir.”
“As were Boney and Gulf?”
“Yes, sir.”
“All three of you old lags.”
“Not me, sir. My record’s clean.”
“And Boney and Gulf?”
“I think they ’ad been in trouble once or twice.”
“Is the hostel open to all?”
“I wouldn’t say that, sir. I think you ’as to be known.”
“Who is—eligible for admission?”
China shrugged his shoulders.
“Out-of-works, sir—like me.”
“Out-of-jugs, like Boney,” said Mansel.
“There were one or two.”
“And when somebody wanted something rather—er—exceptional done, he got into touch with Forecast, and Forecast provided the men?”
“Biretta and Cain did that.”
“On many occasions?”
“I know three or four.”
Mansel addressed George and me.
“And this place posed as a charitable institution in the heart of London in the twentieth century. If you want a waiter, you ring up Harrods. If you want a burglar, you
ring up Orion. The only wonder is they didn’t advertise.”
He returned to China.
“Now tell me this. Six weeks ago, more or less, Boney and Gulf were sent out to Latchet to bump Major Bowshot off. But they didn’t do it, did they?”
“In course they did,” cried China.
“Then what’s all the trouble about?”

“Well, there ain’t no body—sir. Boney an’ Gulf, they left it out in the road—to give the idea that ’e’d bin knock down by a car. An’ some body-snatcher pinched it.”
“Well, what does that matter,” said Mansel, “so long as they know he’s dead?”
“Ah,” said China, “that’s wot we wanted to know—me an’ Boney an’ Gulf. Before we came out, I mean. We didn’ fancy Latchet. If you iron a bloke out on Barnes
Common, you don’t choose Barnes for a picnic for two or three months. So we ’as a show-down with Forecast: an’ after we’d called ’is bluff, ’e spills the beans.
“Wot Boney an’ Gulf ’ad bin tole was that the Dook ’ad gone to Worsteds an’ given them instructions to get Bowshot put away. Bowshot was after the Duchess, so
’e said, an’ ’e didn’ want no scandal, an’ this was the best way out. Well they do the job an’ come ’ome. But Worsteds won’t pay up, because they ’aven’t ’eard that the
body’s bin found. Well, Boney an’ Gulf get sore. ‘Body be ——,’ they says. ‘Let the Dook enquire at Latchet. ’E’ll soon see whether Bowshot’s missin’ or not.’ Well,
that’s fair enough. But Biretta an’ Cain says no. ‘Missin’s no good,’ they says. ‘The Dook must ’ave proof o’ death: an’ you got to go back an’ get it—an’ get it quick.’
Well, that didn’t make sense: an’ when he sees we’re not playin’. Forecast opens ’is mouth.
“The troof was this. It was Biretta an’ Cain as wanted Bowshot outed—an’ they didn’ know ’ow to do it. An’ then along comes the Dook an’ plays right into their
’ands. They make a song an’ dance fer the look o’ the thing: but in fac’ they’re ’uggin’ themselves, for the Dook’s goin’ to pay them big money fer ’elpin’ them out of a
jam. So far, so good. An’ then some body-snatcher chucks a spanner into the works. . . . The Dook don’t want no proof; but Biretta an’ Cain must ’ave it—an’ ’ave it
quick. If they can’t get it, they’re sunk. Wiv proof of Bowshot’s death, they can put over ’is will, an’ no questions asked: but when a ——’s missin’, it seems you got to
go to the Court: an’ the Court appoints a busy to look after ’is affairs. An’ Worsteds don’ wan’t no busies lookin’ after Bowshot’s affairs. ’Cos why? ’Cos they blown ’is
fortune—the dirty dogs.”
“And what of the will?” said Mansel.
“Easy money,” said China. “It mayn’t be wot Bowshot wanted, nor it mayn’t say wot Bowshot said: but ’e won’t be there to say so. Bowshot’s cold. ’E can’t rise up
an’ say, ‘I never lef’ five thousan’ quid to the ’Ostel—an’ the rest o’ my worlly goods to Biretta an’ Cain.’”
“Very illuminating,” said Mansel. “They’re a couple of lads, aren’t they—Biretta an’ Cain?”
China described them at some length.
“Listen,” said Mansel. “Forecast told you all this: but how did Forecast know?”
China looked over his shoulder.
Then—
“Biretta’s clerk tole him; but Cain don’ know that we know. Lady confidential clerk. If you like to ’ave a dame in your office, that’s wot you get.”
“I see. And Forecast?”
“Forecast’s sittin’ pretty. ‘Five thousan’ quid to the ’Ostel.’ An’ if they don’ double that, ’e’s goin’ to contes’ the will.”
“Very nice,” said Mansel. “And where do you come in?”
“You gimme my passport,” said China, “an’ I’ll show ’em where I come in.”
“Tell me this,” said Mansel. “Can Cain speak German at all?”
“Not like wot I can,” said China. “ ’E tried the landlady, but ’e very soon give it up.”
“I take it he’s worried,” said Mansel.
“I’ll say ’e is. First, you got them papers, an’ ’e don’ feel too good about that. Next, ’e knows any moment Bowshot’s goin’ to be missed. ’E don’ put it like that, o’
course: ’e makes out ’e can’t wait, ’cos every day ’e spends ’ere is costin’ ’im seventy quid. An’ then the Dook treatin’ ’im like somethin’ the cat brought ’ome. . . . ’E’s
only got one idea, an’ that is to iron you out. Wiv you ironed out, ’e’s safe. ’E’ll find the corpse the nex’ day. ’E’s keeping Gulf fer that. Goin’ to plant ’im by Latchet any
time now. . . . Gawd, the day ’e got here! Did you send that —— wire?”
“Maybe,” said Mansel, smiling. “I suppose there was some misunderstanding.”
“You can call it that,” said China. “We was talkin’ differen’ tongues for the first ’alf-hour.”
“Tell me,” said Mansel. “Who is to occupy the hunting-lodge?”
“We was,” said China. “Me an’ Cain an’ Forecast an’ four or five men. An’ work from there—I don’ think.” He closed an eye and laid a hand to his nose. “Now this
is worf fifty quid, but I’ll leave it to you. ‘Work from there’ be ——. They’re out to draw you there. You know wot I mean—decoy. An’ don’ you do it, sir. If you miss
them —— man-traps, you’ll foul the electric tape: an’ then, ’avin’ give the alarm, you’ll come to a nempty ’ouse. An’ a woman screamin’ somewhere. . . . But if you go
in, you’ll never come out alive.”
There was a little silence.
Then—
“Well, I’m much obliged, China,” said Mansel. “You’ll have your passport to-morrow and leave for England at noon. You’ll have ten quid at the station, before you
go; and a letter to an agent of mine. Take that letter to him, and he’ll pay you a tenner a week for the next six weeks—provided you keep your mouth shut. If you don’t,
the money will stop, and still worse things may befall. I’ve got your finger-prints”—China started—“they’re on that paper there that Carson gave you to read: and the
moment you give any trouble, I send them and have them checked at Scotland Yard. And I’ll give you a piece of advice. I should give the hostel a miss. It might be raided
one day—you never know.”
“Can’t I touch Biretta and Cain?”
“Not for six weeks. If you do, you lose your dough.”
“But if they put over that will. . .”
“They won’t,” said Mansel, quietly.
China looked at him very hard.
Then—
“Time I was goin’,” he said. “I’ve lef’ me goloshes at ’ome.”

CHAPTER IX
THE NET IS SPREAD
next morning George and Rowley escorted China to Salzburg: and George drew China’s passport and Rowley saw the rogue off by the mid-day train. Whilst
E ARLY
he was at the Bank, in view of what China had said, George drew Gulf’s passport as well: but he lodged that of Cain.
(Here perhaps I should say that in a note to the Bank, Mansel had directed that the papers there lodged for safe custody were to be handed not only to him, but to
George or to me on demand: so long, therefore, as one of us three survived, the papers could be conveyed to Scotland Yard.)
Whether Cain ever knew of the action which China had taken, I cannot tell. So far as I know, except by the farmer’s wife, he was not seen with us; and I doubt if he
was found to be missing until night fell. By night no search could be made: and soon after dawn the next morning, China was well away. But I think that his disappearance
must have troubled both Saul and Cain, for the rogue knew far too much; and I have little doubt that, had he stayed in their service and had they brought us down, they
would have taken care that he never saw England again.
Whilst he was in Salzburg, George called at the nursing-home, spent half an hour with the Duchess and brought back with him her answer to Mansel’s note.
. . . I am quite sure that, had John been alive, he would have beggared himself to buy Beehive. I know that his solicitors had standing
instructions to let him know if ever they had an inkling that Beehive was to come up for sale. He did not like the lord of the manor and always
considered that the latter failed in his duty. . . .

When Mansel had read this, he nodded.
“And so,” he said, “the last fragment of the jig-saw clicks into place.
“If China may be believed—and I think he may—Biretta and Cain have converted John Bowshot’s fortune to their own use. Now, how do defaulting solicitors go to
work? Nearly always like this. They choose an easygoing client, who, so long as he gets his income, is only too glad for them to look after his affairs. They then dispose
of his capital. But they don’t dispose of it all, for, unless his income is paid, the client will smell a rat. They dispose of, say, two-thirds. And they go on paying the income
out of the third that remains. Of course when that third is exhausted, the balloon is bound to go up: but till then the defaulters are safe; and, before it happens, they sail for
some destination which is unknown. In fact, there’s only one snag—and that is that the client may say that he wants some capital. Which is, of course, precisely what
Bowshot did—or was intending to do.
“One fine day he tells Biretta and Cain that he means to buy Beehive if Beehive is ever for sale. In other words, he warns them that he may require at short notice
some thirty or forty or fifty thousand pounds. Well, Beehive isn’t for sale, and they hope for the best. But they damned well keep their ears open, as Bowshot told them to
do. And then this summer, the sword of Damocles falls; for it comes to their knowledge that Beehive will be in the market before the autumn is out.
“Well, something’s got to be done, for penal servitude is looming unpleasantly close. No more years of grace for Biretta and Cain. Less than six months, perhaps—
unless they can manage to put John Bowshot away. And just as they’re wondering how they can bring this off, Saul walks into their office and asks them to rub him out.
“And there you have the whole thing. . . .
“They consent to do Saul’s bidding—no doubt at a hell of a price. They fake a will. They tell Forecast to have the job done. And the only thing they need is proof of
John Bowshot’s death. That is essential, for China’s law is good: and, as China put it, without such proof they are sunk.
“Well, we know that they’re not going to get it; but, now that we know the truth, we may as well quicken things up. And so we’ll send some wires—in John
Bowshot’s name. Give me a pad, William. I’ll rough them out.”
The telegrams he there and then drafted shall speak for themselves.
The first we sent that evening, addressing it to the lawyers whom the lord of the manor of Beehive had charged with the sale; for their name had appeared in the
advertisement which we had seen in The Times.
Messrs. Collard Brodie and Thane, New Square, Lincoln’s Inn, London
Please let me know the very lowest price which your client is prepared to accept for the Beehive estate
JOHN BOWSHOT
Poste Restante, Villach, Austria.
The reply to this ran as follows:
Major John Bowshot, Poste Restante, Villach, Austria
Very lowest price thirty seven thousand five hundred pounds
COLLARDS
That we received the next morning, when Mansel at once dispatched his second and third.
This was how they ran:
Collards, New Square, Lincolns Inn, London
Very well stop will pay thirty seven thousand five hundred pounds stop please get in touch with my solicitors Worsteds of Jawbone Place stop I
am instructing them by telegram to pay you ten per cent of purchase price forthwith and to take all steps necessary to complete sale stop
acknowledge to me at Schloss Varvic, by Villach, Austria
JOHN BOWSHOT
Worsteds, Jawbone Place, London
Have arranged to purchase Beehive estate for thirty seven thousand five hundred pounds stop please pay Collards of New Square, Lincolns Inn,
ten per cent of purchase price forthwith and sell out sufficient of my securities to pay balance on completion stop take all necessary steps to
complete in conjunction with Collards stop writing
JOHN BOWSHOT
To all the consequences of the dispatch of these telegrams, I cannot speak with any certainty: but I think it is fair to assume that the emotions provoked at Varvic by
Collards’ reply must have been almost as unpleasant as those already prevailing in Jawbone Place. For Mansel had brought a third party into the ring. And that party was
Collards—a firm of the highest repute, who would be very pleased to have sold the Beehive estate by private treaty and so to have saved their client the expense of a
sale by auction which might have been held in vain.
Be that as it may, it was clear that the blow would fall upon Biretta in Jawbone Place at least some three or four hours before it fell upon Cain: for Cain would know
nothing until Collards’ reply reached Varvic. And it seemed much more than likely that Biretta, so stricken, would instantly wire to Cain. It was less likely, but still quite
possible, that Biretta was not yet aware that Cain had left Latchet for Varvic three days before; in which case he would wire to Latchet. . . .
In fact, that was just what he did: and we picked the wire up, in Cain’s name, at four o’clock.
This is how it ran:
Cain, The Inn, Latchet, by Villach, Austria
Beg that you will return immediately stop things passing rapidly beyond my control stop report rendered by Forecast’s people manifestly untrue
stop our client is in touch with Collards and has agreed to purchase Beehive estate
BIRETTA
To this frantic communication, Mansel replied at once, and Bell sent the wire from Latchet before that post office closed.
Biretta, Worsteds, Jawbone Place, London
Your wire received stop everything satisfactorily arranged stop write Collards confirming agreement to purchase and leave for Latchet at once
stop we can return together at end of this week
CAIN
“And there you are,” said Mansel. “It may or may not come off. It certainly won’t come off if Biretta is in his right mind. But I don’t think he is. I think he’s beside
himself. And so he may do as he’s told. And that will mean fun and games, for we can be at Latchet when he arrives.”
It was upon Monday morning that George had driven to Salzburg and it was upon Tuesday evening that Mansel had wired to Biretta, bidding him leave for Latchet
without delay; but during these two days we had not wasted our time. With the help of the large-scale map we had reconnoitred the country which neighboured the
hunting-lodge: this, with infinite care and three at a time: in this way each one of us six had been able to make two full reconnaissances, each four or five hours long: and I
am ready to swear that, when night fell on Tuesday no man in Saul’s service could have found his way in that region as well as could we. But we had not been out by
night. And so on Tuesday night Mansel and George and I went out again to study that slice of country under the stars.
Perhaps because we were so well accustomed to moving by night, we found the exercise simple and made our way to and fro wherever we pleased: and so, at the
end of two hours, we left the woods and meadows and took to the road. This, because for two days we had not gone near the drive which led to the lodge, and we felt

that, if we could approach it, we might learn something that we should be glad to know.
Here perhaps I should say that, so far as we knew, the enemy was not aware that we knew of the lodge’s existence; for this he can hardly be blamed, for, had I not
seen Forecast’s map some ten days before, we should not have known of the place, and though we might have remarked the mouth of the drive, this differed very little
from scores of tracks we had noticed but had not explored.
We struck the road a mile south of the hunting-lodge; and we moved in absolute silence, in single file, “for don’t forget,” said Mansel, “that the foresters may be out,
and their eyes and their ears are trained to catch the slightest movement of man or beast.”
The road was by no means straight, and we had to round several bends before coming to the mouth of the drive. The last of these lay very close to the mouth, and as
Mansel began to round it, I saw him stop. For a moment or two he stood still: then he returned and came back.
“There’s a light ahead,” he breathed. “It isn’t moving, and I don’t yet know where it is; but I don’t think it’s right in the mouth. And now let’s go on. We’ll walk in the
middle of the road. I shall watch our front and our right; George will watch our left and William our left and our rear.”
This made very good sense, for the drive lay to our right; if, therefore, there was an ambush, it would probably be to our left. But, since I did as he said, I did not see
for myself all that I am about to relate. But Mansel told me later.
We moved forward very slowly, about four paces apart, until Mansel was very close to the mouth of the drive. There he stood very still for five minutes or more.
Then we heard a man clear his throat. The sound came from the mouth of the drive, and at once Mansel turned to the opposite side of the road. There he lay down by
the ditch, and we did the same. And then he began to move forward, until he could look up the drive.
The light he had seen was burning a little way up the drive, directly beyond a slight bend. The impression it gave was this—that some car, with its headlights dipped,
was about to round the bend on its way towards the mouth of the drive, and, had we gone by in a car, instead of on foot, we must have observed the light and have so
interpreted it. But in fact the light was not moving. More. When you studied the beam, you saw it was limited. It shone upon the roadway, but nowhere else: and so, to
avoid it was easy; for a man could walk up the drive and then step into the woods, move on past the beam and then back to the drive. At least, it seemed that he could
...
Many men know the value of waiting: but few, I think, are prepared to use that knowledge as Mansel always did. His patience was infinite—and was almost
invariably rewarded as it deserved. On this occasion he knew that the man who had cleared his throat would eventually go away or would be relieved; to observe such a
movement, he was ready to wait all night, because he desired to see how the man behaved as he went—whether he stuck to the drive or entered the woods.
For over an hour and a quarter we lay beside that ditch, always ready, at the sound of some car, to slip down out of sight; but in all that time nothing happened,
except that now and again the sentinel cleared his throat.
And then at last a figure, moving towards us, whipped into and out of the beam a little way up the drive.
Now whoever it was did not proceed at once to the mouth of the drive. Though, of course, we could not see him, I think he was probably listening for any sound of a
car. If I am right, I suppose he was satisfied, for after three or four minutes, he used his torch. He used his torch to examine the sides of the drive; and the light of his torch
showed us that each of the sides was wired. They were wired waist-high with barbed wire; of this there were three strands, and all of the strands were strained. A man
could step over them, but only by holding them down; he could pass between or below them, but only by holding them up.
The man did not touch the wire, but only examined it: then he came on down the drive and spoke to the sentinel. He spoke in German, of course: but while I could
hear his words, Mansel understood what they meant.
“Has a car been by?”
“No, sir.”
“Anyone on foot?”
“No, sir.”
The torch was lighted.
“Look at your watch and tell me what time it says.”
“Ten minutes to one, sir.”
The torch was put out.
“Well, listen. You will now return to the lodge and report to Hans. You will tell him that at five minutes past one, according to your watch, I am going to test the wires
by the side of the drive. If all is in order, the signal light should go out. He will not rouse the others, because he will know it is me: but he will at once send Kleiner to
restore the connection which I shall have broken in two. If the signal light does not go out at five or six minutes past, then Kleiner and Boll will come out to find and repair
the fault. And now repeat those instructions.”
The sentinel did so.
“Off with you then, and be back at half-past two. And don’t loiter about in that beam.”
“Very good, sir.”
With that, the fellow withdrew, and after a moment or two, passed into and out of the beam. And such is the way of the world that, as soon as his subordinate was
out of the way, the other took out matches and lighted a cigarette.
Nothing could have been better—from our point of view, for now we could see where he was and watch every movement he made.
After a little he began to stroll up the drive—and before I could think, Mansel was over the road. George had time to join him, before the man turned; but I stayed on
the other side, only moving forward, until I could see up the drive.
I saw the man turn and come back, and glanced at my wrist. It was almost one o’clock—by the sentinel’s watch. Right down the drive he strolled and into the road.
There he stood, with his hands in his pockets, looking to right and to left, four paces from where I lay.
And then he turned about . . . and, as he turned, Mansel hit him . . . right on the point . . . the very deuce of a blow.
George and I picked him up and carried him into the drive. It was Saul’s valet—the great, big brute that I had seen in the garage, less than a fortnight before.
“Come,” said Mansel, and led the way up the drive.
At exactly five minutes past one, according to the sentinel’s watch, he set his foot on the middle strand of the wire, pressing it down firmly before letting it go. And
then we moved up to the bend, and waited just clear of the beam.
The beam was thrown by a powerful acetylene lamp, attached to a tree. Over this a hood had been placed, and the hood had been so adjusted as to limit the beam
to the drive.
Within ten minutes we saw the light of a torch coming down the drive from the lodge. That the man who bore it was Kleiner there can be no doubt, for he threw its
light on the post which was taking the strain of the wire which Mansel had touched. This post was of metal and was very carefully planted and heavily stayed. Three feet
behind it, however, had been planted a wooden post; and from this wooden post ran a single, flexible wire. This was covered with rubber and lay on the ground. When
Kleiner arrived there was nothing between the two posts, but at once he picked up two ends which he found hanging down. These he hitched together, thus making a
rough connection between the two posts. Then he touched the metal post, and at once the connection gave way. Again he made his connection. Then he turned to
examine the wire on the other side of the drive. But this was intact. And then he turned on his heel and began to walk back up the drive.
“Simple and effective,” murmured Mansel. “Ah, well. One lives and learns. So much better to break than to make. So much more certain. And now we know. I
rather suspect that these wires are China’s ‘tape.’” The light of Kleiner’s torch disappeared round a bend. “Come along. Let’s keep him in view.”
We passed through the beam of the lamp and hastened along the drive, some fifty yards behind Kleiner, making his way to the lodge. Our shoes were soled with
rubber, but his were not; so we closed to within twenty paces without being heard.
We saw him cross the forecourt and mount the steps of the lodge, and we saw that the door was wide open and that some light or other was burning within.
As the fellow crossed the threshold, we came to the end of the drive.
“You two, wait here,” breathed Mansel, and went on alone.

Twenty seconds later, I saw the slightest movement against the glow of the light which was burning within the lodge. . . .
Waiting there with George in the darkness, I was again assailed by that shameful feeling of fear. I was afraid for Mansel, I was afraid for us; I felt we were probing
something that ought to be left alone—trespassing upon ground that belonged to a jealous lord, who took no offence at our presence because he knew the doom that
befell all trespassers. To put it another way, it seemed to me that the powers of evil were watching and, worse than that, were smiling a slow, sure smile. It was absurd, of
course, for men could live and move in the house itself. And yet . . .
And so I was more than thankful when Mansel came back, after being gone a quarter of an hour—which had seemed like three-quarters to me.
He said nothing then and we made our way back down the drive, to find the valet still senseless and flat on his back.
This time I went through his pockets. He carried two heavy pistols, and both of these we took. And his name was Frederick Auger, as one or two letters showed.
“And now,” said Mansel, “let’s save the blackguard’s face. Don’t think I want to help him—I’ve seen his type before. He’s German inside and out. But he is a moral
coward, as every German is. And that is just what we want. So turn him over and drag him along on his stomach to the wire.”
We did as he said.
Then Mansel took Auger’s hand and hitched the palm on to a barb on the strand of the wire. And then he pressed the wire down.
“And this,” he said, smiling, “is where we clear out at a run.”
With that, he led the way; and George and I ran behind him, out of the drive and back the way we had come.
After half a mile or so, Mansel dropped into a walk.
“Tell me this,” he said. “Do you both understand why I did what I did with Herr Auger?”
“I think I do,” said George.
“So do I,” said I, “but I’d rather you said right out.”
“Those who find him,” said Mansel, “are bound to observe the posture in which he lies. He is lying flat on his face with one hand caught up on the wire. That will at
once suggest that, such was his sense of duty, although he was passing out, he managed to crawl to the wire and give the alarm. Now two alarms were given—one at five
minutes past one and one at two o’clock. Those who find Auger wall assume that he gave the first, that then for fifty-five minutes he did his sentinel stuff and that then he
was struck down from behind and gave his lovely performance of ‘Faithful unto death.’ Now if Auger told them the truth—that in fact he gave neither alarm, they would
at once perceive that we knew a great deal too much. But, because he is German, he will not tell them the truth. Moral cowardice and vanity will have their way with him:
and, rather than let himself down, Auger will let them believe what he knows to be false.” He shrugged his shoulders. “I may be wrong, but I know the Boche pretty well.
And if I am right, the enemy will assume that we were only on for two minutes—instead of for more than an hour.
“And now for the lodge.
“I didn’t go in, but I had a good look at the hall. This is a strange apartment. It’s some sixty feet long by thirty, and two floors high. The walls are tapestried and the
floor is of polished oak. I couldn’t see any doors except at the farther end, where there seemed to be two: but I think there must be others, cut in the tapestry, for I saw
no sign of Kleiner and I don’t think he had had time to go the length of the hall before I arrived. Right at the end of the hall there’s a very grand staircase—a broad flight
up to a landing some twelve feet high, and from there two flights, one running up to the right and one to the left. It would make a good place to dance in: the band could
be up on the landing, out of the way. But it’s not the sort of apartment which you would expect to find in a hunting-lodge. Of course there’s no furniture, but that is natural
enough.”
“No watchman’s chairs?” said I.
“Not there. That doesn’t altogether surprise me, for the hall is without a fireplace, and watchmen like a fire. Besides, it was the reverse of cosy. Dank, gloomy,
cheerless and colder within than without. I should think the tapestries were mouldering; but I couldn’t see details like that, for the only lamp there was hanging down from
the ceiling over the stairs. But the smell of decay was unmistakable.
“Well, then I left the steps and went round the house. Two cars—one of them Forecast’s—stood in the stable-yard. But I really went to see if, supposing we came in
force, we could approach that way. Quite apart from the man-traps, I don’t think we could—by night. So I crossed the forecourt again and tried the other side. But I
don’t think we could make it, except by day.
“I should like to have placed the guard-room. I should say it’s in one of the rooms on the right or the left of the hall—one of those looking on to the forecourt. And,
as I said just now, its door is probably cut in the tapestry. But I could hear no sound, and I saw no light. If I could have used my torch, I might have been able to see
where the wire ran in. But of course I couldn’t do that. China didn’t know, because I told Carson to ask him. He couldn’t give any details of what was in store for us.
He’d heard Cain and Forecast talking—which was how he knew as much as he did. Still, what we have seen to-night bears out what he said. Their object is to decoy us
into that house. But it’s no good getting us in, unless they are ready to receive us: hence the stratagem—the beam confined to the drive to force us to touch the wire. It
looks very feeble now, because we have been conducted behind the scenes: but in fact it’s rather clever, for nine out of ten would assume that somewhere or other a
sentry was watching the beam.
“Any way, we’ve got a step farther, for, if we have done little else, we have at least assured them of what they were anxious to know. And that is that we are aware
that they are to be found—not at Varvic, but at the end of that drive.”
“To be perfectly honest,” said George, “I dislike that place; and, to be still more frank, I don’t fancy mixing it there. It is for me the very lair of foreboding. I don’t
wonder they’ve chosen it as a place of execution. As such, it has all the qualities. But I hope very much that you won’t endorse their choice.”
Mansel laughed.
“You needn’t worry,” he said. “If I can help it, I’ll never do battle there. That place is accursed. They propose to decoy. Well and good. But they are up against time,
while we are not. And when they find we’re not playing, they’ll have to do something else. And that will be the moment to help them. After all, two can decoy. And when
we take that line, there are several suitable places within two miles of those woods. I confess that a thirst for knowledge took me up to the lodge to-night. And you two
unfortunates with me. But in a show like this I set great store by studying the enemy’s methods and all he does. If it does nothing else, it teaches you what to expect.
Besides, one day we might have to go there—against our will. And now we know something of the lay-out.”
“Every time,” said George. “But from the casual way in which you pushed off all alone to smell out the curtilage, I felt that you must be proof against its horrid alarms.
And so I felt bound to inform you that in that odious vicinity, do what I will, my morale is not at its best. I don’t believe any dog would approach that place.”
“The woods are birdless,” I said.
“That’s quite true,” said Mansel. “I’d noticed that.”
“Ugh,” said George. “Let’s talk about something attractive, just for a change. I expect Gulf’s planted by now. When is the exhumation? I mean, I’d hate to miss that.”
“I don’t think,” said Mansel, laughing, “we need go as far as that. But I’d like to know where he lies, for then we can add his passport to his remains. Wrap it up in a
bit of oil-silk, and shove it under the turf. Just in case of accidents.”
“Splendid,” said George. “Just the job to do before breakfast. I’ll tell you what. Let’s try and locate the grave and wait till Biretta comes. If he’s brought his spade
and pail with him, we’ll take him there for a run. And then when he’s nearly home, we’ll tell him it’s Gulf.”
“If he comes,” said Mansel, “you shall do with him what you will. But don’t take our luck for granted. One of these days the fine weather’s going to break.”
As though to deny this precept, some eight hours later. Bell drove into Latchet and picked up a wire for Cain. And this was from Biretta, to say that he should reach
Villach at half-past two the next day.

CHAPTER X
AND SATAN CAME ALSO

though we had spoken lightly the night before, if China had told us the truth and Cain in fact intended to bury Gulf’s body by Latchet, it was important that we
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should spoil his game. We had certainly told him that, if any body was found, we should go to the British Consul without delay: but we did not want to do that, if for
no other reason, because, if we did, the case would pass out of our hands and persons other than we would deal with Cain and the Duke. And Cain was not now in the
mood to care about threats. The man must be very near desperate: and the telegram from Collards might well push him over the edge. After all, Bowshot was missing:
and if some body was found which bore his name and address, incriminating papers or no, it might be hard to disprove that that body was his.
China had said on Sunday that Cain was ‘keeping Gulf’ and was ‘going to plant him by Latchet any day now.’ And now it was Wednesday. All things considered, it
seemed much more than likely that, during the last two days, the burial had taken place. And since we had nothing to do until Biretta arrived, George and I set out, with
Rowley and Bell, to prove the ground we had proved when first we came, that is to say, the ground which neighboured the path which led from Latchet up to the
Salzburg road.
As we had done in those days, we did again. We took the Salzburg road and we berthed the car in the track which nobody seemed to use. And then we walked up
to where the two tracks crossed, to take the second track and so come back to the road. And there our quest was ended before it had fairly begun, for, a few feet
beyond the cross, where the track turned into a ride, the turf had been sliced and lifted and then stamped back into place.
After all, it was not surprising that they had chosen this place. Forecast had excellent reason to remember the second track, and the spot was very private and
favoured the work to be done, for a car could be driven right up to the very side of the grave.
“No doubt about that,” said George. “Get the implements, Rowley. Oh, and take my coat, will you? And shove it into the car.”
“That’s all right, sir,” said Rowley. “You and Mr. Chandos, keep watch. Bell and I’ll do it quicker than you.”
And so it was.
As a matter of fact, the business was very soon done, for the body was covered by scarcely a foot of earth. Still, Bell and Rowley were men who never did things by
halves, and when Bell came to ask for Gulf’s passport, he gave me a dirty envelope bearing John Bowshot’s address.
“Well done indeed,” said I.
“It was easy enough, sir. It was in the first pocket we come to. Shall I put the passport there?”
“Yes,” said I, and, with that, I took out matches and burned the envelope up.
Forty-five minutes later we were back at the farm.
Well before dawn the next morning, Mansel and Carson went out again with the Rolls. According to Mansel, they went ‘to have a look round.’ But when he said that
he meant to leave the Rolls at Four Mile Point, I knew that once again he was bound for the hunting-lodge: for, when we had surveyed the country surrounding the lodge,
we had always left the cars in a coppice four miles south-east of the place and, for the sake of convenience, had given this spot the name of Four Mile Point.
To my relief they were back by nine o’clock; but they did not say what they had done, but only that, just before seven, Cain and Forecast and Auger had left the
lodge for the castle in Forecast’s car. This left no doubt in our minds that they hoped to draw us by night to the hunting-lodge. And I think they had reasoned like this—
first, that they wished to fight us upon their ground; then, that we were not such fools as to try to attack a castle with forty-foot walls; then, that the lodge was easy
enough to enter; and then that, by night, it was easy enough to approach without being observed. This reasoning was good enough, so far as it went: but they were up
against time, while we were not; and so there was no reason why we should do as they wished. In a word, we preferred to fight them upon our ground. Moreover, there
is a saying, ‘In vain the net is spread in the sight of any bird.’
George and I were upon the platform, when Biretta’s train steamed in. But we were only in reserve. The duty of meeting the man had been given to Bell; and very
well he did it, picking him out before I could and touching his hat to the blackguard and taking his suitcase and rug.
“Well, Saul may take to him,” said George; “but somehow I don’t think he will.”
Biretta was truly repulsive. He was short and fat and greasy and overdressed. His skin was very swarthy, his hair was black and he had a way of pursing his heavy
lips. His face was fleshy, his eyes were small and close-set, and his air was very pompous, as is the way of small fry when an unfamiliar greatness is thrust upon them.
Indeed, he received Bell’s attentions with great contempt, addressing him very rudely and walking out of the station as though resenting the fact that a man so far beneath
him should have to show him the way.
Without, the Rolls was waiting, with Carson standing stiffly by one of its doors; but Biretta ignored his salute and entered the car. Bell put in his things, and Carson
shut the door: then they took their seats in front and the car moved off.
Though Biretta did not know it, the Rolls was bound for Goschen, and Carson drove there slowly, that George and I, in the Lowland, might get there first. So all was
in order before the Rolls arrived.
Mansel and George were in the parlour; and I was seated outside an open window, so that, though I could not be seen, I could hear all that passed. (In fact, I saw
everything, too, for Biretta’s back was towards me for the whole of the time.)
At last the door was opened, and Rowley ushered Biretta into the room.
The man stared upon Mansel and then upon George.
Then Mansel spoke with an accent.
“Be seated, Mr. Biretta. I have some questions to ask.”
“What does this mean?” said Biretta. “And where is Cain?”
“Mr. Cain is in Salzburg,” said Mansel. “His arrest was effected yesterday afternoon.”
Biretta collapsed.
I do not mean that he fell, though how his legs held him up I shall never know. But his face and his body sagged, and the airs which he had put on fell away as a cloak
falls away, when the fastening about the shoulders has been released. A hand went up, as though to cover his mouth.
Mansel indicated a chair.
“Be seated,” he said.
Biretta swayed to the chair and sat down on its edge. He was breathing hard, and his face was shining with sweat.
Mansel stepped to the table behind which George was sitting, pencil in hand.
Then he spoke in German.
“The notes of the interview,” he said.
George gave him the notes we had made of his conversation with Cain just six days ago.
Mansel returned to Biretta.
“Mr. Cain,” he said, “insists that he had nothing to do with—a certain affair.”
“A—a certain affair?” said Biretta.
“Major Bowshot’s attempted murder.”
Biretta wiped the sweat from his face.
“I will read you his words,” said Mansel. “ ‘The first that I knew of this business was when a wire signed WENSLEY was brought to me the Saturday before last.
Biretta, my partner, was cruising. I sent for his managing clerk and asked what it meant. Then the whole story came out. I was inexpressibly shocked——’”
“It’s a filthy lie,” mouthed Biretta.
Mansel shrugged his shoulders.
“That remains to be seen,” he said, coldly. “Mr. Cain was most definite. He has made and signed a statement to that effect.”
“May I see it?” said Biretta.

Mansel shook his head.
“That would not be in order. But he made it perfectly clear that, had you been available, he would never have come; but that, since you were not available——”
“I saw him off at Croydon—if that’s any good.”
Mansel looked at him sharply.
“But Duke Saul is your client?”
“He’s just as much Cain’s.”
“But Mr. Cain said——”
“I don’t care what he said. He’s a filthy liar, I tell you.”
Mansel held up a hand.
“Restrain yourself, please. And listen. I first saw Mr. Cain the day before yesterday. When he declared that he was deputizing for you, I said, that since you were not
here to speak for yourself, I could not accept that plea: that I knew nothing of partners or partnership: that he was here on the spot and that he was deeply involved in a
very serious crime. He then said this—that if I would postpone his arrest, he would telegraph to you and ask you to come. I confess I thought it unlikely that you would
do as he asked. However, it seems that he was successful.”
Biretta’s face was working; his eyes were like slits.
Mansel proceeded, calmly.
“Unhappily, I had to order his arrest the following day. I will tell you why. A document came into my hands. This document satisfied me that some of the statements
which Mr. Cain had made were not in accordance with truth. This rendered the whole statement suspect, for, if what can be checked is untrue, how can we believe what
we are unable to check?”
Biretta moistened his lips.
“You mean you don’t believe that he wasn’t in this business up to the neck?”
“I do not say that. I say only that I am not satisfied that Mr. Cain is as innocent as he makes out.”
Biretta mopped his face.
“D’you want me to make a statement?”
“That, Mr. Biretta, will be a matter for you. But first, if you please, I have some more questions to ask. A Mr. Forecast, I think, is in your employ.”
Biretta swallowed.
“My firm was in touch with him.”
“Please do not mistake my meaning. I said ‘your employ.’ Mr. Cain——”
Biretta sprang to his feet.
“For God’s sake get this,” he cried. “Cain is trying to climb out of this on my back. The Duke was our client, and Forecast was in our employ. I don’t deny that I
knew what was going on. I did. I knew everything. But this I will say, and that is that Cain took the lead. That is why, ten days ago, he came out instead of me. And now
that he’s in deep water . . .” With trembling hands, he dragged out a pocket-book and plucked forth a telegram. “Read that,” he said, wildly. “Read that.” Mansel took it
out of his hand. “That is his lying enticement to make me come out. Everything satisfactorily arranged . . . we can return together at end of week. He doesn’t say
Come out and face the music with me.” His voice rose to a scream. “He’s a treacherous hound, I tell you. And if you hadn’t arrested him, he would have been over the
frontier before I’d even arrived.”
“I think, perhaps,” said Mansel, “that that was in his mind. But, unknown to Mr. Cain, I saw this telegram as soon as it had been dispatched. I found its wording
suspicious. And from then, until he was arrested, his movements were watched. But that is by the way. Duke Saul of Varvic is also under arrest.”
There was a moment’s silence. Then—
“Has—has he made a statement?” said Biretta.
“No. He preserves complete silence. But Mr. Cain, by his statement, has indicated his Highness as, what I will call, the prime mover in this most serious affair.”
Biretta said nothing.
Mansel leaned forward.
“He says, shortly, that early this summer, the Duke instructed you to arrange that Major Bowshot should meet with a violent end.”
Biretta wiped the sweat from his face. I observed that his head was moving, against his will.
Mansel continued quietly.
“Everyone knows that abnormal clients do give abnormal instructions. But what I could not understand was why you carried them out. I told Mr. Cain as much. He
replied that he could not answer for you”—Biretta stiffened—“but that he could only suppose that the Duke was to pay very well. I pointed out at once that you must
have had some more powerful inducement than that: but he said that, if you had, he had no idea what it was. Now at the very time that Mr. Cain was making this
statement, unknown to him, his luggage was being searched. And there a paper was found—a paper which, I fear, Mr. Cain had hoped to conceal.”
Here Mansel spoke in German to George; and George picked up and brought him the copy of Forecast’s instructions which we had made.
Mansel returned to Biretta.
“This is a copy of that paper—that is to say, of the document to which I referred just now.”
He held it out for inspection. And Biretta peered at it, and then averted his eyes.
“Now when I had considered this paper, two things became clear. The first was that, as I have said, some of Mr. Cain’s statement was clearly untrue. And the
second was that my instinct had not been at fault—that you had had some powerful inducement to carry out the instructions which you had received from the Duke. That
inducement, it seemed, was this—that, quite apart from the Duke, you were only too anxious that Major Bowshot should die.”
“I—I can’t accept that,” said Biretta.
“Can’t you? Listen to this. In all your dealings with the Duke, never lose sight of the fact that what we must have is proof of Bowshot’s death. That is all you
are after. But he must not realize this, for, if he were to, he would wash his hands of the matter. He must be made to believe that we are acting solely in his
interests. In fact, we are using him.”
With a manifest effort Biretta controlled his voice.
“As Major Bowshot’s solicitors, it was obviously desirable that we should be in a position to prove his death.”
“Convenient, desirable or—vital, Mr. Biretta?”
“I—I said ‘desirable.’”
Mansel’s hand shot out.
“So ‘desirable’ that this man Forecast was to go to the length of producing some other corpse . . . which he had previously furnished with Major Bowshot’s name
and address.”
Biretta made no reply. The involuntary movement of his head became more pronounced.
Mansel continued mercilessly.
“When I had read these instructions, I ordered your partner’s arrest. But that was not all I did. I sent for Mr. Forecast and had a conversation with him. And he, too,
has signed a statement.”
Biretta looked up.
“D’you know Forecast’s record?” he said.
“Not yet,” said Mansel. “I expect to receive it quite soon. But that is beside the point. His statement is not without interest. I’ll tell you why.
“When Mr. Forecast was instructed to leave for Austria to search for the corpse of a recently murdered man, he did not fancy the task. More. It seemed to him, shall

we say, a work of supererogation; and, before he undertook it, he felt that he should know why he was asked to do such a thing. And so he inquired . . . and was told
. . . by Miss Bauchen, your confidential clerk.”
Biretta turned green in the face, made a hideous, gobbling noise, clawed at the air and slid to the ground in a faint.
Mansel loosened his collar, and George poured out some water and dashed it into his face. When he came to, they helped him on to a sofa and gave him a brandy
and soda—half and half. But though that revived his flesh, his spirit was down and out: and when presently Mansel asked if he still wished to make a statement—
“You’ll have to help me,” he whimpered. “I’m not myself.”
“Listen, Mr. Biretta. I do not advise you to make one, unless you tell the whole of the truth. I wish to be frank with you. Mr. Cain’s statement will do him more harm
than good.”
“I’m glad of that,” said Biretta, miserably.
“But that is not as it should be. A statement should do its maker more good than harm. And so, in my experience, it always does—provided that the statement
discloses the whole of the truth.”
A gleam of hope slid into Biretta’s eyes.
“May I ask,” he faltered, “may I ask what you mean by that?”
“I can make no promises,” said Mansel. “But at present, at any rate, you are not under arrest. That is because so far, to the best of my belief, you have not told me a
lie. And if we are satisfied with your statement, and if you give certain undertakings, it may—I do not say it will—but it may serve our purpose better not to put you under
arrest. We have the Duke of Varvic and Mr. Cain. The others are at our disposal. If the statement you make comes up to our expectations, that may, or may not, suffice
—so far as you are concerned.”
Biretta drained his glass.
“Tell me where to begin,” he said. . . .
I will not set out the statement, which took a long time to take down, for it said almost exactly what we had come to believe.
By his father’s Will, Worsted and Co. had held Bowshot’s fortune in Trust. The greater part of this they had stolen away, reserving a very small portion with which to
pay the true income for several years. Then Bowshot had spoken of Beehive. . . . And then it had come to their knowledge that this very autumn Beehive would come to
be sold. It was when they were at their wits’ end that Saul had approached them and requested them to arrange that Bowshot should die. . . .
George took the statement down. When it was finished Mansel gave it to Biretta and bade him read it through. When he had done so, he asked him if it was correct.
Biretta said that it was.
“Then kindly initial each page.” Biretta did so. “Now write at the foot these words—I have read the above statement through and have found it correct.” Biretta
did so. “And now your signature.” Biretta signed his name.
Mansel glanced at his writing and handed the statement to George. Then he returned to Biretta.
“And now may I have your passport?”
Without a word of protest, Biretta yielded it up.
Mansel glanced at this and gave it to George.
Then he looked at his watch.
“You are now at liberty to go to Latchet,” he said.
Biretta stared.
“But I thought this was Latchet,” he said.
“This is District Headquarters,” said Mansel. “Latchet is several miles distant. The plain-clothes men who brought you will take you there.” There he nodded to
George, who left the room. “But I must make this request—that you will not abuse this licence, that you will not quit the inn without letting me know.”
“That is understood,” said Biretta, and got to his feet. “But I trust you will see your way to—er—to . . .”
“Mr. Biretta,” said Mansel, “I have already said that I can make no promises. It would not be right. But that you have made a full statement is in your favour. Had Mr.
Cain done the same, I do not think he would now be under arrest.”
Biretta bowed.
Then—
“Is there any question,” he said, “of Cain’s being let out on bail?”
“Not at present,” said Mansel, gravely. “Should he be released on bail, I will let you know. But if you would like to see him——”
“No, no,” cried Biretta, recoiling. “On no account. It would only lead to unpleasantness.” He swallowed. “I feel very strongly about it. If I knew he was coming to
Latchet, I should prefer to leave before he arrived.”
“I will bear that in mind,” said Mansel.
“If you would,” said Biretta, blinking.
Here George re-entered the room.
Mansel asked him in German whether the car was without, George ventured to say “Ja wohl” and held open the door.
“Then, Mr. Biretta,” said Mansel, “I will bid you good day.”
Biretta bowed.
“Er, when,” he faltered, “may I expect to hear from you?”
“In a few days’ time,” said Mansel. “Till then, as I say, I must ask you to stay at the inn.”
“Quite so,” said Biretta, thoughtfully. “Any way, you have my passport.”
“Yes.”
Biretta moistened his lips. He seemed to be steeling himself to say something else. But Mansel nodded to George, who touched the man on the arm.
Biretta started violently.
Then—
“Er—quite so,” he said. . . .
With bolting eyes, he turned and passed out of the room . . . out of the hall and once more into the Rolls.
As the car stole down the drive, I bent my head and threw a leg over the sill.
Mansel and George were busy with the statement.
“Write Witnessed by,” said Mansel, “and then sign your name and put your London address.”
“You first,” said George. “You led the horse to the water and made him drink. But why on earth did he do it? He’s damned well scuttled himself.”
“Demoralization,” said Mansel, appending his signature. “The moment I saw him I thought we ought to get home. So, as you observed, I kept hitting him over the
heart. And the Bauchen punch finished him. Of course he had a great fall directly he entered this room. He’d assumed that the Rolls was from Varvic—that Saul had sent
two of his chauffeurs and one of his cars to carry Biretta the Great to where he was going to lodge. That had made him feel pretty good. And then he realized that the car
had been sent by the police. . . . That brought him down with a run. And then he was glad of a chance to get back on Cain.” He passed the statement to George and laid
down his pen. “And that is the end of Worsteds. At least, it will be the end, when that confession is read at Scotland Yard. And by the way, it has got to be safe in
Salzburg to-morrow at nine o’clock. I think the Banks open then. To keep it here would be foolish, for we’ve nowhere to lock it up: and if Cain did blow into Latchet—
well, he’d burn this house over our heads to get it back.”
“I wish he would,” said George. “Goats and monkeys! I’d like to be on in that scene. Talk about misunderstandings! When Biretta says he’s been at District
Headquarters . . . and Cain asks what it looks like . . . and Biretta says it’s a long, low house, with a porch . . .”

“I’m afraid it’s unlikely,” said I. “Cain’s nothing to take him to Latchet nowadays.”
Mansel sat up.
“You’re right,” he said. “He hasn’t. And Biretta will stick to Latchet. And so they will not meet. But, if they did meet, and Biretta confessed to the statement—well, as
I said just now, I’m perfectly certain that Cain would attack in force. And that is just what we want. We want to draw them: we do not want to be drawn. Very well.
We drop a hint to Cain that Biretta is now at the inn. And then we take off our coats and await the assault.”
“Oh, very good,” said George. “Very good indeed. I—I can’t be too warm about it. I’d rather be shot dead here than winged at the hunting-lodge.”
“That’s settled, then,” said Mansel. “But at dawn to-morrow you take that statement to Salzburg. And not until you are back and produce the receipt, will I send
word to Cain that Biretta is here.”
“I’ll be back at noon,” said George.
He was as good as his word.
At half-past five the next morning he took the road, and he and Rowley were back at a quarter to twelve. He did not even call on the Duchess, but only broke his fast
before walking into the Bank at nine o’clock.
Immediately after lunch Mansel drove into Villach and telephoned to Varvic from there. He spoke in German and asked if the Duke was there. I forget what name he
gave, but a secretary replied, to say that the Duke was out.
“Have you a pencil?” said Mansel.
The man said yes.
“Then take this down.”
“Mr. Biretta presents his compliments to his Highness and begs to say that he has arrived at Latchet and is only prevented from calling upon his
Highness because he has no car. Mr. Biretta would be grateful if his Highness can inform him of the whereabouts of his partner, Mr. Cain.”
When the secretary had read this through, Mansel rang off.
Half an hour later he was back at the farm.
“The fuse is burning,” he said. “But we don’t know how long it is, and so we must be on our toes from this time on. Say from nine o’clock to-night, for they’ve got to
have their show-down and then they must alter their plans. And that gives us time for a stroll—and a talk about Oxford and trout: for a world without Oxford and trout
would be a cheerless place.”
We walked farther than we had intended and did not get back to Goschen till nearly eight o’clock.
Carson was waiting on the steps, with a telegram in his hand.
“When did this come?” said Mansel.
“Two hours ago, sir. Rowley and Bell went out, sir, to find you at once: but they had no luck and they’ve not been in very long.”
Mansel ripped the envelope open with a frown on his face.
The telegram was from the Duchess.
Yes, of course. Will be with you almost as soon as this wire.
CAROLINE OF VARVIC.
George and I stared at each other, but Mansel clapped a hand to his head.
“My God,” he cried. “They’ve taken a leaf from our book.”
And then I realized that Cain had sent a wire to the Duchess and had signed it with one of our names . . . and that his wire had asked her to come to Goschen at
once.

CHAPTER XI
WE ENTER THE HUNTING-LODGE
the servants in and held a council of war.
W E had“There
can be no doubt,” said Mansel, “that the Duchess of Varvic has been decoyed from Salzburg and is by now either at the castle or at the hunting-lodge.
But I don’t care where she is, for we’re going to get her out. Up to now, as you know, we have never shown our teeth; yet we’ve done what we liked with the brutes. So
now we shall go all out and shall make an end of them.
“I think we should try the lodge first, for the lodge is easy of access, but the castle is not. Does anyone think otherwise?”
Nobody did.
“Very well. Now we can hardly surprise them, for they will be waiting for us: but they will expect some warning of our approach. That warning I propose to deny
them: indeed I propose to mislead them, so far as I can.
“Early yesterday morning Carson and I inspected one of the paths which the Duke had made—a path running through the woods on the southern side and into the
piece of country we know so well. Sure enough there’s a trap on that path: and we’ve marked the spot where it lies with luminous paint. To make sure of missing the trap,
look out for a tree on the left which we marked with a cross: leave the path and pass to the left of that tree: as you pass it, you’ll see another, marked with a ring: pass to
the left of that, too, and then return to the path.
“By using this path we shall deny them warning of our approach, for the path won’t be watched or guarded, except by the trap.
“Now how do we reach the path? We can, of course, reach it by leaving the car at Four Mile Point as usual and crossing the fields. But that will take a long time. And
so I suggest that we all get into the Rolls and come down from the north . . . past the mouth of the drive and apparently on after that. In fact we shall stop half a mile from
the mouth of the drive. There five of us will alight and enter the fields, and ten minutes later we shall be treading the path. Carson will take the Rolls on and berth her at
Four Mile Point and will then make his way to join us as fast as ever he can. The sentry at the mouth of the drive will see us go by and will doubtless report this
occurrence. And I don’t think they’ll know what to make of it. To be perfectly honest, I know that I shouldn’t myself.
“Well, that’s the best I can do. But, if it turns out as I hope, at least we shall reach the forecourt before they know we are there. And that should be a great help.
Further than that I can’t go, for not until we are there can we see what’s what. But to-night, if you please, we shall take no chances at all. These fellows are out for blood,
so I’m going to shoot at sight and you’d all better do the same.”
Ten minutes later the Rolls was upon the road.
It was a quarter to nine when the five of us entered the woods surrounding the hunting-lodge. Mansel was leading and I brought up the rear, so I had but to follow the
others to miss the trap; but the luminous paint showed well and, had I been alone, by observing Mansel’s directions I could have reached the forecourt without mishap.
That I was more than uneasy, I here most frankly confess. I could not get away from the fact that we were about to do exactly as the enemy wished; we had watched
him work to this end and had smiled in our sleeve: and now here we were about to play into his hands. We had, of course, no choice, for the Duchess had to be saved at
any cost: in other words, our hand had been forced: but, because of this, we were going against our judgment and flying in the face of the warning which China gave.
Worst of all, I was sure that we were to try a fall with something far more dreadful than blackguard flesh and blood, with some abomination which could not be seen,
upon whose domain we were about to trespass against such orders as Instinct seldom gives. Still, there was nothing for it. I had very little doubt that Mansel and George

were beset by the same foreboding and were determined to put its endeavours to shame: and so I took hold of myself, cursed my imagination and forced the whole of my
mind to the business in hand.
Thanks to the path, we were able to move in silence, yet at a fair speed, and before very long I was able to see ahead the glow of some light. As I had expected, this
came from the open door of the hunting-lodge.
All was quiet in the forecourt: indeed, all seemed the same as when we had seen the place three nights before. Only the hall was lighted, and the doorway stood out
of the darkness—a tall rectangle of luminance, rather than light.
Mansel was whispering.
“Mr. Chandos comes with me; the others stay here.”
Together we moved like shadows towards the steps. . . .
By one consent, we made for the wall of the house, one upon either side of the open door: and when we had gained the wall, we turned to the steps. These were four
in number and very low: they were kept by no balustrade, but were splayed as they descended, so that the bottom step was twice the length of the top. Since the latter
was longer than the sill, it was easy to crawl to their head, yet keep clear of the open door: and this was what we did. And then we looked over the sill and into the hall.
All was as Mansel had found it, three nights before. The only lamp was hanging above the staircase right at the farther end. Broad and low, the stairs led up to a
landing which would have accepted a dance-band, piano and all; from there, as Mansel had reported, two flights of stairs ran up and into archways on either side. But tonight there was something else—something which had not been there three nights before. Hanging over the balustrade was the coat with the fine, fur collar which the
Duchess of Varvic had worn when I saw her last.
I glanced at Mansel for instructions, but he was lying quite still, looking down the hall.
Forecast emerged from the archway up on the right, passed down the stairs to the landing and then up the other flight which led to the left. His arm was still in splints
and he seemed to be growing a beard. After a moment or two, he reappeared with Auger. That the latter was in high spirits was easy to see. He was laughing and rallying
Forecast, who looked very black, and he minced down the steps, pretending to be some great lady, flirting her fan. As he passed, he picked up his mistress’ coat, flung it
over his shoulders and strutted to and fro on the landing, alternately ogling Forecast and rocking with silent laughter at his own drollery. And then Cain appeared from the
archway up on the right.
If Forecast looked black, the look on Cain’s face was plainly murderous. That awful smile was still there, as though to mock the glare that burned in his eyes: but his
face, no longer a mask, seemed the very seat of hatred and savage enmity. That the man had spoken with Biretta, I did not have to be told. He knew what had happened.
He knew that his race was run. And his one idea was to wreak the most horrid vengeance on the men who had brought him low.
I could not hear what he said, but he spat out some scathing comment upon the revolting performance which Auger was giving below. The German took this badly
and made some offensive reply, perhaps because he knew how his master treated Cain: still he took the coat from his shoulders and put it back where it had been, upon
the balustrade, and then, with a very ill grace, he mounted the flight with Forecast and followed Cain, who had gone the way he had come.
Mansel was by my side.
“Now,” he breathed, “is our chance to get up those stairs. I’m going to get the others. We shall, all four, go in, but you must stay here, out of sight. I’m sure there are
doors in the tapestry up at this end of the hall. There may be peep-holes, too. And I should think their idea is to let us get to the stairs and then come in behind us and
mop us up. If they try that, open fire, and we shall know where we are; but until I hear a shot, I shan’t worry about our rear.”
With that, he was gone—to be back in less than two minutes with George and Rowley and Bell.
“Any more movement, William?”
“Nothing at all.”
“Good. Once we are in, you can come a little closer, for I want you to see as much as you can of the hall: but don’t go over the sill. And don’t forget that now you
have no one behind you—except the enemy.”
With that, he lifted his hand, and the four rose up together, passed through the doorway and ran a-tip-toe for the stairs. . . .
They were half-way down the hall, when, with no warning whatever, they disappeared . . . and not only they, but the hall and everything.
As I live, I am telling the truth.
I was lying there watching, with my eyes just above ground level and my chin just touching the sill of the open door. And one moment they were crossing the hall . . .
And the next there was no hall . . . no hall, no staircase, no light—the lot were gone.
As though by some stage magic, a transformation of scene had taken place. The scene which I had been watching had disappeared, and nothing, except pitch
darkness, had taken its place. Yes, something else. A wave of well-damp air, foetid and noisome, the very breath of corruption, broke on my face, and I knew, though I
could not see, that I was lying on the brink of some deep and terrible pit. A rumbling, slithering sound came to my ears . . .
I think the hair rose upon my head.
So for perhaps ten seconds . . . twenty, perhaps . . . I cannot swear to the time.
And then the foul breath of corruption rose to a breeze . . . to a blast . . . I remember, I quailed before it: and, as I quailed, directly under my nose there came a
thunderous crash . . . and there was the hall before me . . . hall and light and staircase, as they had always been.
There was no mistake about it.
Cain and Forecast and Auger were standing above the landing, at the top of the flight of stairs which ran to the right. Cain was smiling, Auger was pointing and
laughing, and Forecast had a hand to his mouth. But the hall was empty. Mansel and George and the servants had disappeared.
I despair of describing my emotions.
For a moment I wondered if I had lost consciousness—if the things I have just related belonged to some awful dream, for indeed they were of the stuff of which
nightmares are made. And then I knew it was true . . . that Cain and the German were gloating over their triumph . . . gloating over the fact that Mansel and George and
the servants had been—swallowed up.
To say that I was shaken means nothing. In body and mind I had been profoundly shocked. I felt very sick of my stomach and grievously sick at heart. Indeed, I felt
very faint; and had I been standing, I should, I think, have had to sit down. As it was, I laid my forehead against the stone of the sill. It was then that I found that I was
trembling . . .
How what had happened had happened, I could not tell. I supposed some trap had been laid. And China’s words kept hammering on my heart—But if you go in,
you’ll never come out alive.
Strangely enough, it was the enemy that lugged me out of the depths and set my feet on the ground.
Auger was shouting for Hans, and the sound of his voice cleared my brain.
I had seen what happened, and I was safe and sound. I must wait and watch and make the most of my wits; and then, when Carson came, he and I together would
save the others if they were still to be saved, and, if they were not, would take such a vengeance upon Cain and Saul and their fellows as would make them curse the
days on which they were born.
Indeed, from being confounded and, so to speak, knocked out, I became strong of body and cool of mind: my brain seemed ice-cold and I felt I had the strength of
two men. Of such is the lust for vengeance, for I had next to no hope that Mansel and George and the servants were yet alive.
“Hans,” shouted Auger. “Hans!”
I lay still as death, with my eyes just above the sill.
I heard a man enter the hall.
I could not see him enter, for the entrance was out of my sight: but he came from the left, and as he passed into my view, I heard the thud of a door. This showed that
the door was self-closing—that is to say, was controlled by a heavy spring.
With his back to me, he walked towards the staircase—but not very far. He stopped, I should say, a third of the way down the hall. I recognized him at once. It was

the burly foreman, whom Mansel and I had watched adjusting the traps.
Cain spoke up.
“Did the signal light go out?”
Auger translated his words, and the foreman replied.
“No. It is still alight.”
“So much for your sentries,” sneered Cain. “How many of the English went down?”
“Four or five—we cannot be certain which.”
“Why not?”
“We had no warning. The signal light was still on. But Kleiner got to the peep-hole just in time.”
“Just too late, you mean.”
“In time to see there were four and possibly five.”
I saw Cain finger his chin.
Then—
“Get back to your post,” he said. “The others will come.”
The foreman hesitated.
“It occurs to me,” he said, “that the sentries may have been hurt.”
“Serve them right,” snapped Cain.
“I propose to leave Kleiner here and take Boll to the mouth of the drive.”
“What for?”
The foreman spread out his hands.
“The sentries,” he said, “may be at the point of death.”
“What if they are?”
“One is my son,” said the foreman.
“I can’t help that. They have failed in their duty. Get back to your post.”
Auger did not translate this, but argued with Cain. I do not know what they said, but apparently Cain gave way, for Auger addressed the foreman who nodded his
head. As he turned, I sank out of sight. But I heard him cross the hall and then the thud of the door. And when again I lifted my head, Auger had left the others, had
crossed the landing and was mounting the opposite flight.
That was as much as I saw, for if I was right and Hans and Boll were to leave for the mouth of the drive, I must be gone before they came to the door. And so I
withdrew to the right, slipped off the edge of the steps and lay down against the wall.
Except to join forces with Carson, I had, of course, no plan. Since the odds were six to one, until Carson came I dared not launch an attack. But the enemy had no
idea that I was at hand, and I meant to take advantage of any opening he gave. It was now just half-past nine, and Carson could hardly arrive before ten o’clock. Still, if
Kleiner was alone in the guard-room . . .
And there I heard Auger’s voice.
The man was not shouting from the staircase: he was talking and laughing somewhere, quite close at hand. And then again I heard the thud of a door.
At once I saw what had happened.
When Auger had argued with Cain, he had suggested that Hans should be suffered to go and that, whilst he was out of the guard-room, he (Auger) should take
Hans’ place.
Sure enough, almost at once, Hans and Auger and Boll emerged from the hall.
Now almost all I had witnessed since Mansel had disappeared, goes, I think, to show what very poor soldiers the enemy would have made. All the calling and
bawling for Hans, the questions and answers shouted across the hall and now all this talking and laughing at the head of the steps—these things were so much folly, when
one or two of us remained to be trapped. I can only suppose that they were intoxicated with their success—which was, indeed, handsome enough—and were now so
sure of themselves that they felt they could afford to take risks. Auger should have known better; but he was the worst of them all. Some people will never learn.
Hans and Boll said nothing, but Auger went laughing and talking down the steps: and, when the two had left him, he did not turn back, but stood, with his hands in his
pockets, looking the way they had gone and whistling under his breath.
He never heard me rise and step to his side . . .
It was no time for niceties—there was too much at stake.
With all my might, I hit him with the butt of my pistol behind the ear, and, as his knees sagged, I caught him and picked him up. I cannot think what he weighed, but I
managed to get him out of the forecourt and round to the side of the house, and there I laid the man down to die when he pleased; for I knew how hard I had hit and that,
though he might live for an hour, he never would move again.
So much I had done on impulse. But now I stood still for a moment, and thought very hard.
Twenty or twenty-five minutes would pass before Hans returned. Then Auger would be missed and the hunt would be up. Meanwhile the man called Kleiner was in
the guard-room alone. The trouble was he had his eye to the peep-hole . . .
And then I saw what I must do.
Auger had been wearing a hat. When I struck him, this had fallen, but I had managed to catch it and carry it off with him. I sought for this and found it and put it on.
And then I made my way back to the foot of the steps.
I had not all Auger’s inches, but I am not a small man and, as I have said before, the light at this end of the hall was very dim. So I put my hands in my pockets,
assumed the German’s demeanour, and sauntered up the steps and into the hall. . . .
Now the instant I entered the hall, I knew that the floor was not fixed. It was solid enough, but there was a ghost of a tremor, such as you may feel in a ballroom, the
floor of which has been slung. Still, I knew it was safe to tread, for Hans and Auger and Boll had been by this way.
A glance at the staircase showed me that there was nobody there.
Still strolling and humming aloud, I turned to the left, but to my dismay I could see no sign of a door. Mansel was right—it was cut in the tapestry. I walked as slow as
I dared and went so far as to dance a pace or two—all to gain time, of course, for my eyes were raking the wall for any sign of a cut.
And then something caught the light. . . .
The door-handle was of cut glass, and, as I danced to the right, one of its facets had rendered a sullen gleam.
I was just about to grasp it, when Kleiner played into my hands.
No doubt, because of his position, Auger was feared. Five nights ago the sentry had called him ‘Sir.’ And so Kleiner thought it expedient to save the fellow trouble
and open the door. And since it would close on its own, Kleiner held the door open, for me to pass in. Everything indeed was against him, for I was in the darkness, but
he in the light.
I clenched my fist and hit him as hard as I could.
It was a clumsy blow, for I hit him full in the face, instead of under the jaw; but, as luck would have it, he was standing against the jamb—and that was of stone. So
the back of his head met the stone, and once again I had a body to catch.
I laid him down in a corner and glanced at my watch.
Twenty-two minutes to nine. And Hans and Boll would be back in a quarter of an hour. And Carson . . .
I gave myself ten minutes to see what I could.

The room was small, but high-pitched. I would have said that it was an ante-room. The window was shrouded with blankets. A slow fire burned in a grate, beside
which were the watchman’s chairs. On a table in the corner was burning the signal lamp. On a hook on the wall an acetylene lamp was hanging, to light the room. There
were three doors—one by which I had entered; another opposite that; and a third, which was slightly open, facing the window—that is to say, on my right, as I had come
in.
This third door had been cut in the panelling, and when it was closed, you would not have known it was there. It was clear that this was the door by which Auger had
entered the room when he had come down from the stairs, for the other door could not have been opened unless the signal-lamp’s table had first been moved.
I set the third door wide, to see where it led.
All was dark and I ventured to use my torch.
The doorway admitted to a passage, not six feet wide—a passage all of stone, running as straight as it could by the side of the hall. But the passage was lower than
the hall by at least three feet, for, from where I stood, a short flight of steps ran down.
With another glance at my watch, I passed down the steps . . .
I had taken four or five paces, when on the right of the passage, I found a recess, such as you see in tunnels into which a man may retire upon the approach of a train.
In this recess had been planted a massive crutch or cradle of solid iron. This was some two feet six or three feet high and was bearing the end of a giant, steel spindle,
which was itself protruding out of a hole in the wall. Both spindle and cradle were fairly plastered with grease, some of which had been lately added, as a tin of grease,
newly opened, most plainly showed.
For a moment I stared at these things, remembering the others’ disappearance and the tremor I had felt in the floor. And then in a flash I knew that I had the truth of
the matter between my hands—that I had conducted myself behind the scenes and was at this moment regarding the cruel and treacherous device by which he who had
built the lodge had been used to rid himself of his unsuspecting guests.
The floor of the hall was in fact a limited see-saw—that is to say, it pivoted on a spindle, just as a see-saw does—with this one difference, that the staircase end could
fall, but could not rise, while the other end could rise—but could not fall.
It was, doubtless, perfectly balanced, so that the instant a man passed beyond the centre, and so found himself nearer to the staircase than he was to the door, his
weight would tip the scale and would bring down his half of the floor, while the other half would rise up. Since the floor was so highly polished, the victim would have no
chance: he was bound to fall or slide forward, thus actually sealing his doom, for the farther he went, the sharper, because of his weight, the tilt would become, until at last
the floor from having been horizontal would become vertical and he would simply fall headlong into the depths below. And then, relieved of his weight, his end of the floor
would rise up, while the other fell down, thus locking him into his prison, for what that was worth.
There could be no doubt about it.
This was the dreadful way which Mansel and George and Rowley and Bell had taken: it was the weight of their bodies which had lifted my end of the floor, thus
hiding the hall from my eyes and revealing the awful depths of that noisome pit: here was the explanation of the tremor which I had felt when I entered the hall; and here
the reason why Hans had kept his distance, when he had stood in the hall, conversing with Cain.
And then I remembered the ‘rumbling, slithering sound’ . . . the sound I had heard when everything had gone black . . .
I knew now what had made that sound—and the palms of my hands grew wet . . .
Then something occurred to me.
I had found that the floor was a trap and I knew how it worked. But a floor which was always a trap would be inconvenient indeed. And in this particular case it
would be absurd to suppose that the hall could never be used except by those whom Varvic proposed to destroy. This being so, there must be a locking device, so that
the hall could be used—by the sheep as well as the goats. And the locking device would be at the staircase end.
I hastened along the passage, still using my torch.
The passage ran into a chamber, some twelve feet square. On the left rose a flight of stone steps, and on the right I saw the locking device. This was most simple.
A steel beam or girder had been let into the wall, as a safe is let into a wall: but whereas a safe is fixed, the beam could be moved to and fro. It ran, of course, on a
carriage which did not move; and a toothed wheel, controlled by a windlass, could force it to right or to left. At the moment it was clear of a hole in the massive wall on
the right; but there could be no doubt that, if, by the use of the windlass, it was made to pass through this hole, it would jut out beyond the wall and under the floor of the
hall—for it hung at the height of the spindle or thereabouts. The whole was smothered in grease, as the spindle and its cradle had been. There was just such a beam, no
doubt, on the opposite side; and when the two were protruding, instead of withdrawn, the floor of the hall would be safe for fifty men: but, with only one beam engaged,
the floor could not give way unless a tremendous weight were put upon it.
I was now abreast of the spot at which Mansel and George and the servants had been cast into the pit, so, for what it was worth, I put my arm through the hole
through which the beam, when advanced, would have to pass, and flashed my torch three or four times, that if they were living and conscious they might believe that help,
if not at hand, was going to come. I would have liked to call, but I dared not do that: but, when I had drawn back my arm, to my inexpressible joy, I saw through the hole
in the wall a flash in return.
At once I plunged in my arm and flashed my torch again. Then I drew it back, again to receive a reply. And I was standing, thanking God and trying my best to
remember two or three letters in Morse, when I heard a sound I had heard three times before. It was unmistakable. In fact, it was the thud of the ante-room door.

CHAPTER XII
THE WAGES OF SIN
plans go awry.
S O doWhat
had happened, I never knew—except that Hans had not gone so far as the mouth of the drive. Maybe he had met a sentry when he was half-way there. Be
that as it may, he was back—and by now had seen Kleiner’s body, which I had meant to remove before his return. This was unfortunate, for it meant he would raise the
alarm; but what was very much worse, my retreat was cut off. And Carson . . .
For an instant my brain zig-zagged. Then I saw all things clear.
I must be out of the passage before the alarm was raised. Otherwise Cain and Forecast would hold the head of the steps which rose from the left of the chamber in
which I stood; and with Hans and Boll in the guard-room, I should be trapped.
But before I left I must lock the floor of the hall.
Thus, unknown to the enemy, I should have a line of retreat—a line of retreat of which they would never dream.
All this time I was watching the guard-room’s door. I had left this ajar, as I had found it, and so far it had not been moved. Hans and Boll were probably ministering
to Kleiner. . . .
I whipped to the windlass and hoped very hard indeed that no sound would give me away.
Thanks to the grease, the beam moved forward in silence, and though it went very slowly, a child could have done the work.
I dared not use my torch, but at last I could turn no more, and when I put up a hand, I found that the hole was gone, for the beam was filling it up.
At once I turned to the left, to make for the steps, and then I saw that the door of the guard-room was shut.
This made it clear that Hans was taking no risks: he had closed one end of the trap.
At once I lighted my torch and sprang for the steps. . . .
These wound up in a spiral, and since the spiral was small, they were very steep: but I mounted as fast as I could, for if Forecast or Cain were before me, my cake
was dough.

At the top was a heavy oak door, and my hand was upon the latch, when on the spiral below me I heard a man miss his step.
In that instant I realized that Hans was by no means a fool. I had thought he was out to trap me—as he had meant me to think. In fact, he was out to kill me; for,
before he had shut the door, he had entered the trap.
But two could play that game. . . .
Quick as a flash I opened the door before me. But I did not pass through. I slid my torch into my pocket and shut the door.
Believing that I had gone on, Hans was now less careful to make no sound. He trod the last steps squarely, feeling his way. And as he came to the top one, I flashed
my torch on his face.
Surprised and blinded, he recoiled—instinctively. But a steep, stone, spiral staircase is not a good place to recoil, and, as luck would have it, his weight was upon the
wrong foot. He tried to save himself by throwing his back to the spindle round which the staircase curled; but against the spindle, of course, the steps had tapered to
nothing, and when he put out a foot, no foothold was there. Before I could strike, the fellow toppled sideways and backwards, his great hands clutching the air: and, as
he fell, he gave a terrible cry, for I think he knew what it meant for a man of his weight to fall badly in such a place.
In fact, his body landed out of my view, but such was the sound it made when it struck the stone that I knew as well as had he that he would not move again. Hans,
the burly foreman, had broken his neck.
At once I re-opened the door, to see on my right the archway which stood on the left of the staircase at the end of the hall.
And then I heard Forecast’s voice.
“I’ll lay it was another,” he said. “And that makes five or six.”
“I’m not so sure,” said Cain. “I don’t say the floor didn’t move, but we never heard it fall back.” He raised his voice. “Auger!”
There was a little silence. Then—
“Rot the fellow,” snarled Cain. “By God, I do hate that man.”
“Hans,” shouted Forecast. “Hans!”
There was no reply.
“Hans won’t be back,” said Cain. “It’s that —— Auger we want.”
Again he shouted for Auger—of course, in vain.
Then I heard Forecast exclaim and once again the thud of the ante-room door.
“That’s Boll,” said Cain. “What’s that mean? Boll was to have gone with Hans to the mouth of the drive.” He raised his voice. “Where’s Auger?”
Boll, who could speak no English, was shouting excitedly.
“Damn the fool,” said Cain. He shouted again, “Where’s Auger?”
“He doesn’t know,” said Forecast. “That’s what he’s trying to say.”
“Where’s Hans?” cried Cain.
What gestures Boll made, I was unable to see, but I heard him imitate the death-cry which Hans had made.
“My God,” said Forecast, “they’ve got him.”
His voice was hoarse.
“I said so,” said Cain. “That yell we heard was Hans. You’d better get down to the guard-room and see what’s what.” He raised his voice. “Get back to the guardroom, Boll.”
Apparently Boll understood, for a moment later I heard the thud of the door.
“Go on,” said Cain to Forecast. “You heard what I said. Slip down to the guard-room and——”
“All right, all right,” said Forecast. “An’ not so much of the ‘slip.’ I’ve only one arm, you know; an’ if one of these Willies gets rough——”
“What then?” said I, stepping into and out of the archway, pistol in hand.
The two of them turned to run, and had I hit Cain, who was leading, I should have had them both: but I am not a crack shot and Forecast was in my way: and so I
fired and hit Forecast full in the back.
Forecast fell down on the stairs, but, before I could fire again, Cain had whipped back through his archway and out of sight.
In a flash I was down the stairs, across the landing and up the other side: but when I had reached the archway, Cain was gone. Immediately on my right was another
oak door like that through which I had lately come, and I had no doubt at all that this gave to another stone staircase, and that, in turn, to a passage exactly like the one I
had left.
Now it stood to reason that, if Cain had gone that way, he could probably gain the hall from an ante-room like that on the opposite side. In this way he could give me
the slip, for while I was yet in the archway at the head of the stairs, he could whip out of the hall and into the night.
I therefore swung round, to go down and cut off his retreat—and that was very nearly the last thing I ever did.
Forecast had dragged himself up and had got his right arm over the balustrade. While he thus supported himself, his left hand had drawn a pistol out of his coat, and
he was about to fire when a shot rang out from below, and the fellow collapsed and rolled over on to his back.
Carson.
It was a lovely shot, for he fired at eleven paces and shot the man clean through the brain. And had he not aimed so truly, I must have died; for I had no time to think
and Forecast’s range was point-blank—I was less than four feet away.
And then I was down the staircase and in the hall and was haling Carson out and on to the steps. . . .
“I’m much obliged, Carson,” I said.
“That’s all right, sir,” said Carson. “I’m glad I was there. And Captain Mansel?”
“They’re all of them trapped,” I said. “They’re under this floor. I’ll give you the details later. But to get them out, we’ve got to work undisturbed. And that we cannot
do until we have bumped off Cain. And now listen to me.”
As shortly as ever I could, I described to him the layout and showed how Cain could not escape, unless he went out by a window or some back door.
“If you ask me,” I said, “he’s in that ante-room now—the one opposite the guard-room—gluing his eyes to a peep-hole, and trying to screw up his courage to make
a dash for this door.”
“And Boll, sir?”
“Boll must be dealt with, too; and then, except for the sentries, we’ve got the lot.”
“And the Duchess, sir?”
“God knows. When we’ve got the others out, we’ll set about looking for her. But Cain comes first. For one thing only, unless we can iron him out, he’ll go and get
help.”
Now when I had last seen Cain, he was passing through an archway at the head of the stairs. To reach the forecourt from there, he had a choice of three ways—one
by the hall, which I had now made safe, one by the right-hand passage and one by the left. Add to this that from either ante-room he could go out by a window and so
avoid using the hall.
I decided that, one by one, we must close these ways of escape. I, therefore, arranged that Carson should stay on the steps, from which he could watch the windows
on either side, whilst I approached the ante-room on the right. I supposed that this resembled the guard-room, that is to say, the ante-room on the left: if so, and if I could
do it, I meant to bolt the oak door which led to the right-hand passage down which I had never gone.
Now though, in this way, we should presently run Cain to earth, the operation seemed likely to prove very slow, for we had to be careful of Boll and one of us must
always stay at the door: and since, as I had told Carson, I firmly believed that Cain was now in the ante-room watching the hall, I determined to try and mislead him—to
make him take what he thought was a way of escape.

Cain could have reached his peep-hole within a very few moments of Forecast’s death. And, if in fact he had done so, he was aware of two things—first, that Carson
had joined me, and, secondly, that the floor of the hall was now locked. I therefore proposed that, just before I approached the ante-room on the right, Carson should
approach the ante-room on the left. If Cain was watching, he would at once assume that we meant to clear the passages and meet at the head of the stairs; in which case,
since the floor was locked, the hall would be at his disposal for him to make his escape. He would, of course, be wrong, for Carson would not enter the ante-room, but
would return to the steps outside the front door. But Cain would not see this, for by then he would be in his passage, making his way to the stairs.
As we arranged, so we did: and the moment I entered my ante-room, I knew that I had been right; for the door which led to the passage was ajar and I heard the
whisper of footfalls going away. At once I gave chase, but the man had reached the chamber before I was past the oak door, and the beam of my torch just caught him
about to climb a staircase like that on which Hans had died. Be sure I ran like the wind, but, as I reached the foot of the spiral, I heard the door above close.
Playing the part of beater, I leapt at the stair, for I was now quite certain that our ruse was about to succeed and that Cain would dash through the hall and run into
Carson’s arms.
In a flash I was up the spiral, and as I flung open the door, I heard the man scream. . . .
Two steps, and I was in the archway—and looking down upon a spectacle which was over and done in less than a tenth of the time which it will take to describe.
In a word, Boll, whom I fear I despised, had sought to put a spoke in our wheel by unlocking the floor of the hall.
Now when Cain took to the floor, he was running towards the door, but Mansel and the others had been running towards the stairs. It follows that Cain was running
towards safety, while Mansel and the others were running downhill to their doom. So they had no chance at all: but Cain had a chance.
The fellow was moving so fast, that, though the floor gave below him the moment he set foot upon it, his impetus carried him on until, though running uphill, he had
almost reached the spot beneath which the spindle lay. Indeed, when he threw himself forward, I think his frantic arms fell over the half-way mark, for the floor seemed to
hover for a moment before deciding to continue its sweep to the vertical. But all the weight of his body was on the wrong side, and so it held on its way and Cain, who
was scrabbling like a madman to gain the point of safety he must have known was so near, gave a second, ghastly scream and then slid smoothly and swiftly into the
depths below.
The depths looked less black than gray, and Cain seemed to disappear in a cloud of dust. This showed that there was no water, to my surprise and relief. But,
perhaps because of the dust, I could see no one of the others, although, as the floor was closing, I roared “Hang on.”
And then, with a crash, the floor fell back into place—to show Carson framed in the doorway, down on his knees on the threshold, with a hand to his head.
I signed to him to stay where he was: then I made my way back by the way I had come.
Poor Carson looked very shaken, as well he might.
“Is that,” he faltered, “is that what happened to them, sir?”
“Yes,” said I. “And I was exactly where you were. Not very nice, is it? Never mind. When we’ve mopped up Boll, we’ll get them out.”
“My God, that stench, sir. I thought I was going to faint. And the Captain’s down in the thick of it. . . .”
“That’s all right, Carson,” I said. “It’ll take more than a smell to get him down.”
Carson wrung the sweat from his face.
“We’ll need some rope, sir,” he said.
“We’ve got it,” said I. “There’s a coil in that ante-room. And now for Boll. He’s in the left-hand passage—possibly in the guard-room: the point is that, if we are
quick, we’ve got him cold. I’m going back to the staircase. When you see me cross that landing, approach the guard-room door. I don’t know whether he’s armed, so
watch your step. By the time you are in the guard-room, I shall be on the spiral staircase. And if he is not in the guard-room, he soon will be, for I shall drive him towards
you. Don’t kill him, if you can help it. He may be useful before the night is out.”
The thing worked out very well; for when Boll saw Carson coming, he took to the passage at once. I heard him coming, of course, and as he entered the chamber, I
lighted my torch. This showed me at the foot of the spiral, pistol in hand, and when I said, “Put up your hands,” he knew what I meant. So I marched him back down the
passage, with his hands in the air; and Carson took his belt and Kleiner’s and bound him hand and foot.
“And now for the others,” said I.
While Carson ran for the rope, I shut the double front doors: and then, by way of a passage, we made our way to the staircase at the farther end of the hall. As we
went by, I showed Carson the locking device.
When we had reached the landing, Carson fastened one end of the rope about my waist, and he took a turn round the newel at the foot of the stairs. He left me some
three feet of slack and stood ready to take the strain. Then I took my seat on the bottom stair and put my feet on the floor. The instant I touched it, it gave—as was
natural enough. I kicked it, and it swung open, but not very far.
“We must have a bedstead,” said I. “In one of the rooms on the right.”
While Carson ran for this, I held the floor down with my feet, and called Mansel’s name.
He replied directly.
“Good for you, William,” he said.
“Thank God,” said I. “Tell me, are you all right?”
“Except that Bell’s broken his wrist, we’re perfectly sound. But the atmosphere’s hitting us hard, so be as quick as you can.”
“And Cain?”
“He’s shamming dead. I’ve got his pistol all right. What of the others?”
“Boll is tied up,” I said, “and the others are dead.”
“Very good indeed. And the sentries?”
“Still keeping watch, I hope.”
Here Carson arrived, with a small iron bed on his shoulder.
“Stand clear, Mansel,” I cried. “We’ve got a bedstead here, and, when it’s served its turn, I shall let it go.”
There was a moment’s silence.
Then—
“Carry on,” said Mansel.
At once I leaned back till my head was touching the stairs. Carson set down the bed and pushed it down over my body, until I was lying beneath. I then laid hold of
the legs, and, together, we pushed it farther until I could once more sit up. The floor was now well open, for while one end of the bedstead was lying across my thighs, the
other was touching the floor and, because, of course, it was rigid, was holding it down.
“D’you think you can hold it, sir?”
I shifted my grip to the rail.
“Now let me try.”
Carson released his hold.
“Yes, I can do it,” I said. “But shout when you’re through and be as quick as you can.”
Carson fled for the passage, to use the locking device.
My muscles were trembling when at last I heard him shout.
“Stand clear below,” I cried—and let the bedstead go.
The floor swung back to admit it: then the floor lifted and checked. A gap remained—a gap some four feet wide, for because of the beam which Carson had just
wound forward, the floor could not close.
The mouth of the pit was now open and the rope we had found was long and strong enough to carry the prisoners up: but the foul air had sapped their strength and

Mansel at once announced that to climb the rope was wholly beyond their power. I had expected this, for, unless it is very thick, to climb thirty-five feet of rope is a feat
for a strong, fit man: but, though Carson and I had the strength to pull them up, we were badly placed for such an exercise. And then I saw what we must do.
The staircase upon which we were standing ran up, as I have said, in one broad flight to the landing from which two flights went on. It follows that upon either side of
the flight below the landing there were a few yards of floor which did not move: in other words, if I had stepped straight off the staircase, I should have stepped into the
pit; but if I took hold of a newel and swung myself off the last step to left or to right, I should not step into the pit but on to a morsel of floor which was perfectly safe.
And here were two doors—one upon either side.
I sent Carson off for a mattress and swung myself round a newel and on to a patch of firm floor. Then I threw open a door. I fancy this led to the kitchens, but that is
beside the point. If Carson and I were to stand within this door, we could easily haul up the others, because, when we took the strain, we could brace ourselves against
the jambs of the door.
And that was what we did.
The mattress we laid on the brink, that the rope should not fray. Then we let the rope down and I called to Mansel and told him that we were now all ready to pull
them up.
At once I heard a flurry down in the pit: then the rope was jerked to and fro; and then I heard the howl of a man in pain.
“What’s the matter?” I cried.
“Nothing,” said Mansel. “Cain tried to rush the boats, and I’ve knocked him down. Bell’s coming up first, and Cain last—if he comes at all.”
One minute later he told us to take the strain . . .
Now that the pit was open, the awful stench was rising into the hall, and I felt that we must work quickly, lest we, too—Carson and I—should be overcome. Indeed,
to this day I do not know how Mansel and the others were able to keep their senses, for they were within the pit for more than an hour.
I shall never forget Bell’s appearance, as he rose out of the depths. His face and head and shoulders were powdered most thick with dust—a very white dust that
would not be shaken away. In fact, he looked like one that had been raised from the dead. And when we had pulled him right up, we found he was white like that from
head to foot. So were they all. Indeed they looked like four spirits that had the shape and semblance of men we knew: they did not seem to be human or clad as men are
clad, for the dust lay so thick on their clothes that all their detail was gone.
Mansel came last of the four, and before he was fairly up, Cain began shouting like a madman for us to let down the rope.
Be sure we let him shout, while Carson ran for some water that he had seen in the bedroom from which he had brought the bed. They dared not drink the water, but
cleansed the dust from their faces as best they could: but whilst they were doing this, I found a glass and three siphons, and so, when I got back, they were able to rinse
their mouths. And then Carson found a bottle of whiskey . . .
“Quick lime and bone dust,” said Mansel. “Or something equally foul.”
“Lime?” said I. “Lime? That’s what is in those sacks. There are six sacks in the ante-room on the right.”
“Waiting for us,” said Mansel. “The old order prevaileth: a sack of quick lime per man. Quick lime destroys, you know—eats up the flesh and the bones and brings
them to dust. But it does not devour the gases—you can’t have it every way. And we have just had a close-up of the substance which is produced when quick lime has
digested the dead.” Again he rinsed his mouth. “This place is a charnel-house. We fell on a kind of dune—a reeking mound of corruption, and that is what broke our fall.
Of course, we didn’t fall straight; we slid for a lot of the way. But that stench was what did us in. I don’t think we could have lasted another half-hour. Our senses would
have left us, and that would have been the end. It was because of that that I thought we were done. I knew that you and Carson would pull something out of the bag, but,
in view of the odds against you, I could not believe that you could reach us in time.”
“But they did, God bless them,” said George. “You know, I always told you I didn’t like this place.” A howl from Cain interrupted him. “Damn the wallah,” he added,
and pitched an empty siphon into the pit. “I felt that it had some drawback. But now that I know what it is, I am no longer afraid. All the same, the sooner we close that
abyss, the more at ease I shall feel. Are you really going to draw up that murderous swine?”
“Well, I think we can use him,” said I, and told what was in my mind.
When I had done—
“It’s well worth trying,” said Mansel; “but I think you must carry it out. I shall be fit for nothing until I’ve had some fresh air.”
I leaned over the pit and called to Cain.
“Listen,” I said. “We are not going to spare your life. Would you rather stay down there or come up and be shot?”
“I’d rather come up,” yelled Cain.
Once more Carson and I laid hold of the rope . . .
When Cain’s head was just to be seen—
“Tell me,” I said, pausing, “in which room is the Duchess confined?”
“She isn’t here,” panted Cain. “She was taken straight to the castle. If you spare my life, I’ll——”
“Her coat’s hanging here,” I said.
“I know. It was brought here to—to mislead you: to make you think she was here. If you spare my life I’ll——”
“We are not going to spare your life. Nothing can alter that. Only the Duke will survive, of all your crowd.”
“But that’s not fair,” screamed Cain. “It’s damned unfair. Why should the Duke go free, while I go down?”
“Because we can’t get him,” said I.
“I’ll get him,” gasped Cain. And then, “My God, this rope. It’s cutting me almost in two. Don’t torture me. Pull me up.”
“Listen,” said I. “Get the Duke here, and you’ll die a good clean death. If you don’t, we’ll chuck you back.”
“I think, if I get the Duke here——”
I spoke to Carson.
“Lower away,” I said.
As Cain began to go down—
“No, no,” he screamed. “What you like. Don’t put me back in that pit.”
“Will you get the Duke here?”
“If you’ll promise to kill him, I will. But I think, in return, you should——”
“Have no hope,” I said. “Get the Duke here, and I’ll send him to hell with you. If not, you go alone: and your jumping-off place is that pit.”
We let him down another six feet.
“Stop!” screamed Cain. “I won’t have it. I mean, I’ll do as you say.”
“I’ll see to that,” said I, and we hauled him up.
Once up, we bound his hands and made the blackguard fast to the balusters. Then Carson went off to the passage and drew back the beam: and, when the floor had
settled, he wound it back. So the hall was safe. But, in case of accidents, he went to the other passage and shot the second beam. And then, at last, we were able to
cross the hall, and Mansel and George and the servants were able to sit on the steps and to breathe fresh air. Not that the air by the lodge was truly fresh: but it seemed
like attar of roses after the stench of corruption which laded the hall.
But Carson and I conducted Cain to a bedroom, found a pen and paper and bade him write.
“Use your own words,” said I. “But tell the Duke this—that we are all dead: that two were shot and four fell into the pit: that, before we died, we killed Auger: and
that, as a result of his death, you can give no orders, because the men who are left cannot understand what you say. Ask him therefore to send an interpreter, or, better
still, come himself, for the sooner things are cleaned up, the better for all concerned.”
“And how will you send this letter?”

“That’s my affair,” said I. “And you’d better write a letter he won’t suspect: for if he doesn’t fetch up, I’ll shove you back in the pit.”
“He won’t come at once,” said Cain.
“I’ll give him till dawn,” said I.
Cain picked up the pen and wrote . . .
I left Carson with him and went back to Mansel and George. But they and Bell and Rowley were fast asleep. I was not surprised at this, for, crossing the floor, they
had staggered like drunken men: and I think that the foetid air had acted upon their systems as some intoxicant and that the fresh, night air had, so to speak, knocked
them out.
Almost more than anything else, this showed me what they had suffered down in that pit; for Mansel possessed an endurance which was not of this world, and to see
him yield to Nature before some business was done was proof of the savagery of the ordeal through which he had passed. But, Cain, of course, had suffered for a very
much shorter spell.
By the time I was back in the bedroom the letter was done; and I must say it read very well.
I took and folded the sheet, which Cain had addressed to Duke Saul.
“I think that should do it,” said Cain. “If it does, I like to think——”
“If it does,” said I, “as soon as he’s dead, you’ll be shot—and thrown into the pit. If it doesn’t, you won’t be shot: but you’ll still be thrown into the pit.”
With that, in spite of his protests, we bound him hand and foot: and we left him there in the bedroom, for we had a lot to do.
Before we did anything else, we went the rounds of the house, opening every room and searching both high and low; for, although I was very sure that Cain had
spoken the truth and that the Duchess of Varvic was not in the lodge, I dared not take the word of such a father of lies. But when we had done, we knew that she was
not there.
For all that had happened, the night was not far advanced. It was ten minutes past twelve—almost exactly four hours since we had set out from the farm. And in that
time four men had died, and four had been raised from the dead.
Between us, Carson and I performed the unpleasant task of fetching the bodies and laying them down on the floor at the foot of the stairs. We covered them up with
some blankets which Carson brought down from above; but, I must confess, my heart smote me for the deaths of Kleiner and Hans, for they were guiltless, compared
with Forecast and Cain. Still, they had consented to our destruction, and, if they had not died, five out of six of us would have lost their lives.
At half past one I roused Mansel—against my will: but I felt that the time had come to send the note to Duke Saul, and this I could not arrange without Mansel’s help;
for, though I was clear as to what I wanted to do, because I could not speak German, I could not further my plan.
To my relief, however, Mansel sat up and yawned and declared that his sleep had refreshed him beyond belief, that, except for a taste in his mouth, he felt perfectly
well. When I told him what I proposed, he listened carefully.
“I can’t better that,” he said. “I wish I could. But I think it ought to come off. Let me see that note.”
Calling for Carson, he led the way to the guard-room, shot a glance at Boll and read the note by the light of the hanging lamp.
“Couldn’t be better,” he said. He nodded at Boll. “Untie his ankles, Carson, and get him up to his feet.”
Boll was upon the edge of panic.
With starting eyes, he shrank from Mansel as though from an apparition; and I must say I do not blame him, for that was precisely what Mansel appeared to be, and I
am quite sure that, had he strolled down some lane, any being he happened to encounter would have turned and run for his life.
Mansel addressed him in German.
“You see this note?”
Boll tried to say that he did.
“You will take this note to the sentries at the mouth of the drive. And you will use these words—Hans orders you to take this note to the castle as fast as you can.
You will both go and, once you have delivered this note, you need not return. All the English are dead and Auger has lost his life. Now repeat that.”
Three times he made Boll repeat it, until he made no mistake.
“You will say nothing else—not another word. If they question you, you will not reply: but the moment you have said your piece, you will turn on your heel and come
back. You will not go alone. This servant of mine will go with you. In one hand he will have a pistol: in the other, the end of a cord which is fastened about your waist. If
you try to escape or if you say anything else than the words you have learned, he will shoot you dead. And now repeat them again.”
Boll did as he said.
“Perform this task faithfully, and I will spare your life. This you do not deserve, for by unlocking the floor you sent Herr Cain to his death. But of that I shall say
nothing so long as you hold your tongue.”
We had no cord, but I cut a length of wire which ran from the drive and this we tied round his waist beneath his blouse. Then we cut a hole in his blouse and passed
the end through. Then Carson untied his hands and we gave him the note. And then the two set off for the mouth of the drive—with ten feet of wire between them; and
since the night was so dark, I could not see Boll when Carson began to move.
I must confess I was glad to see them return, but Carson reported that all had gone very well. Boll had delivered his message and said nothing else, and the sentries
had taken the note and had left at once.
“All the same,” said Mansel, “I’m not too easy about him. We cannot bump the man off and, once Saul is dead, there will be no one to make him hold his tongue. Of
course, Saul may not turn up; in which case it doesn’t matter, for Saul will see to it that he doesn’t talk. But if Saul does turn up and we put him where he belongs, an
inquiry into his—er—disappearance, is simply bound to be held. And that is where Boll will come in.”
“Except for him,” I said, “there’s no one at all.”
“I know—all thanks to you. You’ve done a wonderful job. Let nothing worry you, William. You had your back to the wall. And all you did was to get them before
they got you.” Here he glanced at his watch and got to his feet. “It’s now nearly half past two. Those sentries won’t reach the castle before half past three. Probably not
before four—but say half past three. And if Saul turns out at once, he won’t be here before four. If he comes at all, I should say he’d arrive about six. Any way, we’ve
plenty of time, and so I think I might have a talk with Boll. You have a look at Cain—just to see he’s all right.”
With that, he walked into the guard-room, while Carson stayed on the steps, and I went off to the bedroom where Cain was lying bound.
About Cain I felt uneasy. I knew that I should not shoot him—that Carson or Mansel would play executioner. But, though he was worthy of death, I did not like the
idea of killing him in cold blood. Five hours ago I could have torn his throat out, and so I would have done if I could have got to his side. But now that the others were
saved, my rage was gone. I knew that he had to die—if for no other reason, because we could not afford to let him live. But I did not like the business, and that is the
truth.
Looking back, I think that my trouble was that I had saved him alive. I would not have minded shooting him while he was down in the pit; but to spare him only to kill
him savoured to me of the way of a cat with a mouse. And as I walked up the staircase, the bedroom for which I was making seemed to take on the horrid atmosphere
of a condemned hold.
I remember bracing myself before I laid hold of the door-handle. . . .
The handle turned, but the door itself did not yield.
I set my shoulder against it and burst the rotten woodwork apart. Then I used my torch, which showed me that Cain was gone.
I let out a yell for Carson and smashed my way into the room.
Its window was wide open, and flinders of glass on the floor showed me how the prisoner had managed to sever his bonds.
At once I leapt for the window—to see Cain clinging to the gutter some ten feet away.
The light of my torch revealed his terrified face.
“Help me,” he whimpered. “I can’t move either way and I’m nearly done.”

His plight was hopeless. He was hanging some forty-two feet above the stable-yard. The gutter which he had been using had given way and was hanging and swaying
between myself and him. Above him one piece remained—I know not why—but the down-pipe for which he had been making, had left the wall and now leaned
drunkenly outward, only prevented from falling by some staple I could not see. Upon the remains of a staple Cain had his foot, and this and the gutter above him were
holding him up, but unless he could gain the next window, only a ladder could save him from breaking his neck.
The man had been mad, of course, to try to escape this way. He had seen the lodge by daylight, and so had I. And nothing on earth would have made me essay its
gutters or put my weight on a down-pipe, whilst there was another way. He could have taken a passage, watched from a peep-hole and made a dash for the door. He
could have gained the ground floor and opened a window there. But only a fool in his folly would have put his faith in a structure which had been so plainly neglected for
God knows how many years.
As I turned, Carson arrived.
“Look out of the window,” I said, and ran for the room next door.
But when I had opened its window, I saw there was no hope there, for the gutter above was drooping and when, standing up on the sill, I stretched out my arm and
took hold, a piece two or three feet long came away in my hand.
“For God’s sake be quick,” cried Cain.
“D’you know of a ladder?” I said. “Have you seen one here?”
“The rope,” screamed Cain. “My fingers are giving way.”
For what it was worth, I told Carson to run for the rope.
It was a chance in a thousand—slighter than that. An ape could have caught the rope and shifted his grip and then launched himself into space—and not let go. But I
doubt if I could have done it, and I was much younger than Cain and twice or three times as strong.
“For God’s sake be quick,” cried Cain. “D’you want me to die like this?”
“The rope is coming,” I said. “That’s all I can say.”
Here Carson came into the room, with the rope on his arm.
“He’ll never do it, sir.”
“I know,” I said. “Never mind. I’ll hold the torch and you chuck the rope over his arm and under his chin, but make it fast first.”
“I’ve made it fast—to the top of the banisters.”
“My God,” screamed Cain, “I’m going. I can’t hold on.”
“Five seconds more,” I cried. “Here comes the rope.”
Carson threw it deftly: it landed across the man’s arms and under his chin. At once I picked up the slack and bent it over the sill. And Carson laid hold.
Again I leaned out of the window, torch in hand.
“Take hold of the rope,” I cried. “Let go and take hold of the rope.”
And then, before my eyes, Cain took his chance in a thousand—and threw it away.
Reluctant to shift his grip and trust himself to the rope, he made a desperate effort to get his elbow into the gutter first. So he would have one hand free to lay hold on
the rope. Somehow, he brought it off: but, as an immediate result, he shifted some weight from the staple on which he had set his toe and added this to the gutter which
had already more than enough to bear.
As his elbow sank into the gutter, the gutter began to give way, and Cain in his frenzy, instead of seizing the rope, snatched at the slates above it, as though they would
help him up.
“The rope,” I roared. “The rope. It’s your only chance.”
But I think the man was past hearing.
His smile twisted into a grin, he clawed at the slates, while the gutter bent slowly downwards beneath his weight.
And then, at the last, I think he took leave of his senses; for he abandoned his foothold and, with a most frightful contortion, tried to set foot in the gutter, as though he
were some urchin, idly amusing himself three feet above the ground.
So the camel’s back was broken.
With a rending sound, what was left of the gutter gave way, and, letting a cry which rang far into the night, Cain fell into the yard with the old iron still in his hands.
That he was instantly killed, there can be no doubt. And though I could not have wished him so disagreeable an end, I was greatly relieved to think he had done the
duty which otherwise must have been ours.
At once I ran to meet Mansel, who, I knew, must have heard the cry, and I found him at the foot of the staircase with Boll on his lead.
“All well,” I said. “He tried to escape and a gutter let him down.”
“Just as well,” said Mansel. “I’ll take this fellow back to the guard-room; and then you and Carson had better collect, the corpse.” He glanced at the blanketed
figures, waiting to be interred. “Yes, Boll,” he said, using German. “Let this be a lesson to you. ‘The wages of sin is death’. And I think you’d be well advised to do as I
say.”
“I believe, sir,” said Boll, saucer-eyed, “I believe that your counsel is good.”
By the time we had ‘laid out’ Cain, it was past three o’clock.
Then Mansel called Carson and told him to pinion Boll, “for though,” he said, “he is going to do as I say, there is, I hope, another scene coming, and I don’t want him
on in that.”
Together we walked to the steps, where George and Bell and Rowley were still asleep.
“Boll’s going home,” said Mansel. “We’re going to take him to Villach and put him on board the train. He lives not far from Innsbruck—at least, his people do. He’s
very badly frightened, and I think he’ll be glad to get out while the going is good. When he’s asked why he cut and ran, he’s going to say that the setting of all the mantraps got on his nerves. That happens to be perfectly true. He finds them barbarous—as do all the foresters. And when you come to think, that’s natural enough, for nine
out of ten of them come of a poaching stock.”
“You don’t think he’ll talk?” said I.
“He may—later on. But by then we’ll be out of the way. And I don’t think they’ll run him to earth. I don’t think they’ll look for him. I think they’ll assume that he is
with Auger and Hans, wherever they are.”
Here Carson arrived, to say he had bound Boll’s hands and had put him into the passage and locked the doors at each end.
“Good,” said Mansel. “And this is where we wait. I think that note should fetch him—Saul, I mean. But I hardly like to wait after half past six. We mustn’t be caught
here, you know. And now let’s think out his reception. I’d like to do him well; but we mustn’t make any mistake.”
Duke Saul of Varvic arrived before the sun was up. It was that cold hour when men can see and be seen, when the rear of darkness is thin. I think perhaps he came
early, because, knowing what he had done, he hoped to be back at his castle before the world was awake. Be that as it may, he came—and he came alone. We heard his
new two-seater before it had left the road.
We heard it slow down, to enter the mouth of the drive. And we heard it stealing towards us—towards the lodge and the forecourt, where we, and not Cain, were
waiting to play out the final scene.
I was standing close to the forecourt, within the wood, near to the path we had taken the night before: and the others were likewise concealed, but ready to enter the
moment they had their cue. And the lodge seemed to be deserted; only the lamp was still burning above the stairs.
Then the fine two-seater slid slowly into the forecourt, and we saw that Saul was driving, and driving alone.
He brought the car to a standstill: then he switched her engine off, opened the door by his side and slid to the ground. For a moment he looked at the lodge: then he

put his hand back to the wheel and sounded his horn. And then he moved to the steps . . .
At the foot of the steps he stopped and lighted a cigarette: then he looked up to see Mansel, standing framed in the doorway, with folded arms.
Now, though I knew very well why Mansel looked as he did and though I had been by his side for the last four hours, I must confess that the white figure, standing
there in that curious light, made my flesh creep upon my bones. And so I despair of conveying the effect that it had upon Saul.
For a moment he stood, as though he had been turned into stone. Then he clapped his hands to his mouth and he made a noise like that of a man in pain that is not to
be borne, a sobbing, wailing sound, that might have been a prelude to something worse. And so it was. With staring eyes, he turned to run for his car; but, whiter even
than Mansel, Rowley rose up from behind it, before he had reached its door. With a scream I shall always hear, Saul turned to make for the drive; but there he saw
George standing, barring his way. Again he recoiled, and let out that frightful scream—a scream which seemed to echo the laughter of the damned. It was a maniac
sound: and, indeed, I think at that moment the man was out of his mind. Be that as it may, he turned to run for the yard. There Bell was waiting for him, but he never got
so far; for, as he went, he saw the mouth of the path—the path which we had taken the night before.
As he took the path, a bough twitched his hat from his head.
I turned and ran behind him . . .
Whether he heard me or not, I do not know. Sometimes I think that he was past all hearing and that his one idea was to leave the hunting-lodge. Sometimes I think he
did hear me—and thought that one of his dead was in hot pursuit. All I can vouch for is that, fast as I ran, the man outdistanced me, and so he was out of my sight when
he entered the trap.
For a shocking reason I never heard its jaws close; but I knew very well what had happened, for all of a sudden a cry which beggared the others rang out ahead.
And not one cry only. Scream upon scream—to make the blood run cold.
I stopped and drew my pistol and braced myself: for I meant to end his torment, by shooting him like a dog.
But Mansel’s hand fell on my arm.
“Come,” he said. “We must leave him. I’d like to have ended it, but, for our own protection, we must not put him out.”
I preceded him—mutinously.
Before we had reached the forecourt, the sounds had stopped.
“I’m sorry,” said Mansel, “but, you see, we’re not dealing with Cain. The death of Duke Saul of Varvic is going to be head-line news. I meant to have shot him and
chucked him into the pit. But now he’s done very much better, for, as we have reason to know, disappearance is unsatisfactory, but ‘death by misadventure’ is a verdict
that none can contest.”
Mansel was right, of course. Once again Fortune had played clean into our hands. Yet, as I looked at Saul’s hat, hanging up on the bough, I remembered those other
hats that had been hung upon poles not very far off; and when I remembered them, I could not help feeling that something greater than Fortune had taken a hand in the
game.
Whilst we had been waiting for Saul, Carson had found some water and had washed the blood from the staircase and had cleansed the guard-room of the stains
which Kleiner’s body had left. Then he and I, between us, had stripped that room and the bedrooms of the little furniture there and had taken and laid it upon the floor of
the hall. So now we had nothing to do but to draw the bolts of the floor, and this we did together, as soon as I reached the lodge.
Once again the floor tilted, to shoot its burden of dead men and their effects, and once again I heard that rumbling, slithering sound: then the floor crashed back into
place, and Carson and I, between us, shot the bolts.
After that, we all turned to and dragged the sacks of quick lime on to the floor, and there we opened their mouths and poured their contents out. And when this was
done, for the last time we drew the bolts, to hear the lime go down: and when the floor had settled, we locked it once more into place.
Then George and Rowley took Boll and bound his eyes, that he might not see the two-seater, as he went out. Then we locked the passages up and we took the keys.
Once more I climbed the staircase, to lower and put out the lamp and pick up the Duchess’ coat, and as I came back down the hall Carson was making ready to
close the doors of the lodge.
Together we pulled them to and passed down the steps.
“Where are the others?” I said.
“Just in the drive, sir,” said Carson. “They’ve taken Forecast’s car.”
“Good for them,” said I. “I’d forgotten that.”
As we were leaving the forecourt, I hung on my heel, to look my last on the place against which our instinct had warned us, in which we had so nearly come to a
dreadful end. For it had been a very near thing—a matter of two or three moments . . . no more than that. Had Carson not arrived when he did—had he come but one
second later, the rest of us must have died. Nothing on earth could have saved us; for Forecast could not have missed me and, except by being cast down, Carson
would never have learned that the floor was made to give way. And nobody could have survived for more than two hours in that pit.
I did not fear the place now, perhaps because I knew the awful secrets it kept, but I think I shall always see it, standing deserted and silent, sunk in its birdless
woods.
It was a true charnel-house. God knows what Varvic had built it, but it must have been two hundred and fifty years old: and God knows how many poor souls strode
into it cheerfully, some tired, perhaps, with hunting, to meet a horrible doom. For it was most horrible. Death is grim in whatever guise it comes but the death the huntinglodge offered was surely the foulest ever devised by man. Its victim was cast alive into a common grave, to spend his last moments stumbling on a mound of corruption
that once had been men like himself, which soon he was going to swell, and breathing that frightful odour which his poor corpse must presently aggravate.
And then I remembered the graveyard that lay behind . . .
Little wonder the woods were birdless. Indeed, I found it strange that the trees should put forth their leaves about an acre which man had made so monstrous: but
Nature always remembers the pitiful dead.
As I entered the car—
“I’d forgotten this,” said I.
“Out of sight, out of mind,” said Mansel. “So had I. But George remembered it—mercifully. We’ve cleaned up so very well that it would have been grievous to leave
a pointer like this. We’re not concerned with Saul: all the world can see how he came by his death. But a car without any owner would give the police ideas. Well, let it
give them ideas—but not near the lodge. We’ll shove it into a meadow some twelve miles off.”
And so we did. But first we picked up the Rolls at Four Mile Point.
On the way we stopped by a stream and dropped the keys of the passages into a pool, and then we drove for Goschen as hard as we could.

CHAPTER XIII
ROADSTEAD
an Innsbruck train left Villach in less than an hour George and Rowley made haste to bathe and change, for they were to take the Lowland and see Boll off.
S INCE
But long before they were ready, Carson and I were once more out in the Rolls.
We drove for Varvic, using the southern drive.
We took the car right up to the castle gate, and there I demanded to see the Duchess at once.
After two or three minutes, a personal maid appeared.

She looked at me very hard, and then she asked me in French what reason I had to think that the Duchess was there. I showed her the telegram which had been
delivered to Goschen the evening before.
At once she nodded and asked me to follow her.
She led me upstairs to a boudoir, full of the morning sun, and there the Duchess was standing, wrapped in a dressing-gown of black and gold.
As the door closed behind me—
“Oh, my dear,” she cried, “but what are you doing here? He’s out; so they take my orders, except that I may not leave; but the instant that he returns——”
“He will never return,” said I. “Nor will Cain, or Forecast or Auger.”
She started back and a hand went up to her mouth.
“We never touched him,” I said. “He died in a trap which he had had set for us. And there, when they search for him, will his body be found. The others—will not be
found. In a word, we have done what we set out to do. And now we are going, because Mansel thinks it wiser that we should go at once. Not one single thing can be
proved: but we don’t want to be involved, and we may be involved if we stay. You, of course, must know nothing of all these things. But as soon as you can, we hope
you will come to England, and two of us will meet you in Paris, whenever you like. And there we will give you back your pretty coat. There’s Mansel’s address.” I gave
her a slip of paper. “If you are in any trouble, wire there at once: but put at the end of your wire the three words love to Jill. Jill is Mansel’s sister. You do not know her,
of course, but that will prove to us that the wire is from you.”
The Duchess stepped to the window and stood looking out.
“I wish to God,” she said, “I could leave with you. But, of course, I can’t do that. Still, I shall leave for Paris within the week. D’you know the Hôtel du Rhin in the
Place Vendôme?”
“Yes.”
“To-day is Saturday. Let’s say that I shall be there on Thursday next.”
“May we call there on Friday morning?”
“Yes, if you please. We’ve got such a lot to say. And I can’t say it here—in this house. Besides, I mustn’t keep you. I’m sure it’s important that you should leave the
country at once.”
“I think it is better,” I said.
She turned about.
“You shouldn’t really have come here.”
I shrugged my shoulders.
“There was no other way of letting you know. Besides . . .”
“Besides what?”
“Do you really think we’d have gone until we had known you were safe?”
She smiled at that, and put out a hand for mine.
“When they stopped me upon the road, I knew that you’d come. I saw in a flash that I was to be the decoy: and so I had fear for you—but none for myself.”
“And when the hours went by, but we didn’t come?”
“I knew you would—in the end. I never feared. You see, you are so like John. And in the short time that I knew him—well, he cast out fear. Perfect love does, you
know.” She cupped her face in her palms. “I’m not like most women I know. Most women would like to think that you had done this for them. But I rejoice to think that
you have done it for him. Of course, I’ve come into it, because I was part of him. And it was for my sake that you went out last night. But if the triumph is yours, the
tribute is his.”
Her words were true enough, for though she had not existed, we should have done our utmost to bring Bowshot’s murderers down. For all that, I bowed my head,
that she should not see my eyes, for, since we had come to know her, I think we all confused what we had felt was our duty with what we knew was her wish.
Then she put out her little hand, and I put it up to my lips. But she leaned forward and set her cheek against mine.
“God bless you all,” she whispered. “And you especially, Richard, for you were so sweet to me that night in the lane.”
I kissed her hand again and held it fast.
“Till Friday?” I said.
“Till Friday.”
I took my leave.
By now I was very tired, but if I had thought to rest, when I got back to the farm I was undeceived; for Mansel and George and Rowley were packing like men
possessed. By the time I had shaved and bathed, the cars had been laden and we were ready to leave. All this, that we should reach Salzburg before the Banks had
closed, and so withdraw the papers which we had lodged.
I was descending the stairs, when the police drove up to the door.
“Yes?” said Mansel.
“Sir,” said the inspector, “I have some grave statements to make.”
Mansel leaned back in his chair and looked rather bored.
“Pray let me hear them,” he said.
“Wilful murder has been committed. We do not know how or why. But we shall find out—never fear. And we shall bring to book the men who committed the crime.”
“I’m sure you will,” said Mansel, comfortably. “And how can we help?”
“You are English,” said the inspector.
“Certainly,” said Mansel. “And what of that?”
“Do you know a place called Latchet?”
“I’ve never stopped there,” said Mansel. “I’ve passed through the village. If I remember, it’s built by the side of a stream.”
“Ten days ago five Englishmen were staying at Latchet. We know where one of them is, but where are the other four?”
Mansel frowned.
“How should I know?” he said.
The inspector looked away.
“A conversation,” he said, “was overheard. In the course of that conversation, a proper name was mentioned—not once, but several times. The name was Goschen
. . . And that, as you are aware, is the name of this farm.”
“That,” said Mansel, “is very interesting. And what was said about Goschen?”
The inspector lifted a hand.
“One moment,” he said. He took from his pocket a passport that I had seen before. He opened it and gave it to Mansel. “Regard that photograph, please.”
“Benjamin Gulf,” said Mansel, reading aloud. “Unattractive-looking fellow, isn’t he?”
With his eyes fast on Mansel’s face—
“Have you,” said the inspector, “have you ever seen that man?”
“Good heavens, no,” said Mansel. He handed the passport to me. “Take a look at that, William. Have you ever seen that bloke?”
Gulf’s face stared out at me, as I shook my head.

“Never,” I lied, and handed the passport back.
Mansel gave it to George.
“And you?”
George inspected the portrait.
“I’m glad to be able to say he’s a stranger to me.”
“Show it to the servants,” said Mansel, “and see what they say.”
George nodded and left the room.
Mansel returned to the inspector.
“Is that one of the men that you are anxious to find?”
The inspector shook his head.
Then he leaned forward.
“That man’s body was found by Latchet. He had been rudely buried. Some days ago he died a violent death. His head had been crushed.”
“How very unpleasant,” said Mansel. “But what’s this to do with me?”
The inspector cleared his throat.
“I will tell you,” he said. “That man had been staying at Latchet with four other Englishmen. A week ago to-day the five of them left. In fact, they left without warning
the day before: but two came back the next morning to pay their bill and pack what luggage they had. But Gulf was not one of these.”
“Can’t you trace the others?” said Mansel.
“We hope to very soon by means of their car. But that is not all. At the moment there is at the inn another Englishman. At least, he says he is English: but he bears an
Italian name. And when we ask for his passport, he has it not. He did not arrive until Thursday—long after this man was dead. But the curious thing is this, sir—he denied
all knowledge of Gulf, but when I showed him Gulf’s passport, I saw that he knew his face.”
Mansel fingered his chin.
“That’s very strange,” he said.
“More. Yesterday afternoon this man was visited by one of the four: and there was a terrible scene, the resident weeping and wailing and the visitor shouting him
down. The landlady speaks no English, so she could not understand what was said, but again and again she heard the name ‘Goschen’ used: and Goschen, as I have said,
is the name of this farm.”
As though in excitement, Mansel leaped to his feet.
“Describe these men,” he cried. “Is one of them tall and dark—with an everlasting smile?”
“But that is right,” cried the inspector, starting up.
“Calls himself ‘Cain’?”
“Yes, yes. That is one of the four. It was he who visited Latchet yesterday afternoon.”
Mansel stretched out an arm.
“That is the man that came here ten days ago. He came in a car and he said he was staying near here. He was undoubtedly English, but I didn’t like his looks. When I
asked him what he wanted, he would not say: he tried to make me believe that he had come to call: but, whilst he was here, his driver was found by the servants
inspecting the back of the house. In the end I had him shown out; for I didn’t like his looks or his manner and I was perfectly sure that he was up to no good.”
“And that is all you know, sir?”
“That’s all I know. But I’ll tell you what I will do. I have friends at Scotland Yard; and as soon as I get to London, I’ll ask them to look up his record and let you
know.”
The inspector was deeply impressed.
“That would be most kind of you, sir.”
“Not at all,” said Mansel. “The man should be laid by the heels. He may or may not be concerned in the death of Benjamin Gulf: but the fact that he mentioned
Goschen suggests to me that he has designs upon us. So it’s just as well we’re going. Any way, Scotland Yard may be able to help.” Here George re-entered the room.
“Any luck with the servants, George?”
“None,” said George.
The passport was handed back.
The inspector bowed.
“I am in your debt, sir,” he said. “And may I be permitted to wish you a pleasant trip?”
As he drove away—
“And that,” said Mansel, “took fully a week from my life. If they’d thought of testing that passport for finger-prints . . .”
“My God,” said George. “That’s why you gave it to me.”
“That’s why,” said Mansel, and smiled. “Well, we’re safe enough now. But I don’t think we’ll wait any longer. To-day or to-morrow they’re going to find Forecast’s
car. They’ve nothing on us of course. But I’d rather not be questioned again. When one knows as much as we do, it is so very easy to put a foot wrong.”
Be sure we agreed with him.
So we drew the papers from Salzburg that afternoon and before night fell we had entered Germany. We lay that night at a village whose name I forget, and the
second night after that we spent at Mansel’s flat in Cleveland Row.
So we came back to England, exactly seven weeks from the day we set out: and, except for Bell’s broken wrist, we were not one penny the worse. (I should have
said that his wrist was set at Salzburg, as we came through, and the London doctors said that it had been perfectly done.)
On the following day, which was Tuesday, Mansel sent a letter to Scotland Yard.
DEAR GEOFFREY,
Major John Bowshot, deceased, of
The Manor House, Beehive, Somerset.
This poor fellow was murdered on 1st July last, three miles from the village of Latchet in Krain, Austria. I discovered his body and buried it not
very far from where I found it lying upon the Salzburg road.
The blows were struck by two hirelings, Frederic Ernest Bones and Benjamin Gulf. Both these men have since died.
As I had intended it should, my disposal of Bowshot’s body caused those behind the crime considerable inconvenience and within a month of the
murder they dispatched James Belper Orion Forecast to Latchet with certain instructions, the original of which I enclose, and a letter of introduction
to the late Duke Saul of Varvic, also enclosed. Forecast was accompanied by Bones and Gulf and one other man.
On 2nd August these four were joined by Joseph Cain, junior partner of Worsted and Co., of Jawbone Lane.
Unable to locate Bowshot’s body, Cain interred that of Gulf, in the hope that, when found, it would be mistaken for that of Bowshot. The police,
however, finding his passport on the body, identified it as that of Gulf.
In response to a telegram, purporting to have been sent by Cain, his senior partner, Aaron Biretta reached Austria on August 12th, on which day
he signed a statement, the original of which I enclose.
A perusal of this statement will show you why Bowshot died.

I have reason to believe that Cain and Forecast are dead. Biretta was alive at Latchet on August 14th.
I enclose:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Biretta’s statement,
Forecast’s instructions,
letter addressed to Duke Saul,
the envelope and map referred to in (b),
a second, similar envelope, found upon Cain,
the passports of Biretta, Cain, Forecast and Bones,
the cloak-room receipt for Bowshot’s effects.

Note:—
(i) Under the name of Orion, Forecast was running a hostel in Bedlam Row. I think that, if this hostel was visited, it would be found that
admission is limited to convicts who are for hire.
(ii) His Britannic Majesty’s Consul at Salzburg has Bowshot’s passport: he also has reason to believe that Bowshot was still alive on July 16th: in
fact, this belief is ill-founded and may be ignored.
(iii) I am prepared to prove John Bowshot’s death to the satisfaction of the Court, for I have in my possession his note-case and the tailor’s tab
or label which I cut from his coat.
It is not for me to make recommendations, but I think I am right in saying that, for some time past, the Director of Public Prosecutions has been
uneasy about Worsted and Co. and I hope that Biretta’s statement will enable him to take such action as he may think desirable.
Yours ever,
JONAH.
P.S.—The Austrian police are looking for Cain. They won’t find him, but they would love a line from you, to say that, although his name does not
appear in your records, you are about to proceed against his firm.
What answer Mansel received, I do not know: but I know that on Wednesday night Geoffrey dined with Mansel at Cleveland Row. I know that, because he told us
that ‘Geoffrey’ was going to come: then he set his hands on our shoulders and this is what he said.
“It is a real grief to me that I cannot ask you as well. Without you, I could have done nothing, and I shall tell him so. But he is within the law and I am without the law;
he is the right hand and I, sometimes, am the left: and the right hand must never know what the left hand does. That is the golden rule—which now and again we break.
But no one must know that we break it. Whilst he is here with me, Carson will be standing outside the door and one of his men will be watching the door of the flats.”
This was easy to understand, and we said as much; but Jonathan Mansel was the most generous of men and I very much doubt if he did himself justice that night. For
to him must go the credit for all we did. Of the actual thrust and parry, I had a very fair share; but, but for Mansel’s brain we should never have come to blows. I have
often worked with him since, but I never saw his precious gift of vision displayed to more advantage than in this case. How many men would have seen that Bowshot had
been murdered? And how many professional detectives would have read aright the riddle—or seen that there was a riddle—set by the fact that the tailor’s label was
loose? Yet, weary to death as he was when he found the corpse, he saw that for some good reason the murderers needed proof that their victim was dead: and so he hid
the body and put a spoke in their wheel. That they needed such proof was the only card he had, but he played it again and again—to take trick after trick. He had next to
nothing to go on, till Forecast came: and then, though we might have struck, he had the wit and the patience to hold his hand. One by one he lured the principals into the
net, and though, at the last, they nearly brought us down, they only got as far as they did by deceiving and showing violence to a lady who had suffered enough. And that
was the kind of card which, though he had picked up a handful, Mansel would never have played.
So ‘the right hand’ dined with ‘the left’ on Wednesday night: and Mansel and George and I left by air for Paris the following day.
Caroline, Duchess of Varvic regarded her excellent hands.
“First,” she said, “let me tell you as much as I know. And then you three shall tell me as much as you please. I think, perhaps, it’s better that you shouldn’t tell me too
much. You see, you have managed so well that, so far as I can make out, between Goschen and Varvic I am the only link. That link is very slender. Well, we don’t want
to make it strong—in case it should presently be tested. I don’t think it will be tested; but I’d rather not know too much, just in case it is.”
“I entirely agree,” said Mansel. “Besides, inquiries apart, the less you know, the less you will have to forget: for I hope you will forget a great deal that is past. That, of
course, will take time: but I’ve thought of a way which would shorten that time for me; and so, before we go, I’m going to suggest it to you. And now please let us hear
what you have to tell.”
“Richard left me,” said the Duchess, “about a quarter to eight, and I knew nothing more till they came to me for orders at a quarter to twelve. Saul, they said, had
gone out, but had not returned. He had gone out very early, driving alone. I asked where he had gone to: but nobody seemed to know. I waited till one o’clock and then I
sent out three cars to scour the countryside. The cars were back by three, but they brought no news. I then informed the police.
“Saul’s body was found on Sunday, just before noon. He had been killed in a man-trap, about six miles from the castle, in a quarter of the estate which I have never
seen. There is, I believe, an old house, in the heart of some very thick woods; but the place has been abandoned for many years. Very few, I am told, will go near it, for
suicides are said to be buried there, and they say that the woods are shunned by birds and beasts. Locally, it is known as Golgotha. Why Saul should have gone there
nobody seems to know. His car was found close to the house. The man-traps were in the charge of a foreman called Hans: it seemed likely that he would know
something; but Hans had disappeared. So have two other men who were known to be working with him. A suggestion has been made that Saul drove out privily,
because he wanted no one to know of the man-traps which he had had set—that they were barbarous things is very plain—and that, when he walked into one, Hans and
the others were frightened to death and fled. Hans is not regretted; he was a brute of a man. That Auger was Saul’s confidential valet, I think you know. His
disappearance has been noted, but not pursued: the man was detested and feared by high and low. Of Forecast the police know nothing, but I understand that they were
looking for Cain. A car he had used was found, not very far from the Salzburg-Villach road. Cain was known to have been in touch with Saul.
“An inquest was held on Monday, without result. Saul was found to have died by misadventure: the police were careful not to produce the trap. It seems that such
things are illegal and may not be set. For the honour of Varvic, therefore, the matter will not be pursued. For the same reason, search for Hans and his fellows will not be
made. The police do not want revelations which would reflect upon Saul. But they are hot to find Cain. They have the impression that Cain could give them the answer to
many things. They think that Cain is the villain of the piece. They believe that Saul visited Golgotha in response to a summons from Cain. A summons in the shape of a
note; but that note cannot be found. They have the two men who brought it: but, except that they were told to bring it, these men pretend to know nothing of what
occurred. But they brought it from Golgotha, which argues that Cain was there. Yet his car was found miles away. So the police are mystified. There is an Italian at
Latchet, whom they have put under arrest. He weeps and wails all the time, but he will not talk. He denies all knowledge of Cain, but the police insist that Cain visited him
on Friday and that a quarrel took place. In fact, the whole business is wrapped in mystery. It is thought that certain foresters could talk, if they pleased: but Saul’s death
has frightened them all, and the word has gone round for them to hold their tongues. And I think the man-traps upset them. It seems that the one Saul died in was one of
ten or twelve: and they should not have been set. So no one knows anything, for fear of being involved.
“Working with poles, they found four traps in the meadows and two by one of the drives. The remaining three or five, as the case may be, are thought to be in
Golgotha: but no one, the police included, likes looking for them, so the place will be fenced about and marked with DANGER boards.
“The funeral took place on Tuesday. The heir attended—Saul’s cousin: he’s not too bad. He is now Duke Rudolph of Varvic. Saul had next to nothing, except from
me: and now that he’s dead, my income is mine again. But Rudolph has money and so will keep up the estate. He asked me to stay, if I pleased, for the next three
months, but I’ve said good-bye and I shan’t go back again.

“Well, there you are. That’s really all I know—apart from what Richard told me, and he didn’t say very much. But he said enough to show me that you three have
done such justice as the law could never have done. And so I am very sure that John sleeps in peace. But one thing worries me—that wretched Italian that they have put
under arrest. There’s some mistake there, of course. And I’d hate to think——”
“He’s not an Italian,” said Hansel, “though he bears an Italian name. He is Cain’s partner.”
“Ah!”
“He’s served his turn, but he wasn’t worth putting to death, and that’s the truth. But the rope is round his neck. Yesterday morning at Bow Street an information was
sworn and two men left for Austria yesterday afternoon. So he will return to England under arrest. He will not be charged with conspiring to cause John Bowshot’s death:
he will be charged with converting his and other fortunes. He will certainly go to prison for at least ten years.
“We saw him eight days ago: and we took a statement from him. I brought a copy with me for you to see. It’s rather illuminating—confirms a good many suspicions
and ties some ends up. And I’m going to show it you now, because it introduces the suggestion which I said I was going to make.”
With that, he put the copy into her hand.
The Duchess read it carefully, finger to lip.
As she handed it back—
“How on earth did he come to sign this?”
“We suggested that, if he did, he might escape arrest on a capital charge.”
“It sounds very easy, when you put it like that. In fact you make light of everything. The notes you used to send to the clinic . . . Yet, what is the truth? You started
from scratch, you’ve unravelled every inch of the mystery and you’ve brought to book every one of the guilty men. I wish I knew how to thank you.”
“We want no thanks,” said George. “To be frank, we don’t even deserve them. We have simply met the demands which our sense of justice made. And now please
listen to Mansel: as I think you know, he’s always getting ideas; but this one appeals to me.”
“Well?” said the Duchess, smiling.
“We don’t know your plans,” said Mansel, “but Beehive is in the market and, before very long, you would, I think, be able to purchase The Manor House. As it
stands. As it was left by its owner a month or two back. I should think you could buy the lot for fifty thousand pounds. If you felt like making your home there . . .”
The Duchess closed her eyes and put her hands to her face.
After a little—
“Will you help me to do it?” she said. “I mean, I should like it better than anything in the world.” She rose and stretched out her arms. “What should I have done
without you three good men? To live in the home he loved! D’you think his servants would stay? The butler and cook, I mean. They were man and wife. Curly, their
name was: and I know they were devoted to him.”
“Once they’ve seen you,” said George, “you won’t get them out of the house.”
Then and there it was settled that Mansel should see his solicitor—Forsyth, by name—and that he should then wait upon the Duchess and take her instructions to
purchase not only The Manor House but the Beehive estate. Indeed, it did our hearts good to see how the prospect pleased her. I cannot say that she was gay, but
Mansel had set a light in her wonderful eyes.
We did not say good-bye, for she was to come to England within the week, and she made us promise to dine with her in London the day after she arrived.
And that is very nearly the end of my tale.
Upon Mansel’s affidavit, the Court gave leave to presume John Bowshot’s death. He was found to have died intestate and Letters of Administration were taken out.
Six weeks later the Duchess entered his home. She had already bought Beehive, and so the Lady of the Manor dwelled in The Manor House. And the village was mad
about her: no estate in England was more considerately run.
Biretta stood his trial at the Central Criminal Court. He pleaded guilty to conversion and was sentenced to twelve years’ penal servitude. John Bowshot was but one
of the victims of Worsted and Co. Investigation showed that Biretta and Cain, between them, had stolen from their clients more than one hundred and eighty thousand
pounds. And since they had been speculating in foreign currency, the lot was gone.
The ‘hostel’ in Bedlam Row was raided and closed.
The Austrian police continued their search for Cain for several weeks; then they made up their minds that he must have left the country, and directed their attention to
other things.
Of Varvic I know no more than the Duchess said, but I like to think that Rudolph is a worthier master than Saul.
But I often think of those seven crowded weeks and how on that dreadful night we nearly lost the game and our lives and everything. I remember the first quiet nights
when we watched the path to Latchet, but nobody ever came: I remember the grim reconstruction of poor John Bowshot’s end: and I see Forecast lying senseless,
beside the stream, whilst I strove to memorize the map which the Duke had marked: I can hear the Duchess’ quick breathing, as we sat on the step of her coupé and I
told her the wicked truth: and I see Cain lounging at Goschen—lounging and lying and smiling, with his eyes fast on Mansel’s face. I remember our race to Varvic, to
rescue George, and how Mansel beat the lorry with less than inches to spare; and I see Hans oiling the man-traps and China’s startled gaze; and I hear Biretta’s whimper
and watch him making his statement with bolting eyes. And then I remember the lodge . . . with the birdless woods about it . . . and the devil’s acre behind. . . . I feel
again the instinct that warned us off, in whose face we were forced to fly on that terrible night; and the burden of those few hours is as sharp and clear in my mind as
though it were yesterday’s. I see Cain fall with the gutter fast in his grip; I hear Saul’s screams, as he paid the wages of sin; but clearest of all is ever the awful event which
neither eye nor ear can be said to record, when the hall of the lodge disappeared, when the darkness gaped upon me, when the very breath of corruption blasted my face
. . . I have ridden storms since then, but never like that: for then my soul was shaken and for two or three shocking moments the powers of evil sat on the throne of God.
George Hanbury shall sum up.
“I wouldn’t have missed it for anything in the world. It was a great experience: and taking it by and large, we had less rough than smooth. But that merry-go-down
was a dirty bit of work, and the wallah that thought it out had a nasty mind. Still, I’d almost face it again to see Caroline ruling Beehive, and the look upon Curly’s face
when she says, ‘Is the port all right? Good. That’s Curly. I’m not a judge of wine, but he is a connoisseur.’”
Caroline could have remarried time and again: but John Bowshot had all her heart, so she never did. Unkind as had been her fortune, the years which she spent at
Beehive brought her as close to happiness as she could ever come.
And then, six months ago, as I came in from hunting, Bell brought me a telegram. . . .
Caroline had been driving at night, as she still so often did, and she had been hit by a lorry whose steering had given way.
She was sinking, when I got to her side, but, as once before, she set her cheek against mine.
“Soon happier still,” she murmured. “And you shall say of me what you said of him. ‘She . . . is . . . quiet . . . now. She’s gone to her long home.’”

THE END
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